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The A3 Foresight Program titled by "Critical Physics Issues Specific to Steady State 

Sustainment of High-Performance Plasmas", based on the scientific collaboration among 

China, Japan and Korea in the field of plasma physics, has been started from August 2012 

under the auspice of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS, Japan), the 

National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF, Korea) and the National Natural Science 

Foundation of China (NSFC, China).  The main purpose of this project is to enhance joint 

experiments on three Asian advanced fully superconducting fusion devices (EAST in China, 

LHD in Japan and KSTAR in Korea) and other magnetic confinement devices to solve several 

key physics issues on steady state sustainment of high-performance plasmas.  The 10th 

workshop of the A3 program was held in Jeju, Korea, 22-25 November 2016, as the 9th A3 

seminar on the collaborative research, which was hosted by National Fusion Research 

Institute, to check and review on-going joint research activities including scientific results 

during past four years and to discuss the future plan.  New proposals based on the A3 

collaborative research and oral presentations by young scientists were also encouraged. The 

topics in the seminar include steady state sustainment of magnetic configurations, edge and 

divertor plasma control and confinement of alpha particles. 
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Preface 

Steady-state sustainment of high-performance plasmas is one of the crucial issues needed to 

be addressed for fusion reactor development. To enhance close collaborations among scientists in 

three Asian countries (China, Japan and Korea), A3 foresight program on Plasma Physics started 

from August 2012 under the auspice of JSPS (Japan), NRF (Korea) and NSFC (China). The main 

purpose of this project is to solve several key physics issues through joint experiments on three 

Asian advanced fully superconducting fusion devices (EAST in China, LHD in Japan, KSTAR in Korea) 

and other magnetic confinement devices to carry out multi-faceted and complementary physics 

researches.  

The first meeting of A3 foresight program on Plasma Physics hosted by NFRI (Korea) was 

held in Jeju Island, Korea on 22nd August, 2012 as coordinator meeting to initiate the A3 program. 

As a result, the first seminar hosted by NIFS (Japan), the second seminar hosted by ASIPP (China), 

and the third seminar hosted by NFRI (Korea) were held in Kushiro, Japan during 22-25 January, in 

Beijing, China during 20-23 May, and in Gyeongju, Korea during 3-4 November, respectively, in 

2013. Concrete planning of collaborative research was made and possible scientific progresses 

done in steady state sustainment of high-performance plasmas were discussed. Also, many young 

scientists were joined in these seminars. The fourth seminar hosted by NIFS (in Kagoshima, Japan 

during 23-26 June in 2014), the fifth seminar by ASIPP (in Nanning, China during 6-9 January in 

2015), the sixth seminar by NFRI (in Chuncheon, Korea during 19-22 May in 2015), the seventh 

seminar by NIFS (in Gotemba, Japan during 1-4 December in 2015), and the eighth seminar by 

ASIPP (in Yinchuan, China during 17-20 May in 2016) were held successfully, to discuss 

achievements and summarize intermediate report within the A3 scientific framework.  

The ninth seminar as the tenth meeting, hosted by NFRI (Korea), was held in Jeju, Korea 

during 22-25 November, 2016 to continuously report the progress and achievement in on-going 

A3 collaboration. In total 51 participants attended in this seminar (15 from China, 14 from Japan, 

and 22 from Korea) and 45 scientific reports were presented for five categories; I. Steady state 

sustainment of magnetic configurations, II. Edge and divertor plasma control (IIa. Transport of 

edge and divertor plasmas and IIb. Stability of edge plasma), III. Confinement of alpha particles 

and IV. Theory and simulation. Especially, there were special presentations on the project overview 

and tokamak theory; EAST overview (Prof. B. Wan), KSTAR overview (Dr. Y.K. Oh), JT60SA overview 

(Dr. A. Isayama), Transport theory (Prof. Y. Kishimoto), and physics from 2D imaging (Prof. H.K. 

Park). 

The seminar was closed with great success, clarifying remarkable progress in researches along 

A3 program physics subjects and also contributing to the fostering of younger scientists. The 

organizing and program committees are deeply grateful to all participants and to strong and 



continuous support from foundation of three countries (NSFC in China, JSPS in Japan, and NRF in 

Korea), with those support and corporation the seminar was smoothly and successfully concluded. 

 

Yeong-Kook OH, Shigeru MORITA, and Liqun HU 

Chairpersons of the Organizing Committee 
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Status of the JT-60SA Project 
 

A. Isayama1 on behalf of the JT-60SA team 
 

1National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology, Naka, Ibaraki 311-0193, Japan 

 

Abstract 

 This paper describes recent progress in the JT-60SA project. After the disassembly of JT-60U in 

October 2012, the assembly of JT-60SA started in January 2013. Since then, the construction of the 

JT-60SA tokamak is steadily progressing. As of November 2016, 3 toroidal field coils, which were 

fabricated in France and Italy, have arrived at the Naka site. Component installation and subsequent 

commissioning by EU workers are also in progress. For example, commissioning of the quench protection 

circuit and the cryogenic system has been successfully completed. The development of auxiliary heating 

systems, which are the neutral beam injection system and the electron cyclotron range of frequency system, 

is also in progress, and the performance required in JT-60SA was achieved. Discussion on research items is 

also continuing by European and Japanese researchers, and the JT 60SA Research Plan is growing toward 

First Plasma. Dedicated experiments toward JT-60SA using existing tokamaks, such as cleaning of 

plasma-facing wall by electron cyclotron waves, were also conducted.  

 

1. Introduction 

 The JT-60SA project is a combined project of the Japanese national fusion program and the JA-EU 

Satellite Tokamak Program in collaboration with European and Japanese fusion communities. The mission 

of JT-60SA is to contribute to the early realization of fusion energy by addressing key physics and 

engineering issues for ITER and DEMO [1]. The main objectives of JT-60SA is (1) to support research for 

ITER by starting experiment in 2019, which is 6 years before ITER’s First Plasma, (2) to complement 

research for DEMO by demonstrating long-duration sustainment of high integrated performance plasmas, 

and (3) to foster scientists and engineers of next generations toward ITER and DEMO.  

 To achieve this goals, sustainment of high-beta plasmas above the no-wall limit for much longer than 

typical physics time scales, such as energy confinement time and current diffusion time, is planned by 

utilizing various heating systems, in-vessel coils, advanced fueling systems, and active divertor pumping. 

The JT-60SA device is under construction at the Naka site of the National Institutes for Quantum and 

Radiological Science and Technology (QST). The operation of JT-60U was completed in August 2008, and 

the disassembly of JT-60U was finished in October 2012. Since the start of assembly of JT-60SA in 

January 2013, the construction is steadily progressing [1].  

 The components for JT-60SA are procured both by Japan and EU as shown in Fig. 1. Fabrication of 

components is in progress, and first 3 toroidal field (TF) coils, which were fabricated in France and Italy, 

have arrived at the Naka site as of the end of November 2016. In addition to the delivery of components, 

installation and commissioning of the components are carried out by workers from EU.  
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2. Status of the construction of JT-60SA 

2.1 Construction of JT-60SA tokamak 

 The construction of the JT-60SA tokamak started by installing the cryostat base fabricated in Spain. 

After the temporal installation of the 3 lower equilibrium field (EF) coils procured by Japan, installation 

and welding of the 340º vacuum vessel sectors was carried out and finished in 2015. After then the thermal 

shields were installed on the outer surface of the vacuum vessel, and this work was finished in November 

2016. The next work is to insert the toroidal field coils one by one through the 20º spacing. The latest status 

of the JT-60SA tokamak and first 2 TF coils are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

2.2 Fabrication, installation and commissioning of components 

2.2.1 Poloidal field coils 

 The poloidal field coils are composed of 6 EF coils made of NbTi and 4 modules of central solenoids 

(CSs) made of NB3Sn, which are procured by Japan.  

 The EF coils except the first small EF4 coil were fabricated in the Naka site because some of them are 

too large to transport through the public road. The fabrication of the 3 lower EF coils was finished in 2014. 

The fabrication of the 3 upper EF coils was subsequently started, and finished in August 2016. In spite of 

its size (12 m diameter for the largest one), the circularity was measured to be 0.2-1.3 mm, which is much 

smaller than the requirement (6-8 mm).  

 The CS of JT-60SA is composed of 4 identical modules. The fabrication of the CS modules is in 

progress, and the first module was completed in September 2016. This module was then sent to National 

Institute for Fusion Science in Toki for cold tests. 

 

Fig. 1  Component sharing by EU and Japan. 
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2.2.2 Toroidal field coils 

 The TF coils of JT-60SA are composed of 18 coils made of NbTi. The fabrication is conducted by 

CEA in France and ENEA in Italy. Both institutes are in charge of fabricating 10 TF coils (1 coil for spare). 

The manufacturing is in progress.  
 After successful cold tests at CEA Saclay including full current tests at 25.7 kA and quench tests, 2 

coils from France, named “Annie” and “Brigitte” and 1 coil from Italy, named “Roberta”, have already 

arrived at the Naka site. The next coil, fabricated in France and named “Cécile”, is under shipment and will 

arrive at the Hitachi port in December 2016. Fabrication and testing of other coils are also in progress. 

2.2.3 Vacuum vessel 
 The vacuum vessel (VV), which is procured by Japan, has a double-wall structure and is made of 

SUS316L with 18 mm thickness. The VV was composed of 10 components: seven 40º sector, two 30º 

sector and one 20º sector. Their parts were fabricated at the factory and jointed at the Naka site. After the 

first delivery of 40° inboard sector in April 2011, installation and welding works made good progress. 

Welding of the components was carried out by taking into account the deformation caused by welding. The 

welding of 340º torus was completed in 2015 with the displacement of +/–5 mm in the horizontal direction 

and –4 mm in the vertical direction, which is well within the requirement. 

 The cryostat of JT-60SA is composed of the cryostat base procured by EU, the cryostat vessel body 

procured by EU and the cryostat top lid procured by Japan. The cryostat base, whose diameter and height 

are ~12 m and ~3 m, respectively, was fabricated in Spain, delivered to the Naka site and installed at the 

torus hall in 2013. The cryostat vessel body, whose diameter is ~13.5 m, is under fabrication in Spain by 

dividing 12 sectors (Fig. 3). These sectors will be delivered to the Naka site in the middle of 2017. The 

design of the cryostat top lid was finished. The procurement arrangement will be concluded soon, and then 

fabrication will start. 

Fig. 2  (a) JT-60SA device in the torus hall, and (b) first 2 toroidal field coils arrived at the Naka site. 

(a (b) 
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2.2.5 High-temperature superconductor current lead 

 High-temperature superconductor current lead (HTS-CL), in which bismuth alloy (Bi-2223/AgAu) is 

used, is installed between the superconducting coils and the external feeders. Since the HTS-CLs maintain 

superconducting state at 60 K, cooling power of the cryogenic system can be significantly reduced. Six 

HTS-CLs for the TF coils and 20 HTS-CLs for the PF coils were fabricated by Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology in Germany. All of them are tested at the CuLTKa (Current Lead Test facility Karlsruhe) 

facility. All HTS-CLs for TF coils have already been delivered to the Naka site, and the other HTS-CLs 

will be delivered in 2017. 

 

2.2.6 Cryogenic system 

 A cryogenic system is procured by EU (Fig. 4). The system is composed of 6 helium gas storage 

vessel, 8 warm compressors, 4 helium compressors, a refrigerator cold box and an auxiliary cold box. All 

of the system components were delivered and installed in 2015. After that, commissioning work by EU 

team started in March 2016, and was successfully finished in October 2016. 

 

2.2.7 Power supplies 

 Many kinds of power supplies are newly installed for JT-60SA although existing power supplies used 

for JT-60U are reused as much as possible.  

The superconducting magnet power supplies are procured by France and Italy. About half of them have 

been delivered to the Naka site and installed in 2016, and the remaining ones will be delivered by autumn 

2017.  

 The quench protection circuit procured by Italy was delivered to the Naka site in September 2014, and 

commissioning work was completed in June 2015. 

 The switching network unit, which is used to produce high voltage during plasma breakdown and 

current ramp-up, was fabricated in Italy and delivered to Naka in 2015. 

Fig. 4  Cryogenic system in the Naka site. Fig. 3  Cryostat vessel body cylindrical 
       section under fabrication in Spain. 
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 The power supplies for the fast plasma position control coils were fabricated in Italy and delivered to 

the Naka site in June 2016. Other power supplies such as the ones for resistive wall mode suppression coils, 

error field correction coils, and the electron cyclotron range of frequency (ECRF) system are under 

fabrication. 

 

2.3 Development of Heating Systems 

 JT-60SA equips a neutral beam (NB) system and an ECRF system for auxiliary heating (Fig. 5). In 

both systems, existing facilities for JT-60U is reused as much as possible. To meet the requirement in 

JT-60SA, operations of these systems are continued. 

 The NB system is composed of the positive-ion-based NB (P-NB) system with the beam energy of 

~85 keV and the negative-ion-based NB (N-NB) system with the beam energy of 500 keV. The total 

injection power of the P-NB and N-NB systems are 24 MW and 10 MW, respectively. In the P-NB system, 

beam acceleration at 2 MW (80 keV, 25 A) for 100 s has been demonstrated successfully [2].  

 The ECRF system is used for localized heating (ECH) and current drive (ECCD). In addition, this 

system is used for plasma initiation and first-wall cleaning. To enable ECH/ECCD under a wide range of 

operation conditions, a dual-frequency gyrotron, which can output 110 GHz and 138 GHz electron 

cyclotron (EC) waves, has been developed. In 2014, 1 MW output for 100 s at both frequencies was 

successfully demonstrated [3]. In 2016, 1 MW output for 1 s at 82 GHz using this gyrotron was also 

successful [4]. Although the output duration is limited to 1 s because this gyrotron is not optimized for 

82 GHz output, this result is noteworthy because plasma initiation and plasma-facing wall cleaning by 

fundamental harmonic EC waves is possible. Further operations aiming at output power higher than 

1.5 MW are in progress [4]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  (a) and (b) Layout of NB system. (c) Layout of ECRF system and resonance locations. 

(a) (c) (b) 
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2.4 Progress in Research Activities  

 To address research issues and resolve them, the Research Coordination Meeting (RCM) is annually 

held, and the 5th RCM was held at the Naka site in May 2016. At RCMs, update of the JT-60SA Research 

Plan is also discussed. The latest version of the JT-60SA Research Plan is 3.3, to which 378 researchers 

contributed both from EU and Japan. The JT-60SA Research Plan summarizes research items in the 

following research areas: (a) operation regime development, (b) MHD stability and control, (c)  transport 

and confinement, (d) high energy particle behavior, (e) pedestal and edge physics, (f) divertor, scrape-off 

layer and plasma-wall interaction, (g) fusion engineering, and (h) theoretical models and simulation 

codes [5].  

 Experiments in support of JT-60SA are also conducted. In 2016, dedicated experiments on the 

cleaning of the plasma-facing wall using second harmonic EC waves were conducted in TCV [6]. It was 

observed that the exhausted gas amount by the EC waves drastically changes by changing gas pressure, 

toroidal field strength, poloidal field pattern etc., which indicates that optimization of the discharge 

cleaning condition is important. 

 

3. Summary 

 The fabrication of components/systems, their delivery to the Naka site, and the commissioning of the 

systems by EU workers are steadily in progress. In particular, the fabrication of a large cryogenic system 

was successfully finished in October 2016. Three TF coils have arrived at the Naka site as of the end of 

November 2016. The other coils are under fabrication/ shipping. The construction of the JT-60SA tokamak 

is also progressing, and the 340º vacuum vessel was completed. The installation of the TF coils will start in 

December 2016.  

 The development of heating systems, namely the NB injection system and the ECRF system, is also in 

progress, and results satisfying requirements in JT-60SA have been obtained. 

 Research activities toward JT-60SA experiments are also progressing. The JT-60SA Research Plan 

version 3.3, to which 378 researchers from EU and Japan contributed, is now open to public. The RCM is 

held annually, and the results of analysis and the update of the JT-60SA Research Plan are discussed. 
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Characteristics in turbulent transport in flux-driven toroidal plasmas 

Y.Kishimoto1, K.Imadera1, W. Wang1,2, Z.Z. Wang2, J.Q. Li3,1

1Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan 
2Dalian University of Technology, China 

3Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China 

Abstract
We have presented an overall picture of flux-driven ITG turbulent transport which reveals resilience and 

stiffness in profile and self-similarity in relaxation coupled with SOC type intermittent bursts. The transport 
is found to be regulated by different types of non-diffusive process as (1) radially localized fast time scale 
avalanche, (2) radially extended global burst, (3) slow time scale avalanche coupled with a shear layer of 
radial electric field rE . Among them, the process (2) is the key, which results from instantaneous 
formation of radially extended ballooning type mode with nearly up-down symmetry in poloidal cross 
section. The repetitive occurrence of such a global mode is found to be the origin leading to a constraint on 
the profile causing the resilience and stiffness. The process (3) results from zonal flow and pressure 
governed by the extended global modes and dynamical evolution causes a new type of long time scale 
breezing in the transport. The spatio-temporal linkage of such different non-diffusive processes leads to a
new turbulent state dominated by long range correlation in time and space. The magnetic shear is a key 
control parameter that regulates the turbulent structure. 

1. Introduction 

  Turbulent transport and confinement in magnetically confined fusion plasmas exhibit a hierarchical 

nature dominated by spatio-temporally different processes such as force balance and equilibration process, 

neo-classical process, macroscale MHD and microscale turbulent process, etc. Among them, the global 

nature of turbulence is then of specifically importance in understanding and evaluating them. This is 

because the turbulence is dominated not only by local plasma parameters but also by their global extent and 

spatial variation [1-2]. A fundamental global nature related to turbulent is the mode structure which exhibits 

mesoscale in a toroidal system represented by ˆ~ ir L s , i.e. geometrical mean between microscale 

unit, i.e. ion gyro-radii i , and macro-scale unit, i.e. plasma scale length L , e.g. such as temperature and 

density scale length, TL  and nL , resulting from toroidal coupling due to finite magnetic shear ŝ  [2-4]. 

Such a structure has been shown to exist numerically from global toroidal simulation [2] and theoretically 

from the first order ballooning theory which considers the effect of global profile variation, e.g. expressed 

by magnetic drift frequency shear, i.e. r d [3-4]. 

It was found in the simulation that the corresponding transport exhibits multi-scale nature in time and 

space which provides a constraint on the transport process leading to the resilience and stiffness in profile 

formation and self-similarity in relaxation [2]. However, it is noted that the simulations showing above 

transport included neither the effect of zonal flow nor that of mean radial electric field. Therefore, it is 

7
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necessary to confirm whether the above transport dynamic reveals even in global toroidal simulation where 

such effects are treated properly consistent with experimental condition.  

Here, using the GKNET (Gyro-kinetic based Numerical Experiment of Tokamak), which is a 

5-dimensioanl full-f flux-driven global toroidal gyrokinetic code including neoclassical effect and heat 

source and sink [6,7], we revisit turbulent transport dominated by ITG turbulence under the condition that 

the zonal flow and mean radial electric field are introduced. Based on the simulation, we deduce an overall 

picture of turbulent transport in flux driven toroidal system emphasizing the global nature of turbulence 

covering whole plasma. Even in the presence of zonal flow and radial mean electric field, we have 

observed similar mesoscale turbulent structure and associated self-organization leading to profile resilience 

and stiffness. The turbulent transport is found to exhibit rich dynamics such that qualitatively different 

non-diffusive processes with different spatio-temporal scales coexist and incorporate with each other.  

2. Flux-driven ITG turbulence and transport
Here, we study a circular plasma of 0 0.36a R  and ia 150  where  denotes the spatial 

average over minor radius a . The collision effect is introduced for parallel velocity which conserves 

energy and momentum, where normalized frequency is given by * 0.565  corresponding to a banana 

regime with 0.01k  (neoclassical parameter) and is spatially constant [6.7]. A nearly flat density profile 

with 0 / 2.22nR L  at / 0.5r a  is used and the parabolic safety factor profile 2q r r  shown in

Fig.1 is employed. The heat source and sink are given near center and edge as shown in Fig.1, which drives 

heat input given by inP 16MW. The GKNET simulation is performed in an electrostatic modelling with 

adiabatic electron so that no particle transport takes place [6].    

2.1 Spatio-temporal structure of turbulent transport [7] 

Figure 1 shows (a) turbulent heat flux ( )tubQ t  where heat flux ( , )tubQ r t  is averaged over

60 80r , (b) ( , )tubQ r t , and (c) radial electric field ( , )rE r t  in 900 1300t  (quasi-steady state

phase). Here, time and space are normalized as it R t  and ir r , respectively. The ion

temperature 
*

iT r , which is averaged over 900 1300t , is shown in Fig.1. It is found that
*

iT r  is suffered from a constraint exhibiting an exponential function form, i.e. ~ expi TT r r L ,

in two regions, i.e. 1~T TL L  in 0 80r (inside) and 2~T TL L  in 80 150r (outside), showing a 

knee for scale length at ~ 80r . Near the center 0 30r , quasi-periodic bursts coupled with the 

generation of radial electric field rE  take place due to the external heating and supply turbulence to the

bulk region via fast time scale avalanches as seen in Fig.1 (b) and (c).  

Figure 2 (a) represents ( )rE r  at 25t  and 62t , i.e. before and after the linear mode saturation.

The former corresponds to the mean ( )rE r  mainly determined by the initial temperature profile and the

latter exhibits an oscillatory nature due to zonal flows produced by the turbulence. Figure 2 (b) illustrates 

( )rE r  and TR L r  at 1360t  in a quasi-steady state phase. A quasi-periodic oscillation and/or
corrugation of temperature coupled with that superimposed on the self-organized profile can be
seen, which is referred to as

8
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In the source/sink free region 30 130r , various types of non-diffusive transport events with 

different time and spatial scales are found to appear, which are summarized as follows, 

(1) Radially localized avalanches which propagate in the radial direction with fast time scale: The typical 

radial correlation length and propagation velocity are estimated as 1/2~c i i TL  and a

2 3 i iR , respectively. Here, i  is the ion thermal velocity. Two type of avalanches is known 

to exist, one is temperature hump in the plasma with 0r rE  which propagates toward edge, the 

other is temperature hole in the plasma with 0r rE  which propagates toward centre [8]. 

(2) Radially extended intermittent bursts: The typical radial correlation length ranges from mesoscale to 

macroscale, i.e. 1/2 ~c i T TL L . As seen in Fig.1 (a) and also Fig.2, the corresponding heat flux

tubQ  in the bulk region ( 30 130r ) exhibits quasi-periodic bursts which period is roughly 

estimated as ~ 20 it R .

(3) Radially localized avalanches which propagate in the radial direction with slow time scale coupled 

with oscillatory and/or corrugated electric field ( rE ): The radial location of localized rE  and/or the

shear layer roughly corresponds to the edge of global burst in the process (2). This avalanche is also 

found to be repeated with time interval estimated by 100 200t iR , leading to long time

scales breathing in transport [6,7].  

2.2 Instantaneous formation of radially extended global mode 

Figure 3 shows the radial heat flux ,rQ r at nearly a bottom (a) and a peak (b). In the peak, radially

extended ballooning-type structure with long radial correlation length c  which reaches to ~ 80c i

can be seen. Here, the structure shows nearly up-down symmetry. This is because the effect of finite 

diamagnetic shear ( d r ), which causes asymmetry to the potential  by a finite Bloch angle 0  and 

reduction in (mode growth rate) and c , is canceled by that of the rE  shear ( E B r ).  As the 

result, the symmetry is recovered ( 0 ~ 0 ), which enhances both and c . Therefore, once the phases of 

Fig.1. (a) Evolution of averaged heat flux <Qturb>
in 60<r/ i<80, (b) spatio-temporal evolutions of 
heat flux Qturb. (r,t) and (c) radial electric field 
Er(r,t). Ion temperature profile (log-scale) and 
q(r) are shown [from Ref.7]

Fig.2. (a) Radial profile of mean radial 
electric field Er(r) at t=25 (blue) before 
saturation of linear mode and t=62 (red) 
redafter the saturation. (b) Radial profile of 
Er(r) and and R/LT. at quasi-steady state. 
[from Ref.7]
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potential eddies at different radii are aligned spontaneously in the 

radial direction, the global mode  and thereby rQ  with long c

from mesoscale to macroscale can grow. Such structures are 

disintegrated and damped by self-generated zonal flows while the 

process is repeated intermittently as seen in Fig.1.   

2.3 Effect of magnetic shear in turbulent transport 

Figure 4 (b) shows turbulent heat flux ( , )tubQ r t  for the week 

magnetic shear shown in Fig.4 (a), i.e the case of 6q r  ( ˆ 0.23s ).

It is found that the radially extended global bursts are suppressed 

compared with that in Fig.1 where 2q r ( ˆ 0.78s ) while the 

transport is dominated by radially localized avalanches as in the 

process (2) in 2.1. This is because the toroidal coupling leading to 

ballooning mode is hardly established due to week magnetic shear., 

suggesting that the magnetic shear can be a control parameter. 

3. Summary

We have presented an overall picture of flux-driven ITG turbulent transport which reveals resilience and 

stiffness in profile and self-similarity in relaxation coupled with SOC type intermittent bursts. The transport 

is found to be regulated by qualitatively different processes (1)-(3) as discussed in 2.1. Among them, the 

process (2) is the key, which results from instantaneous formation of radially extended global structure 

ranging from mesoscale to even macro-scale. The E B  staircase originates from zonal flows produced 

by such global structure while it dynamically evolves causing long time scale breathing in transport. The 

magnetic shear which can regulate the transport process (1)-(3) can be a control parameter for transport. 
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Abstract

An ITB formation during L-mode has been observed which shows improved core confinement. Time 

trace parameters indicating the plasma performance N are 

comparable to the H-mode in the discharge. Ion and electron temperature profiles show the barrier clearly 

in the temperature, and it was sustained for about 7 s in the dedicated experiment. In this work, we 

introduce the ITB formation observed during the 2016 KSTAR campaign.

1. Introduction

One of important goals of tokamak experiments is the exploration of enhanced confinement regimes, 

and the access of the internal transport barrier (ITB) formation is dealt with an important physics issue in 

the most of tokamaks [1-3]. Investigation of the ITB formation condition in the KSTAR is also valuable in 

that point of view although its heating and current drive systems are not fully equipped to see the ITB with 

H-mode. 

ITB can help AT scenarios

r/a=1

ETB

ITB

T

r

ELM

L-mode

H-mode

Reduced radial 

transport

sawteeth

Fig.1 Illustrating temperature profiles during L-mode, H-mode, and ITB

plasmas in a tokamak.
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When a sufficient power is applied to the L-mode plasma, the edge confinement is improved in a sudden, 

and this region of the edge pedestal is called edge transport barrier (ETB) in H-mode. The ITB which is not 

fully understood as the ETB is also observed probably in a similar way of physics. The ITB enhance the 

discharge performance by a significant factor like the H-mode, and with both ITB and ETB we could 

improve the confinement even more. We have observed these ITB formations during the last KSTAR 

campaign (2016). Here the H-mode with ETB is robust and reproducible. It provides good confinement, 

and no q-control is required. However, we experience large ELMs. Pulse length of the H-mode is still 

limited, so we need advanced tokamak (AT) scenarios with an alternative approach. The ITB is a strong 

candidate of the AT scenario which need controls of q- and pressure profiles, but we could avoid serious 

instabilities and increase fusion power density.

2. ITB discharges in KSTAR

In 2012, we had observed ITB-like phenomena for the first time in KSTAR with a limited NBI-1 power and 

the maximum available plasma current ramp-up rate of 0.8 MA/s. We observed a sudden rise of core 

temperature, while the density stays constant with also limited diagnostic channels. The first shot #8046 

was designed to inject the neutral beam during the Ip ramp-up phase. We had scanned the beam energy and 

injected all available external current drive sources for the experiment. However, it was difficult to judge 

that the ITB was clearly formed due to lack of core profile diagnostics as well as the experiment could not 

be continued due to a machine safety with the highest current ramp-up rate.

The beam power of the fully equipped NBI-1 heating beam consists of three ion sources is now 5.5 MW. 

The motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostic for measuring the q-profile [4-6] and a charge exchange 

recombination spectroscopy (CES) for measuring the ion temperature profile are sitting next to the heating

beam. The electron cyclotron emission (ECE) system for measuring the electron temperature profile was

also the key diagnostic of this experiment.

According to a scaling law of the ITB threshold power [2], KSTAR needs at least 4 to 5 MW of heating 

power to see the ITB, and KSTAR has 5.5 MW of neutral beam injection (NBI) system. This will be 

doubled in 2018 but it seemed marginal until we have the second NBI system, and since the diverted 

plasma easily go to the H-mode, we suggested to hold down to the inboard limiter to avoid the H-mode 

transition. 

Figure 2 shows you the first result of ITB during an L-H-L transition. A total of 4.5 MW neutral beam 

injected during the current ramp-up, and the ITB formed just before the flattop of the plasma current. The 

ITB sustained until the H-mode transition at around 3 s. Here, time trace parameters indicating the plasma 

N, and neutron rate are comparable to the 

H-mode in the discharge. The formed internal barrier is clearly shown in the temperatures, and it is in both 

ion and electron thermal channels (not shown in this article). Profiles with red dots are during the ITB 

phase at 2.5 s, and the profiles in blue are during H-mode without ITB. We can clearly see the ITB foot and 

the ETB pedestal as shown in Fig. 3.
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ITB L-mode

4.5 s

H-mode

2.5 s
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Fig.2 Time trace parameters of the first ITB discharge in KSTAR (#16498).
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Fig. Ion temperature profiles at 2.5 s and 4.5 s of the shot #16498 

show the plasma performance during the ITB.
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We have measured the pitch angle profile with the MSE diagnostic, and we have got q-profiles using the 

MSE-constrained EFIT. The ITB foot is in q = 2 surface, and the profile is flattened in the core region. This 

profile is the biggest change since we measure the pitch angle within the operation regime in KSTAR. The 

q0 starts at 2 with the ITB formation at 1 s goes to below 1, and it show clearly the three different phase, 

ITB, H-mode, and L-mode in a single shot.

We have observed the ITB during a simple L-mode discharge. A total of 4.5 MW NBI power delivered 

during the Ip ramp-up. The ITB formed just before the flattop and sustained for about 3.6 s. The ion 

temperature in the core region is much higher, but the signal level on the CES detector was easily saturated. 

This is maybe due to an accumulation of the carbon impurity in the core. However, we still clearly see the 

ITB in the electron temperature profile. To get the position of the ITB foot, we have carefully fitted profile. 

Maximum of 2nd derivative of the fitted line is the position of the ITB foot, and it is always in 2.0 m to 2.1 

m in time. We have also produced stationary ITB discharges in a slightly lower Bt at 2.5 T, and higher 

power input. We applied 5.5 MW of full NBI power during the ramp-up, and the ITB sustained until the 

ramp-down of the NBI at 8 s. The ITB foot move outward in time and stay constant after few seconds later. 

There were no instabilities and all the measured parameters are very stable, so we believe that we could 

extent the length of this ITB discharge even longer. We have observed a double barrier, both ITB and ETB 

together for a few hundreds of ms after a H-mode transition. The H-mode ETB providing a further 

improvement in confinement, but it is unstable and leading to a disruption.

In conclusion, we have observed the ITB formation with a significant improvement in confinement over 

inboard limited discharges in KSTAR. The ITB formed in both ion and electron thermal channels, and 

performances are comparable to the H-mode in KSTAR. Big enough NB power (> 4 - 5 MW) under a 

limited L-mode is the key of the ITB access in KSTAR. We have also produced stationary ITB discharges 

in slightly different Bt and power conditions. Closer look of the saturated Ti and Gyrokinetic simulations 

with measured profiles and the characteristic parameters are in progress.  
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Abstract

As the diagnostics and the auxiliary heating systems improve and develop on EAST tokamak, series of 

interesting magnetohydrodynamic phenomena have been identified and studied. Among the observed MHD 

instabilities, internal kink mode related modes such as fishbones, snakes and sawteeth are of particular 

interests. Repetitive fishbones near the trapped ion procession frequency were observed for the first time in 

the neutral beam injection high confinement plasmas on EAST. Using a high spatial-temporal-resolution 

multi-array Soft-X ray diagnostic and compact solid-state neutral particle analyser (ssNPAs), its 1/1 mode 

structure and energetic particle driven nature are revealed. In plasma discharges with consecutive H-L-H

transitions, repetitive snakes are found to damping on core toroidal rotation. The repetitive appearance of 

snakes revealed a impurity threshold. Due to its localized heating effects, electron cyclotron resonant 

heating (ECRH) is used to sawtooth control experiments. With respect to the q =1 surface, the effects of 

ECRH deposition position on sawtooth periods demonstrate different outcomes. Inside the q=1 surface, 

sawtooth is destabilized (reduced periods). Outside the q=1 surface, sawtooth is stabliziezd. 

1. Introduction

Internal kink mode related phenomena such as snake oscillation, sawtooth and fishbone in global 

mode structure are among the most frequently encountered MHD activities in tokamak plasma discharges. 

Sawteeth and snake oscillations can directly lead to a redistribution of plasma parameters such as electron 

temperature and density. Large sawtooth and snakes can supply a seed island for 2/1 NTM destabilization, 

which is another undesirable effect. Conventional fishbones (FBs, in precession frequency) correspond to

the so-called energetic-ions particle driven instabilities. FBs have the similar detrimental effects by 

interacting with thermal plasma strongly which affect equilibrium, stability and confinement, and inducing 

significant fast ion loss.

Understanding these instabilities is very important for future ITER operations where the q=1 surface can 

reach up to half of minor radius and large population of energetic particles are generated from fusion-born 

alpha particles as well as auxiliary heating

2. Fishbone activity in Neutral Beam Injection plasma

Repetitive fishbones near the trapped ion procession frequency were observed for the first time in the 

neutral beam injection high confinement plasmas in Experimental Advanced Superconducting. This 1/1 

typical internal mode propagates in the ion-diamagnetism direction, With typical frequency chirping, and 
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rotation higher than the bulk plasma rotation (T-CXRS) (see Fig1, 2). 

Fig.1 Poloidal structure and poloidal rotation direction analysis of fishbone in Shot #48605. upper-Fishbone 

shown in the core SX signal; mid and bottom-contour plots of the reconstructed perturbation of the local 

emission intensities from the perturbation signals extracted by the SVD method. The numbers on the left of 

the reconstructed frames correspond to those in the upper frame. The propagation of the fishbone-induced 

hot core in the poloidal section is along the ion-diamagnetism direction (counter-clockwise poloidal 

direction)

Fig 2 Typical frequency whistling-down spectrograms of fishbone as observed from a central SX channel

together with the central bulk plasma rotation speed (blue star) measured by X-ray crystal spectrometer. 

The overlaid blue signals correspond to raw core SX signals. The difference in frequency between the onset 

and quenching of the fishbone is up to df 4 kHz. The frequency of fishbone is in the range ffb =(1.75 

-5.75) 1.25 kHz. 

An individual ssNPA vertical detector filtered with W-dominated foil of thickness 100/200nm was used to 

measure the NBI beam ions energy. The100/200nm W foil provides a low detection threshold for deuterium 
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of around 22.0keV and 45.6keV. A detailed comparison between the ssNPA signal and the fishbone is given 

in Fig. 3.

Fig 3 Corresponding to the energetic particle-driven feature, Good correlation was found between FBs 

and ssNPA signal with 100 nm W filter (35keV).

3. Repetitive impurity snakes and their dumping effect on core toroidal rotation in plasma charges

with multiple H–L–H transitions.

Examination of the data in Fig. 4 demonstrates that the 1/1 snake mode only occurs when dw/dt > 0 during 

the confinement improvement stage following the H–L phase of an H–L–H transition as the plasma starts to 

recover the H-mode. By examining all EAST shots which exhibited repetitive H–L–H transitions, it was 

observed that repetitive bursting of snake modes correlated with repetitive H-mode phases, with the first 

snake mode starting after the first H–L transition. Further, snake modes were observed to start within 20 ms 

of the associated L–H return transition. The vertical dashed line in Fig. 4 marks the termination of a typical 

snake mode and the beginning of a ‘slow ramp-up’ phase toward maximal stored energy, before the 

beginning of another H–L–H transition and the formation of another snake mode. 
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Fig.4 Repetitive snakes in an EAST discharge with multiple H–L–H transitions: (a) the core soft x-ray 

signal Isx; (b) the plasma stored energy W; (c) the plasma stored energy growth rate dw/dt ; (d) n/nGW, 

where nGW(1020 m 3) = Ip (MA)/ a (m)2 is the ‘Greenwald limit’ density. The vertical dashed line 

designates the end of a snake mode and the beginning of a slow ‘ramp-up’ to maximal stored energy. L and 

H letters in the bottom indicate the low-confnement and high confinement, respectively.

The increase in plasma confnement during L–H transitions and the erosion of the plasma facing 

components caused by both the higher edge temperature and increased heat load from large edge localized 

modes (ELMs) account for the Mo impuri -mode plasmas.

Fig.5 Central peaking impurity profile before snake onset was measured by EUV spectrometer as well as 

XUV detectors. The quasi-periodical burst of SX signals show good correlation with Mo emission 

measured by EVU system. The formation and stability of snake here is rely on the plasma conditions which 

are directly connected with large ELMs crash.

The strong toroidal rotation damping due to the 1/1 snake mode has been observed, as shown in Fig. 6 
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Fig.6 An example of core plasma toroidal rotation dampening by a snake mode. (a) The envelope of the 

core SXR sinusoidal signal. (b) The displacement m=1. v .

Envelope of SXR signal in (a) means the mean of peaks and valleys of the core SXR sinusoidal signal. The 

core plasma rotation( / 0.2) shown in (c) is measured by the TXCS system in EAST.

Sawtooth control experiments using ECRH

Due to the localized heating effects (see Fig.7), ECRH is used to modify the magnetic shear at q=1 surface. 

According to Porcelli Model, the magnetic shear at q=1 surface (see Fig. 8) determines sawtooth crash.

Fig 7  Fig 8

Fig.7 Electron temperature variation after 15ms of ECRH injection. The temperature variation profile (in

red diamond) correspond well with ECRH heating deposition (in blue line) calculated by TORAY-ray

tracing code,

Fig.8 Magnetic shear evolution in one sawtooth period suggests the existence of a threshold for sawtooth 

crash.
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By changing EC wave injection angle between different shots, the relation between sawtooth period and

ECRH deposition position is investigated.

Fig. 9                                 Fig.10

Fig.9 (a) Temporal evolvement of sawtooth period of shot 54426; the time domain when ECRH was 

injected was illustrated with shading; triangular represents the sawtooth period; and sawtooth was 

destabilized (characterized by reduced period) due to ECRH. (b) ECRH deposition position calculated by 

TORAY-GA ray-tracing code.

Fig.10 (a) Temporal evolvement of sawtooth period of shot 54405; the time domain, when ECRH was

injected, is illustrated with shading; triangular represents the sawtooth period; and sawtooth is stabilized 

(characterized by prolonged period) due to ECRH. (b) ECRH deposition position calculated by 

TORAY-GA ray-tracing code.
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Abstract

Explicit high-order non-canonical symplectic particle-in-cell algorithms for classical particle-field

systems governed by the Vlasov-Maxwell equations are developed. The algorithm conserves a

discrete non-canonical symplectic structure derived from the Lagrangian of the particle-field system. The 

electromagnetic field is spatially-discretized using the method of discrete exterior calculus with high-order 

interpolating differential forms for a cubic grid. The resulting time-domain Lagrangian assumes a 

non-canonical symplectic structure. It is also gauge invariant and conserves charge. The system is then 

solved by using a high-order explicit structure-preserving splitting method. The explicit, high-order, and

conservative nature of the algorithms is especially suitable for long-term simulations of particle-field

systems with extremely large number of degrees of freedom on massively parallel supercomputers.

1. Introduction

The importance of numerical solutions for Vlasov-Maxwell (VM) systems cannot be overemphasized. 

In most cases, important and interesting characteristics of the VM system are the long-term behaviors and 

multi-scale structures, which demand long-term accuracy and fidelity of numerical calculations. 

Conventional algorithms for the VM systems used in general do not preserve the geometric structures of 

the physical systems, which will lead to not reliable results when calculating long-term multi-scale

problems. To overcome this difficult, a series of geometric algorithms, which preserve the geometric 

structures of the VM system have been developed recently [1-9]. However, none of these methods is 

high-order local explicit, electromagnetic and charge-conserved. So in this paper, we have developed an 

explicit, high order, non-canonical symplectic PIC algorithm for the Vlasov-Maxwell system. The 

algorithm conserves a discrete non-canonical symplectic structure derived from the Lagrangian of the 

particle-field system [10, 11]. With the usage of discrete exterior calculus (DEC) [12] and high-order 

interpolating forms inspired from the Whitney forms [13], this discretization preserves the gauge invariance 
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of the original Vlasov-Maxwell system, which means the charge conservation nature is also preserved. The 

spatially-discretized system is solved by using a Hamiltonian splitting method discovered by He et al. [14, 

15], which is high-order explicit. The explicit and high-order nature of the symplectic algorithms developed 

in the present study made it especially suitable for long-term simulations of particle-field systems with 

extremely large number of degrees of freedom on massively parallel supercomputers.

2. NON-CANONICAL SYMPLECTIC PARTICLE-IN-CELL ALGORITHMS

The starting point is the Lagrangian of a collection of charged particles and electromagnetic field [10, 

11].

(1)

where ( ) and ( ) are the vector and scalar potentials of the electromagnetic field, , and 

denote the location, mass and charge of the -th particle, and permittivity and permeability in vacuum. We 

let = = 1 to simplify the notation. This Lagrangian is naturally discrete in particles, and we choose 

to discretize the electromagnetic field in a cubic mesh. To preserve the symplectic structure of the system, 

the method of Discrete Exterior Calculus [12] is used. The DEC theory in cubic meshes can be found in 

Ref. [16]. For field-particle interaction, the interpolation function is used to obtain continuous fields from 

discrete fields. The spatially-discretized Lagrangian can be written as follows

 (2) 

where integers , and are indices of grid points, and curl are the discrete gradient and curl 
operators, which are linear operators on the discrete fields and . Functions and are 

interpolation functions for 0-forms (e.g. scalar potential) and 1-forms (e.g. vector potential), respectively.

The interpolating forms used here is quite different from the original Whitney form described in Ref. [13].

The original Whitney form is developed for simplex meshes (e.g. the triangle or tetrahedron mesh) while 

our interpolating form is designed for rectangle or cubic meshes, and the original Whitney interpolating 

function is only non-zero within one layer of grid cell while our new interpolating form can effect multiple 

layer of grids.

The action integral reads

(3)

and the dynamic equations are obtained from Hamilton’s principle,
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(4)

(5)

(6)

Equations (4) and (5) are Maxwell’s equations, and Eq. (6) is Newton’s equation with the Lorentz force for 

the -th particle. For the dynamics to be gauge independent [16], it requires that the discrete differential 

operators and interpolation functions satisfy the following relations,

(7)

(8)

The gauge independence of this spatially-discretized system implies that the dynamics conserves charge 

automatically. In this paper, as a practical example, two-cell interpolating functions and the corresponding 

discrete exterior derivative operators are defined in the following way.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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(16)

where the one-dimensional interpolation function is chosen in this paper to be

(17)

Since the dynamics are gauge independent, we can choose any gauge that is convenient.

For simplicity, the temporal gauge, i.e.  =  0, is adopted in the present study. To obtain the Poisson 

bracket, we let  =  [  , ], and the Lagrangian 1-form can be written as

(18)

where denotes the exterior derivative. In Eq. (15),

(19)

and

(20)

(21)

is the Hamiltonian. The dynamical equation of the system can be written as [10, 17]

(22)

where [ , , 1] represent vector field [ + + ]. The non-canonical symplectic structure is

(23)

and the dynamical equation (22) is equivalent to
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(24)

The corresponding non-canonical Poisson bracket is

(25)

or more specifically,

(26)

Now, we introduce two new variables and  , which are the discrete electric field and magnetic 

field,

(27)

In terms of and  , the Poisson bracket is 

(28)

and the Hamiltonian can be written as 

(29)

The evolution equations is
(30)

where
(31)

This is a Hamiltonian system with a non-canonical symplectic structure or Poisson bracket. In general, 

symplectic integrators for non-canonical systems are difficult to construct. However, using the splitting 

method discovered by He et al. [14, 15], we have found explicit high-order symplectic algorithms for this 

Hamiltonian system that preserve its noncanonical symplectic structure. We split the Hamiltonian in Eq. 

(29) into five parts,
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(32)

It turns out that the sub-system generated by each part can be solved exactly, and high-order symplectic 

algorithms follow by combination. The evolution equation for is  = { , }, which can be written 

as

(33)

The exact solution  ( ) for any time step is

(34)

The evolution equation for is  = { , }, or

(35)

whose exact solution  ( ) is

(36)

The evolution equation for is  = { , }, or
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(37)

The exact solution  ( ) of this sub-system can also be computed as

(38)

Exact solutions  ( ) and  ( ) for sub-systems corresponding to and are obtained in a 

similar manner. These exact solutions for sub-systems are then combined to construct symplectic 

integrators for the original non-canonical Hamiltonian system specified by Eqs. (28) and (29). For example, 

a first order scheme can be constructed as

(39)

and a second order symmetric scheme is

(40)

An algorithm with order 2(  +  1) can be constructed in the following way,

(41)

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We have implemented the second-order non-canonical symplectic PIC algorithm described above. To 

test the algorithm, two physics problems are simulated. The first problem is the nonlinear Landau damping 

of an electrostatic wave in a hot plasma. Simulation parameters are set as follows. The density of electron

ne is 1.2 × 10  m , and the electron velocity is Maxwellian distributed with thermal speed  = 0.1c, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The computation is carried out in a 672 × 1 × 1 cubic mesh, 

and the size of each grid cell is  =  2.4 × 10  m. There is no external electromagnetic field, and 

there are 40000 sample particles in each cell when unperturbed. The initial electric field is = cos ( ) , where = 2 /224 is the wave number, and the amplitude is = 36kV/m. The 

simulation is carried out for 15000 time-steps, and the electric field is recorded during the simulation. We 

plot the evolution of electric field to observe the Landau damping phenomenon (Figs. 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: The time evolution of an electrostatic wave in a hot plasma.

Figure 2: Logarithmic plot of the time evolution of absolute value of the electric field. The slope of the 

solid green line is the theoretical damping rate.

Another test problem is the dispersion relation of electron Bernstein waves [18]. In this problem, an 

electromagnetic wave propagates perpendicularly to an uniform external magnetic field = with  =  5.1 . Other system parameters are

(42)

The computation domain is a 768 × 1 × 1 cubic mesh, and the average number of sample points per grid is 

4000. An initial electromagnetic perturbation is imposed, and after simulating 6000 time steps the 

space-time spectrum of is plotted in Fig. 3, which shows that the dispersion relation simulated matches 

the theoretical curve perfectly.
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Figure 3: Logarithmic plot of the time evolution of absolute value of the electric field. The slope of the 

solid green line is the theoretical damping rate.

 
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have developed and tested a non-canonical symplectic PIC algorithm for the VM system. The 

non-canonical symplectic structure is obtained by discretizing the electromagnetic field of the particle-field 

Lagrangian using the method of discrete exterior calculus. A high-order interpolating method for 

differential forms is developed to render smooth interpolations of the electromagnetic field. The 

effectiveness and conservative nature of the algorithm has been verified by the physics problems of 

nonlinear Landau damping and electron Bernstein wave.
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Abstract 

 Non-axisymmetric magnetic fields reduce both height and width of pedestal in the KSTAR H-mode 

plasma. Significantly low H-mode power threshold (PTH) has been observed in KSTAR in comparison with 

other conventional devices. Lower PTH has been measured without external non-axisymmetric magnetic 

fields than other devices. It is attributable to an order of magnitude lower intrinsic error field 

(<δB/B0>m/n=2/1 ~ 1x10-5 [1]) and toroidal field ripple (δTF=0.05% [2]) and systematically scanned at low 

non-axisymmetric magnetic fields in KSTAR [3]. Non-axisymmetric magnetic fields influence on L-H 

power threshold is consistent with other studies, suggesting the importance of low order intrinsic error field 

in future machine. Benefits of low non-axisymmetric magnetic fields on PTH are confirmed in KSTAR. 

Multiple error fields should be considered to determine low H-mode power threshold which has been 

systematically scanned, showing non-flat dependence for n=1 and n=2 on low non-axisymmetric magnetic 

fields. Minimized error fields are desirable to access low H-mode power threshold in ITER and future 

reactors. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Non-axisymmetric magnetic field is actively employed in ELM control experiments. Generally, 

non-axisymmetric magnetic field can change pedestal transport and regulate pedestal profiles to stay below 

the thresholds for the peeling-ballooning instabilities [3, 4]. Non-axisymmetric magnetic field is important 

role on the pedestal transport and confinement in KSTAR which has low error field [1] and low toroidal 

field ripple [2], as compared with other similar sized machine. It is the most important to estimate H-mode 

threshold power in future machine, ITER which should make low error field machine for saving LH 

transition power. Pedestal rotation profiles are of great importance for ITER, in the multiple contexts of 

confinement enhancement, the source of intrinsic torque in H-mode, and their response to ELMs and to 

ELM suppression techniques. The toroidal rotation and ion temperature behaviors were shown from the 

effect of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) in KSTAR associated with the helical magnetics related 

to the non-axisymmetric magnetic fields. The non-axisymmetric magnetic fields make not only ELM 

suppression but also torodial rotation decrease in KSTAR H-mode plasma. What interaction of 
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non-axisymmetric magnetic field with H-mode threshold power is important in ITER from the toroidal 

rotation behavior by non-axisymmetric magnetic field. What further advancement in non-axisymmetric 

magnetic field experiments is in pedestal and further studies are still needed to resolve the mechanism of it. 

The effects of non-axisymmetric field on pedestal transport and confinement are important subject to study 

for better understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms of ELM suppression by non-axisymmetric 

field. The more detail scan of H-mode threshold power is required for all range of non-axisymmetric field 

in KSTAR. It is the most important to estimate H-mode threshold power in ITER which should be made of 

low error field machine. 

In Section2, a description of pedestal behavior in KSTAR H-mode plasma with low error field and 

non-axisymmetric magnetic fields showed. In Section 3, the effect of non-axisymmetric magnetic fields 

with n=1 and n=2 on H-mode threshold power are discussed. A summary is given in Section 4. 

 

 

2. Pedestal reduced by the non-axisymmetric magnetic fields 

Both pedestals of toroidal rotation and ion temperature dropped by the non-axis symmetric magnetic 

field as shown in Fig. 1. Non-axisymmetric magnetic field reduced the both pedestal of toroidal rotation 

and ion temperature. The whole toroidal rotation decreased during ELM suppression with n=1 RMP in 

H-mode KSTAR plasma heated by NBI. There is a damping of the toroidal rotation in L-mode with RMPs, 

due to the magnetic braking. Traditional changes of pedestal profiles of KSTAR during applied RMPs are 

shown in Fig. 1. The disparity between the width of the toroidal rotation pedestal and that of the ion 

temperature pedestal is shown in Fig. 1 while conventionally the ion temperature pedestal should be 

broader, as the residual turbulence in H-mode is expected to drive quite modest levels of turbulent χϕ. Thus, 

we expect the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity in the pedestal to exceed the turbulent viscosity [3].   

 
Figure 1. Pedestal Reduced by the non-axisymmetric Fields. Regardless of full suppression of ELM-crash, 

n=1 non-axisymmetric magnetic field affects pedestal of toroidal rotation and ion temperature.   

 

 

3. H-mode threshold power in KSTAR plasma with low error field and non-axisymmetric magnetic 

fields 
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The H-mode threshold power was scan in low error filed and non-axisymmetric magnetic field with 

n=1, 90 phasing component in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows unambiguously that H-mode threshold power 

increase when non-axisymmetric field increases in KSTAR. We have low threshold power as compared 

with other conventional devices with nominal error field. We showed that KSTAR has lower H-mode

power threshold than other conventional devices [5] with similar densities due to the low error field in Fig. 

2. The threshold powers of KSTAR for δB/B0 shows a similar trend to DIII-D under the condition of the

same error field.

Figure 2. KSTAR with low intrinsic error filed has low H-mode power threshold as compared with other 

conventional devices with nominal error field and similar size for n=1 RMP

The target discharges we analyzed in this work are following in KSTAR: the toroidal magnetic field is 

Bt = 1.8 T, the plasma current is Ip = 600 kA, the line integrated density ne = 2 ×1019 m-3 in L-mode, and

the NBI heating power was changed depending on current of non-axisymmetric magnetic field. The L to 

H-mode transition was determined from Da signal and pedestal of ion temperature and rotation profiles. 

The net power threshold was determined from the sum of the input power of NBI and ohmic heating and

subtraction of the beam shine-through and ion orbit losses and the time derivative of the diagmagnetic 

energy, dW/dt in KSTAR. The net threshold power was not considered the bulk radiated power from the 

KSTAR plasma while that of other conventional devices was determined from the sum of the input power 

(NBI, ECH, and ohmic) minus the beam shine-through and ion orbit losses, the bulk radiated power from 

the plasma and the time derivative of the diagmagnetic energy, dW/dt in DIII-D [5]. If the net threshold 

power considers the bulk radiated power, we can achieve less H-mode power threshold as compared now.

The H-mode threshold power was scan in low error filed and non-axisymmetric magnetic field with 

n=2 component in Fig. 3. It is important that the n=2 error field is higher than n=1error field to affect the 

H-mode threshold power  the same δB/B0. Multiple error fields should be considered to determine 
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H-mode threshold power. KSTAR has lower PTH during L to H-mode transition with n=1 and n=2 

non-axisymmetric field than other conventional devices with nominal error field. Figure 2 and 3 show the 

experimental results of the H-mode power threshold in KSTAR, where PTH linearly increases with low and 

high δB/B0 for the n=1 and n=2 while the dashed line from other conventional devices with nominal error 

field. 

 
Figure 3. The H-mode threshold power for δB/B0 (n=2) in KSTAR is lower than other conventional devices 

with nominal error field 

 

 

4. Summary and future work 

Non-axisymmetric magnetic field with n=1 component globally and strongly reduced rotation and ion 

temperature pedestal in KSTAR. Non-axisymmetric field reduced the toroidal pedestal rotation and ion 

pedestal temperature as shown in between profiles. 

Lower H-mode threshold power in KSTAR has been measured without external non-axisymmetric 

magnetic field than other conventional devices with nominal error field (δB/B0 ~ 2.7 x10-4) and similar size. 

The H-mode power threshold increased with δB/B0 while the normalized rotation pedestal decreased. The 

PTH on low non-axisymmetric magnetic field has been systematically scanned, showing non-flat 

dependence for n=1 and n=2 in KSTAR with low intrinsic error field. Multiple error fields should be 

considered to determine H-mode threshold power. It is important that the n=2 error field is comparable to 

or higher than n=1error field to affect the H-mode threshold power. Minimized error fields are desirable to 

access low PTH in ITER and future reactors. Ongoing work is concerned primarily with H-mode threshold 

power to low error field and pedestal transport by non-axis symmetric magnetic field.  
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Abstract

In this article, we present the design of four-channel Ultra-Fast Charge eXchange Recombination 

Spectroscopy (UF-CXRS) diagnostic on EAST (Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak)

device. This diagnostic is based on the active charge exchange to diagnose ion temperature with a time 

resolution at the order of 10 us and a spatial resolution of 1 cm. It has a view range from core to edge 

plasma with a minimum ion temperature of 0.38kev. The design of the main components are carefully 

discussed, including the dichroic mirror light path, the fiber, the spectrometer, and the customered lens. All 

of this parameter will make it be a keen tool for ion temperature diagnosing.

1. Introduction

Turbulence is believed to be the key to understand the underlying physics of transport in tokamak 

plasma. Pedestal physics, especially the shape of pedestal, is related to the L-H mode transition[1,2] , which 

still remains open and needs more investigations. This insufficient understanding of pedestal physics comes 

partly from the lack of diagnostic data. Pedestal, which means a sharp pressure gradient in edge plasma, is 

the most important sign of L-H transition. Unfortunately, Langmuir probe[3], the only diagnostic which can 

measure the density and temperature fluctuations simultaneously, can not intrude into the pedestal area. In 

recent years, many spectroscopy and microwave diagnostics are developed on EAST and similar tokamaks, 

such as Beam Emission Spectroscopy[4,5] and Doppler Reflectometer[6]. So the key matter to get the 

pressure data is to develop ion temperature diagnostics. In the last three year, EAST device has finished 

developing many sets of Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy diagnostics and caught the radial 

ion temperature distribution[7]. But the time resolution is limited in the order of several mini-seconds and 

is not sufficient for pedestal diagnostic. On DIII-D tokamak, a new kind of diagnostic which is named 

Ultra-Fast Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy (UF-CXRS) diagnostic is successfully 

developed in recent years[8-10], and the ion temperature signal is caught in a time resolution of 

micro-seconds. In this article, we present the design of this kind of diagnostic on EAST tokamak.

2. Experimental setup  
EAST device is a fully superconducting tokamak with a large radii of 1.85 m, a minor radii of 0.45 m 

and elongation of 1.6-2. It has a typical toroidal field of 3.5 T and a plasma current of 1.0 MA. 4MW 

Neutron Beam Injection is used to sustain the plasma discharge , which supplies the base for CXRS 

diagnostic (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1, the NBI and the view angle of UF-CXRS diagnostic.

3. Main idea of UF-CXRS

The injected NBI particles will collide with the C6+ impurity particles and exchange charge. The 

electrons will moved to excited state of the impurity particles and irradiate light when the particles 

de-excite to lower state. By means of collecting the irradiated light to the diagnostic system, we can deduce 

the ion temperature of plasma.

  The UF-CXRS diagnostic is planned to locate on the left part of port P, which will be integrated to 

BES diagnostic and will share the optical path with it. Four trial UF-CXRS channels arranged as a 

rectangle will be firstly developed in the center area of BES view plane, which has an excellent spatial 

resolution of about 1 centimeter. By means of adding a dichroic mirror into the BES optical path to induce 

parts of light into the UF-CXRS system, we can integrate this two diagnostic together. The designed optical 

path is shown in figure 2. The F number is designed 2.5 and NA number is 0.22. Changing the angle of the 

scanning mirror in the optical path, we can effectively change the view plane in the cross section. As shown 

in figure 2, the red, blue and green optical paths exhibit the three status of object plane, which mean three 

different view plane in the core, in the middle and in the edge. 
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Figure 2, optical path of UF-CXRS.

Fibers are one of the key components of this diagnostic. Fused silica fiber with a core diameter of 

0.2mm is chosen as the transmitting component. 39 fibers are compactly arranged as one channel and the 

occupy rate reaches 0.63. AR coating is coated in the surface to ensure a transmission of higher than 99% in 

the wavelength of 529nm. 

Figure 3, the optical (A) and mechanical (B) design of spectrometer 

Figure 3 shows the optical (A) and mechanical (B) design of spectrometer. The key component of 

grism grating is composed of three parts, i.e., one VPH volume grating and two grisms. One of this grism is 

used to make the incident light satisfy Bragg diffraction condition, and the other is used to limit the angle 

of outgoing light. This spectrometer is design to have a wavelenght range of 529 3nm. The grating 

efficiency for the working spectral ranges is higher than 90%. The F number is 2.74. The spectral resolution 

is about 0.23nm which determines the minimum of the diagnosed ion temperature of 0.38kev. The 

magnification of this machine is designed of 1.12 at horizontal direction and 1 at vertical direction and the 

(a) (b)
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image plane size is 18.4 13mm.

Table 1, the main parameters of lens.

Specification Value

Grating size 100*192mm 

Slit size 0.66(H)*13mm(V) 

wavelength range 529 3nm

f number and NA 2.74/0.18 

Focal Length 200mm 

Effective Aperture 73mm(Collimated)  100mm(Focused) 

Angle of view 6

Resolution >150lp/mm 

Number of elements 5/6

Transmission ~0.90 

total  length of lens ~260mm 

The transmission of the commercial lens which are easily got from Canon or Nikon are about 0.5 

because of the many lens. Our diagnostic is only used to transmit the light at a certain wavelength, so we 

design and fabricate collimated and focused lens for UF-CXRS. The main parameters of these lens are 

shown if table 1. The MTF comparison of customered and commercial lens are shown in figure 4 (a-c), and 

one can clearly see that the designed lens under fixed wavelength band is superior to commercial lens.
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Figure 4, MTF of collimated lens (a) , focused lens (b), and commercial lens (c), 

respectively.

4. Conclusion

The design of UF-CXRS diagnostic is finished. Four-channel UF-CXRS diagnostic is integrated into

the BES system to get the distribution of plasma pressure. It will have a time resolution of higher than 100k 

and a spatial resolution of 1 centimeter. By means of changing the angle of lens, this diagnostic can cover a 

view range of from R=1850mm to 2350mm with a minimum ion temperature of 0.38kev.  
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Abstract 
The effect of LH (lower hybrid) wave frequency (2.45GHz and 4.6GHz) on lower hybrid 

current drive (LHCD) characteristics has been studied on EAST for the first time ever with two 
different source frequencies applied in the same discharge, showing that higher frequency 
improves penetration of the coupled RF power into the plasma core, leading to a better effect on 
plasma characteristics. The improvement in LHCD is mainly ascribed to a reduction in parametric 
instability (PI) and to a lesser extent collisional absorption (CA) in the edge region with the 
4.6GHz wave, demonstrating the role and mitigation of parasitic effects of the plasma edge in 
LHCD in a density range that is lower than the regime where a ubiquitous density limit is 
typically observed.These results are encouraging considering that the LHCD tool is essential for 
control of the off-axis current profile in reactor grade plasmas.

1. Introduction
In order for the tokamak to be a commercially viable energy source, it will be necessary to 

operate these devices in ‘advanced’ modes characterized by high energy confinement and high 
fractions of the non-inductive bootstrap current [1]. A critical aspect of these modes of operation is 
the creation of a non-monotonic profile of the current density profile with an internal transport 
barrier that is maintained at large minor radius via control of the minimum in the current density
profile via the application of off-axis non-inductive current drive. Lower hybrid current drive 
(LHCD) [2-4], produced by coupling high levels of microwave power at several gigahertz to 
plasma could in principle satisfy this current profile control need, but the coupled radiofrequency 
(RF) power faces the challenge of effectively penetrating into the main plasma without excessive 
power dissipation in the relatively high density plasma of the plasma radial periphery (ne

~0.8×1020m-3 at about two thirds of the minor plasma radius), possibly due to parametric 
instability (PI) behavior [5,6], collision absorption (CA)[7] and scattering by density fluctuation 
(SDF) [8,9] in the edge region. Failure of LHCD was indeed generally observed when 
approaching high plasma density conditions in machines operating at frequencies 8GHz
[10-12]. On FTU, LHCD effects were still observed at densities even higher than those envisaged 
for ITER, by operating with an appropriate method for producing higher temperatures at the 
plasma edge [13]. The latter proved to be useful for diminishing the parasitic effect of PI,
as previously theoretically predicted [6]. Here, we describe experiments and analysis that 
demonstrate the beneficial effects of increasing LH source frequency in a density range that is 
significantly lower than the density regime where a ubiquitous decline in LHCD is typically 
observed and found to be mitigated by increasing source frequency.

2. Experimental results
Specifically new results of recent experiments performed on EAST (major and minor radii

of 1.85 and 0.45 m, respectively) have been interpreted using dedicated modeling analysis in order 
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to determine the effect of operating frequency on the PI, CA and SDF mechanisms which
can produce parasitic damping of the coupled RF power at the plasma periphery. The 
combined experiments and analysis have helped to asses this important issue and suggest a 
means for mitigating these parasitic effects. Indeed, two LHCD systems have been implemented
on EAST at the frequencies, respectively, of 2.45 GHz [15] and 4.60 GHz [16] (the latter is 
close to that envisaged for ITER). 

The experiments (plasma current~ 500kA) were carried out by injecting the two different 
frequency waves (f0 = 2.45GHz and 4.6GHz) with the same coupled power (PLH ~ 1MW) in one 
discharge with an almost constant density (ne = 2.0  1019m-3) in a lower single null (LSN) 
configuration. In the experiments, the peak value of the antenna power spectrum, estimated by the
ALOHA coupling code model [17] with the measured edge density, has a refractive index along 
the direction of the toroidal magnetic field of N//0 2, which satisfies the wave accessibility 
condition for the operating values of central plasma density (2.6  1019m-3) and toroidal magnetic 
field (2.3T)[18].  

The typical discharge (#54439) waveforms are shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that for a similar 
injected LH power (~1MW), the residual voltage (Vloop) (Fig.1 (b)) at 2.45 GHz(0.27V) is larger
than with 4.60 GHz (0.15V). This implies that higher CD efficiency occurs when operating with
a higher LH source frequency. Consistently, higher hard X-ray emission (HXR) from fast electrons
is observed (Fig. 1 (c)). Better plasma heating effect also occurs for 4.6GHz as indicated by 
time evolution of plasma stored energy (WMHD ~ 68.3kJ and 74.8kJ, respectively for 
2.45GHz and 4.60GHz) (Fig. 1(e)),central electron temperature (Te0~ 1.85 keV and 2.1keV, 
respectively for 2.45 GHz and 4.60 GHz) and central ion temperature (Ti0~ 1.0keV) (Fig. 1(f)) as
measured by a X-ray Crystal Spectrometer (XCS) [19]. Also, the internal inductance (li) (Fig.
1(g)) is higher with 4.6GHz operation, indicating the production of a more peaked current
profile. A larger change (~2.2 km/s and ~4.8km/s, respectively for 2.45 GHz and 4.60 GHz) of 
plasma rotation occurs in the core with 4.6 GHz as measured by XCS during LHCD phase, 
possibly due to the different LH power deposition and the absorbed LH wave momentum [20]. 

Frequency spectra detected by an RF probe located outside the machine, which documents 
the occurrence of wave-plasma interactions shows (see Fig. 2) that for #54439 a clear spectral 
broadening of the LH pump wave ( fp) occurs and is larger for 2.45GHz (1.6MHz) than for 
4.6GHz case (0.74MHz) [21], which is the width at 20 dB below the peak (for the line frequency, 

fp 0.1 MHz). As discussed in the analysis this broadening can be associated with nonlinear 
decay of the pump wave into an ion sound wave quasi-mode which could be partially responsible 
for LH pump wave depletion at 2.45 GHz. 

Thus these results show that a stronger LHCD effect occurs by operating at 4.6 GHz than at 
2.45 GHz in terms of driven current, plasma heating, modification of current profile, 
plasma rotation, production of fast electrons and RF probe spectrum signals. Furthermore the 
improvement in LHCD performance occurs in a density regime that is lower than the range 
where increased source frequency is typically expected to recover current drive performance as 
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the LH power-produced fast electron population decreases much 
more strongly than the expected (1/ne) trend for the 2.45 GHz case, as documented by HXR 
count rate than for the 4.6 GHz case (Fig. 3 (top)). In addition, a larger broadening with 2.45 
GHz wave also occurs, and a clear downshifted sideband appears in the 2.45 GHz case which 
is associated with the excitation of an ion cyclotron quasi-mode that is not seen in the 4.6 GHz 
case (Fig.  (bottom)).
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3. Analysis
Effects of PI and SDF in modifying the initial wave spectrum, as well CA, may play an

important role in determining properties of wave propagation and damping in the plasma, hence 
possibly affecting power deposition and current drive. With the experimental parameters in Fig. 1, 
using a ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck code (C3PO/LUKE)[22], power deposition and driven current
profiles were calculated using the initial nominal antenna spectrum [21].The simulations also
neglected the residual DC electric field present in these discharges as well as any spectral 
modifications due to PI or SDF. Though the calculated driven current with 2.45GHz wave is 
somewhat smaller (about 10kA) than with 4.6 GHz wave, it cannot completely account for the 
experimental discrepancy (~100kA) estimated by the loop voltage, which is little affected by the 
change of electron temperature. Consequently, the slight change of accessibility condition at the 
two different operating frequencies and minor differences in the launched antenna spectrum could
not explain the markedly different LHCD effects that are observed, as well as the difference in 
spectral broadening. Therefore the contributions of PI and SDF effects should be considered.

Concerning the standard LH wave scattering model due to density fluctuation, the frequency 
effect is certainly very small since the LH source frequency is much larger than the frequency of 
the drift wave fluctuations. Also the parallel wavenumber of the incident LH wave will be much 
larger than the parallel wavenumber of the drift wave fluctuations since they are long wavelength. 
Thus it is only possible for the k (wavevector component perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic 
field) to be rotated during a scattering event [8]. Using the same edge plasma parameters for 2.45 
GHz and 4.6GHz LHCD plasmas, the effect of the LH scattering from plasma fluctuations on the 
power spectrum vs. the parallel refractive index has been evaluated following Ref. 23. We have 
assumed that the characteristic wavenumbers of the plasma fluctuations at the edge are in the 
range 0.1-1.0 in units of the inverse Larmor radius of the plasma ions. As a result, the drift-wave 
scattering has a negligible effect, producing a spectral broadening N// not larger than about 0.25 
for 2.45 GHz source and not larger than about 0.15 for 4.6 GHz source in the region of the LH 
power absorption (r/a ~ 0.9). Compared to the PI induced spectral broadening N//>>1 in the edge 
region with relatively low (15 eV) edge electron temperature, such broadening is not 
dominant. Therefore, the different LHCD effect observed with different source frequencies
should be not ascribed to the SDF.

Conversely, signatures of PI can be recognized in the aforementioned RF probe 
spectra results that clearly indicate non-linear wave plasma interaction attributable to PI 
mechanism. In particular, with density increase, the downshifted signal occurring more strongly 
for the case of 2.45GHz operation.

With standard EAST parameters in Fig. 1, the effect of broadening of the launched 
antenna spectrum that the PI mechanism produces, and its impact in determining the radial 
profiles of LH-driven current and power deposition, has been considered following the 
approach in Refs. [6, 24] for the different LHCD behaviors with f0=2.45 GHz and f 0=4.6 GHz.

Using the LHPI (Lower Hybrid Parametric Instability) code [25], which has the special 
feature of modeling the PI mechanism retaining convective losses due to plasma inhomogeneity 
and finite extent of the pump wave region, the calculated frequencies and growth rates of PI driven 
mode are shown in Fig. 4, in which the RF coupled power of 1MW, and the EAST antenna 
dimensions have been considered. For the pump frequency of 4.60 GHz, the analysis shows that
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the PI mechanism is mostly driven by a low frequency quasi-mode having a maximum 
homogeneous growth rate ( / 0 8x10-4) that is slightly smaller (by about 20%) than for 
operating frequency of 2.45 GHz, implying a stronger PI effect in the case of 2.45GHz LH wave, 
consistent with the RF probe data. Taking into account the available data of kinetic profiles, which 
show relatively low electron temperatures occurring in a quite large radial interval of the 
scrape-off and periphery of the plasma column (in the range of 10 eV– 500 eV in a layer extending 
up to about 15 cm away from the antenna-plasma interface), it has been found that convective 
losses due to plasma inhomogeneity and finite extent of the pump wave region weakly depress the 
PI phenomenon. Therefore, PI can be significant in EAST, mostly in the scrape off layer (SOL) 
since it is there favored by lower plasma temperature [10, 15]. Consequently, strong PI can 
significantly deplete the launched power spectrum. This power is redistributed over LH spectral 
components with large n//, especially for the 2.45GHz case (up to n//max  40, and n//max  30 for 4.6 
GHz, owing to the smaller growth rate). In both cases, the fraction of the coupled RF power (pPI)
redistributed on PI sidebands exceeds the perturbative limit (of 10%) that is at the basis of the 
pump depletion model. However it is likely that the pump power depletion would be very large
(pPI>>10%) for the operating frequency of 2.45 GHz case, and more moderate (pPI 10%) for 4.6
GHz.

In addition, CA loss in the edge region could be another candidate for the discrepancy since 
CA damping should decrease as a function of frequency [7]. For the typical scale length of Lne ~
LTe ~ 1.2 cm in EAST, WKB analysis of the absorption based on a plane-stratified SOL model(see 
Fig. 5) shows that the CA loss in the SOL for a LH wave passing into and out of the SOL (i.e. the 
‘round trip’) is about 5% at 2.45 GHz and half that at 4.6 GHz, being in agreement with the results 
with GENRAY code [12,26]. Although this ‘round-trip’ damping through the SOL is low, the 
cumulative damping after several passes is by no means negligible since the core electron 
temperature is not high enough for the waves to be absorbed in a single pass into the plasma and 
the LH rays actually undergo many radial reflections in the SOL as indicated by the ray tracing 
/Fokker Planck simulations. 

4. Summary
Available data of experiments performed on EAST show that operation at higher frequency

(4.6 GHz), close to that of the LHCD system proposed for ITER (5GHz), improves penetration of
the coupled RF power into the plasma core with respect to operation with 2.45GHz source.
Furthermore the density range in which the improvement in LHCD performance is found is
significantly lower than the density regime where a ubiquitous decline in LHCD is typically
observed and found to be mitigated by increasing source frequency. Modeling results show that
this beneficial behavior is a consequence of the diminished parasitic effects of the plasma edge 
expected to occur through PI and CA mechanisms. In addition, the parasitic effects of these
phenomena would be further diminished under reactor conditions where a markedly warmer edge
and core plasma would exist as compared to present experiments. These results bode well for the
use of the LHCD actuator as an essential tool for current profile control in a thermonuclear fusion
reactor.
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Fig. 1 Typical waveforms of LH frequency effect on plasma characteristics (a) plasma current (Ip), 
(b) line averaged density (ne) and loop voltage (Vloop), (c) LH power, and hard X-ray emission 
(HXR), (d) grill density (ne_grill) measured by Langmuir probe, (e) stored energy (Wmhd) calculated 
with magnetic measurement, (f) central electron and ion temperature by CXS, (g) internal 
inductance (li), and (h) central toroidal rotation by CXS. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the frequency spectra between 2.45 GHz (blue) and4.6 GHz (red) with ne =
2  1019 m-3 (#54439). 
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Fig. 3. Top: (a) HXR count rates vs density, Bottom: RF probe spectra measured at two 
different plasma densities for the two operating LH frequencies with (b) ne = 2.3  1019m-3 and
(c) ne = 3.3  1019m-3.

Fig. 4 (left) Calculated frequencies and growth rates for the 2.45 GHz pump wave, assuming
local values of ne = 4 1017 m-3 Te = 30 eV.
(right) Frequencies and growth rates calculated as in ( ), but considering a pump frequency of
4.6 GHz .
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Fig. 5Round trip loss contours vs scale lengths in SOL
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Abstract

NBI system is the most effective heating device in KSTAR. Now, KSTAR NBI-1 can inject neutral 

beam up to 5.8MW. During this year’s campaign, neutral beam energy fraction was measured by using 

MSE. NBI-1 source A’s full energy was 60% and source B and C were 45%. NBI-1 injected the beams for 

78.1seconds. KSTAR NBI-1 has upgrade plans for stable steady state operation. To enhance heating power 

and to drive off-axis current, a new NBI system, which called NBI-2, will be built. The NBI-2 system can 

inject 2MW for on-axis heating and 4MW for off-axis current driving. 

1. Introduction

Main mission of KSTAR is to achieve “Advanced Tokamak (AT)” operation mode in long pulse 

capable superconducting tokamak device. To achieve high beta N and steady state plasma [1], tokamak 

should increase heating power and drive the off axis current. In this year campaign, KSTAR did around 

70 s steady state operation and around high beta N operation. NBI-1 was contributed long pulse operation

and high beta N operation. Also KSTAR have a plan to increase heating powers to succeed Advanced 

Tokamak. As a part of them, a new NBI system, which calls NBI-2, will be added. The system consists 

of 2MW on axis heating source and 4MW off axis current drive sources. 

NBI-1 is the main heating device of KSTAR. Since NBI-1 A was installed in 2010, NBI-1 B and C were 

installed in stages. As each ion source was added, the available injecting power was increased up to 5.8MW. 

In addition, as the operational stability was secured, the duration for beams to be injected into the tokamak 

has increased. The ion sources can inject 100keV deuterium beams. For long pulse operation, multi 

aperture grid was made with CuCrZr.

Fig. 1 Enhancement of KSTAR NBI injection power 
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2. Experimental results in 2016

Before 2016 campaign, the NBI-1 conditioning was performed. It was confirmed that a total of 5.8MW

neutral beam can be injection through conditioning. Each beam power is 1.71MW, 2.04MW, and 2.05MW. 

The energy fractions of NBI were measured using MSE without toroidal magnetic field. We obtained 60% 

full energy fraction of NBI-1 A and 45% for B and C, respectively. Based on these results, we will conduct 

research to improve the energy fraction of NBI. In the 2015 campaign, a steady state operation of 59 

seconds was performed. In the 2016 campaign, more than 10 seconds were added. Three neutral beams of 

3.7MW was injected for 71.2 seconds. 

Fig. 2 Longest pulse of 71.2 seconds with 3.8MW of injecting power achieved in the H-mode

KSTAR operation

Currently, KSTAR's NBI-1 has been successfully performing On-axis heating using three ion sources. 

Efficient bulk heating is the mission of KSTAR NBI. Up to now, On-axis heating has been driven, but 

off-axis current driving has not been considered. In the future, KSTAR plans NBI-2 with off axis current 

driving and on axis heating in addition to 6MW on axis heating NBI-1 system. NBI-2 consists of one on 

axis heating source and two off axis sources. On-axis heating will be 2MW, and off-axis current drive will 

be 4MW. 

The advantages of off axis current driving are as follows: maximizing driving current,

maximizing/optimizing off-axis CD capability, peak minor radius, width of profile, compromise with 

installation constraints, minimizing additional R&D requirements. NBI-2 was also designed to have three 

ion sources like NBI-1. But, in the case of NBI-2, ion sources are arranged in the vertical axis differently 

from NBI-1. By this arrangement, we try implement on axis heating through the center ion source and off 

axis current drive using the upper and lower ion sources. 

The specifications of the beam for NBI-2 are as follows. We will implement 6 MW and 100keV of 
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neutral beam into tokamak to realize heating and current driving. The injection power of each ion source is 

2MW. The vertical slant angle of the ion source is 5.5degree, and the beam target is 1.6 m from the center 

of the tokamak. The size of the ion source is 450mm 130mm. It will be implemented with 280 beamlets in 

total, and it will be implemented to be focused at 10m from the ion source in order to increase the beam 

transmission efficiency. To predict beam transport and beam loading on beamline component, beam 

trajectory calculation was treated with BTR code [3]. Beamline components such as neutralizer, ion dump, 

calorimeter, and scrapers so on were placed and simulated. It is the results of simulating 8:1:1 fraction of 

full, half and 1/3 energy. The transmitted beam power is 2.14 MW of full energy, 0.134MW of half energy

and 0.095MW of 1/3 energy, and a total of 2.284MW is considered to be injected. Total transmission 

efficiency was estimated to be 84.1%. The maximum beam loading of neutralizers and scrapers is less than

4 MW/m2. It was confirmed that this satisfies the cooling capacity of 10MW/m2 of hypervapotron [4]. The 

following is the calculation results for the components with the largest beam loading. They are the beam 

loading distributions for Full energy, half energy, and 1/3 energy, respectively, Of course, the most power is 

loaded onto a full energy dump. At this time, the peak beam loading power density is 6.7 MW/m 2. It is 

expected that sufficient cooling will be possible when cooling using hypervapotron. The maximum energy 

deposition positions do not overlap. Therefore, it is considered that the system will operate normally even if 

three beams are incident simultaneously. The result is the power density to be loaded into the calorimeter 

during calorimeter operation. The maximum power density is 6.49 MW, which satisfies the cooling 

capacity for hypervapotron.  

The first grid power supply has 200 power modules connected in series. Each module is capable of 

outputting up to 500V and has an integrated IGBT switch and freewheeling element. The power supply can 

apply 100kV of voltage and 60A of current, with a ripple frequency of 1MHz. The ripple voltage is 

designed to be less than 1kV. To prevent damage to the grid due to breakdown, the following devices will 

be installed. The arc energy was designed to be less than 10J. Redundancy modules will be inserted in order 

to prepare for failure of individual modules during the operation. In NBI-1, the voltage divider using high 

voltage resistor was used to supply the voltage to G2. In NBI-2, a direct tab will be installed in the PSM 

module to supply G2 voltage directly from the 1st grid power supply. 

. Summary

NBI-1 system in KSTAR is the most important heating device. It contributed a steady state operation in

2016 campaign. NBI-1 system injected the neutral beam for 71.2 seconds. There were three accidents in 

campaign 2016: Two were at ion source B, the other was at the residual ion dump. The ion dump water leak 

was the most dangerous accident of 2016 campaign. To prevent the accident, we have two plan which are 

real time monitoring of ion dump surface’s temperature with IR cameras and a depressed ion dump. A new 

NBI system will be operational from 2018. The system can inject neutral beams which are 4MW of off-axis 

beams and 2MW of on-axis beam. 
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Abstract

By dedicated experimental measurements on the VS controllability done in 2012-2015, it was found 
that the maximum controllable vertical displacement ZMAX is 2.47 ± 0.94 cm for the plasmas with 
elongation=1.75, Z ~ 110 rad/s. In order to improve VS controllability for the extended axisymmetric 
magnetic controls, in 2013-2014 campaigns introduction of a dedicated speed estimator enabled to reduce 
the PD gains with same controllability. After that, a new approach using decoupling in the frequency 
domain was introduced in 2015, in order to aim more effective reduction of fast/slow control competitions. 
The application of the decoupling, combined with a relay-feedback tuning technique, demonstrated 
extension of the available vertical position up to -10 cm without manual compensations of the Z target and 
the shape target.

1. Measurement of stability metric
In principle, According to the known literature [1,2], two important metrics are found to 

be useful for assessing the level of performances for the vertical position stabilization 
controls: one is the stability margin, which is approximately the ratio of the unstable growth 
time to the wall penetration time, ms z w. The other is known as the maximum 

MAX, which can be measured experimentally and can in 
addition quantify the nonlinear constraints imposed by the actuator (in this case, the IVC 
power supply [3] MAX strongly depends on the open- z) of 
the vertical displacement event, and the actuator limits, such as maximum allowable PS 
current/voltage max, Vsat), the self-inductance of the coils (Lc), and the effective delay 
time of the power supply and signal conditioning circuits (TPS). The dependence of Ip is 

MAX as a term of vertical field at the center(Bz0). 

As the first step, a series of dedicated “release-and-catch” experiments are performed at 
KSTAR to measure these two principal metrics for vertical stability in 2012-2015 campaigns. 
The typical experimental setup is to program a few occasions of the current freeze algorithm 
during the discharge with different durations of the control-off time. A dedicated control 
setup, called as “VDE current freeze”, was installed to the KSTAR plasma control system so 
that we invoke the algorithm whenever we want during the discharge. When the algorithm is 
triggered, it tries to maintain present level of control coil current, disregarding all the 
preprogrammed shape/VS controls. After that, the PCS gets the feedback gains back and tries 
to catch the plasma from the VDE.

The principal diagnostics for the measurement of the open-loop vertical growth rate is the 
magnetic reconstruction (EFIT) [4,5], both offline and online [6]. Not every VDE can be 
reconstructed, but it gives a reasonable estimate when the thermal quench was not the main 
cause of the disruption, i.e. in the case of a VDE by control loss. The vertical movement 
speed by the magnetic reconstruction result was verified and validated by comparing with the 
intensity profile of the horizontal soft X-ray measurements. Details are available in the 
reference [7].
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By this measurement, as shown in Figure 1, both the ms MAX are 
experimentally measured by disabling coil feedback for an amount of time (10~20 ms) in a 
stable KSTAR plasma discharge. The current freeze algorithm turned the coil controls off by 
8/16/20ms. The discharge survived when the control of vertical stability by the IVC was off 

MAX from the initial 
position can be obtained by measuring maximum vertical displacement that the control 
system was not able to catch the plasma again. In this case t MAX was 2.47 ± 
0.94 cm. The experiment used discharges with elongation=1.7~1.9, depending on the 
discharges available in each campaign, and a range of ( p, li) which can be obtained by 
adding/removing the neutral beam power. It was found that the change of the gain at the VS 

z).

2. Extending vertical controllability

In order to extend the operational range of the available shape, especially for the available 
elongation , there have been many attempts to improve the vertical stability controls. The 
present control scheme for the VS is based on a ~20kHz SISO feedback using a position 
estimator which consists of 2 inboard normal field probes, with are located ~6 cm away from 
each other, behind the inboard limiter. The actuator, the in-vessel control coil (IVC) with max 
1000V, 6000A*6 turns switching power supply, is anti-series connected to a Cu load. Since 
the vertical stabilization is the fastest feedback loop, the 4 kHz isoflux control loop
responsible for the shape feedback does not directly control the current center, hence does not 
include the IVC as actuator.

Since the estimate of the vertical position at could be different from the other, the two 
controllers tend to fight one another, since the isoflux/DNULL algorithm basically does not 
care about the Z location by definition. This became more serious when the 1-turn gap 
resistor value increased in years 2013-2014. Typical signature of fighting algorithms was 
seen as very-low frequency oscillations on Z [around several Hz at the Z position]. Even the 
optimal setup was found, but changes in the isoflux setup design may cause the problem 
again, which may result in limitations on the controllable vertical ranges. For example, for 
2012-2014 runs, the maximum “drSep” (defined as the distance between the flux of the upper 
separatrix and the lower one at the double null shape) practically allowed was +- 2 cm unless 

we adjusted the Z location target at the VS 
algorithm target. For +4 cm of drSep, we had 
to adjust the Zp target as +2 cm also. The 
problem here is that no one (even the operator 
who made it work) knows why we need to set 
it as +2 cm, not 4 cm. This discrepancy 
between the VS algorithm and the isoflux 
seems to be the cause of high DC offset at the 
IVC coil current, which reduces the IVC coil 
current margin available and hence the 

ZMAX.
There are also issues of the coils aligned 

at the same line of influence in geometry: If 
we draw a line between the plasma center and 
the PF6U/L circuits, the IVC coil is on the 
way, hence the magnetic field by the IVC is 
constantly interfered by a large load PF6. 
Moreover, the IVC coil circuit is too fast 

Figure 1. ZMAX measurement in the shot 
12805. When the shape feedbacks were off by 
up to 16ms, the system was able to catch the 
plasma again, but 20ms-off lost the plasma. 
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compared to the speed of the PF6U/L circuits. During the applications of the dZ/dt signals 
into the VS algorithm done in 2014, it was pointed out that we need to let the isoflux control 
the slowest part of vertical position in order to reduce the DC current at IVC, but the 
responsible coils (PF6 for example) are too slow to get along with the Z offset signals 
produced in the present Zp feedback. The interference of the PF & IVC produced 
unpredictable DC offset on the IVC coil current, resulted in the higher value of the 
proportional gain that is to be required.

In order to find solutions to reduce dependency on the absolute value of the Zp estimator, 
two ways are suggested historically: One is to use another estimator signal that measures the 
speed of Z (=dZ/dt), not the absolute position of Z. The method has been demonstrated to be 
feasible in 2013-2014, as described in [8]. The other way is at first suggested in 2014, which 
makes separation of related feedback loops in the frequency domain, moving the slow part ( < 
2 Hz) to the isoflux and let the IVC care only the fast movement.

The separation of control in the frequency domain has been demonstrated in 2015 for the 
first time as a prerequisite of the ITER similar shape (ISS) development research. The idea is 
to create a “fast Z” signal by extracting high-frequency responses from the original Zp 
estimator (or any other proxies we can represent the disturbance of the current center). A 
realtime software highpass filter was introduced for the calculation of the signals. The corner 
frequency of the highpass is determined by analyzing the frequency responses of each main 
actuator circuit, shown in Figure 2(a). Since the PF6 shows a very slow response (1.5 Hz 
corner), the corner frequency of the HP filter was selected as 2Hz. In the scheme feedback of 
the slow part, i.e. the center movement less than 1Hz, is essential. Since the isoflux does not 
calculate the center of the current profile in the realtime manner, a “slow Z proxy” was 
defined as a difference of two up/down segment errors to represent the corresponding 
movement of the center. Figure 2(b) shows an example of the definition of the slow Z proxy 
for a lower single null (LSN) discharge. In the reality, the proxy was determined by a few 
trial and error and was tested by a simulation that gets the equilibrium information of an old 
shot for the construction of the response model [9].

Figure 3 shows a dedicated demonstration of the algorithm for a set of highly elongated 
shots: #12481 is a reference using the present Z feedback and the isoflux scheme that was 
very common through the 2015 campaign. Increasing the bottom Zx target, hence increasing 

the elongation, the discharge 
becomes oscillatory when it 
reaches to -92 cm, 
corresponding to the 
elongation=1.8. Without 
frequency decoupling, 
oscillations get bigger and 
bigger to disrupt finally in the 
shot 12481. The shot #12493
uses a decoupled Z estimator 
(recorded as LMSZFAST) by 
applying a software highpass 
filter with corners 2 Hz in the 
VS algorithm, and switched the 
feedback measurement from the 
old-school (LMSZ) to the 
decoupled Z (LMSZFAST) at 
3.0-3.2s. 

Figure 2. (a) Frequency responses of the vertical position 
controllers. The unfiltered response for the IVC+fast Z (green) is 
altered by 2Hz highpass Z filters (blue) so that the “slow Z” proxy 
control by the PF6U&L can only respond to the slow movement 
relevant to the shape control. (b) The location of the control 
segments, denoted by thick red bars, for calculating the slow Z 
proxy.
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The slower motion, a sub-
Hz Z position drift, was 
defined at the Isoflux 
algorithm in a form of 
subtraction from SEG05 to 
SEG11, that is by definition a 
difference between the 
upper/lower reference flux 
errors. The application of 
frequency separation 
immediately removed the IVC 
current offset by ~2kA/turn, 
and the Zx oscillation is not 
triggered even at a high-
elongation target Zx = -96cm, 
which made the discharge last 
until the Ip rampdown 
occurred at 5.7s. During the 
ISS control development, the 
decoupling algorithm was 
tested to be able to create a 
discharge that the current 
center positioned up to -10 cm 
from the machine geometry 
center. 
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Figure 3. Experimental demonstration of feasibility on the control 
separation in the frequency domain: Without any frequency 
decoupling, the bottom Zx starts oscillating as it reaches to -92 cm 
(#12481, black). In the shot #12493 (red), after applying the 
frequency separation using high-pass filtered Z estimator (Zfast) at 
t=3.0-3.2s, the IVC DC current offset disappears and the bottom Zx 
went to -96 cm (kappa~1.88) earlier, without any significant 
oscillations.
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Abstract

In Large Helical Device (LHD), two-dimensional (2-D) distributions of edge carbon emissions of CIII 

to CVI have been measured at extreme ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength range for studying the transport 

coefficient of edge carbon ions.  The measured carbon distribution is analyzed with three-dimensional 

edge plasma transport simulation code, EMC3-EIRENE. It is found that the narrow strip-shaped impurity 

trace emitted along the edge X-point and its width are sensitive to the cross-field impurity diffusion 

coefficient, DZ .  As a preliminary result, the value of DZ is evaluated for C3+ ions to be 20 times larger

than that of the bulk ions in the Rax = 3.90 m configuration.  

1. Introduction

It is important experimentally to study the impurity transport in the edge stochastic magnetic field 

layer of LHD plasmas as the feedback information to the theoretical consideration in addition to the 

physical understanding on the role of edge stochastic magnetic field layer necessary for further 

confinement improvement. The magnetic field lines with short connection length (Lc 10m) are directly 

linked to vacuum vessel near helical coils, whereas ones with long connection length (10 Lc 2000m) are 

connected to divertor plates passing nearby X-points. Therefore, the cross-field transport perpendicular to 

the magnetic field lines becomes important in LHD in addition to the parallel transport along the field line,

when the impurity transport in the stochastic magnetic field layer is studied. If the magnetic field 

connection length is short like tokamak scrape-off layer, the parallel transport is more important than the

cross-field transport. In order to study the cross-field transport in the stochastic magnetic field layer,

2-dimensional (2-D) distribution of line emissions from edge impurity ions has been measured in LHD. 

The cross-field transport coefficient of carbon ions in the stochastic magnetic field layer has been recently 

obtained from the analysis of the 2-D distribution of carbon emissions with help of 3-D edge plasma 

transport simulation code, EMC3-EIRENE [1], as a preliminary result [2].

2. 2-D distribution of CIII-CV at Rax=3.90m

The 2-D distribution of CIII V is measured at a flattop phase of LHD discharges in Rax = 3.90 m

plasma axis position.  The result is shown in Fig. 1.  Footprints of inboard and outboard separatrix 

X-points are indicated with dashed-dotted and long-dashed lines, respectively. The CIII and CIV shown 
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in Figs. 1 are dominantly emitted in the top and bottom edges and the vicinity of outboard separatrix X-

point denoted with long-dashed line.  The CIII and CIV are only enhanced along a trace parallel to the 

outboard X-point at the upper half region, while those in inward-shifted configurations like Rax=3.60 and 

3.75m are entirely different.  The CV and CVI emissions are considerably uniform (CVI distribution is not 

shown in Fig. 1).

3. Analysis of cross-field transport coefficient

In order to understand these 2-D distributions the simulation is done with EMC3-EIRENE, as shown 

in Fig. 2.  Two enhanced strip-shaped emission traces parallel to the outboard X-point appear in the 

simulation for CIII and CIV emissions shown in Figs. 2(a) and (d), respectively.  The upper emission trace

in the simulation can be also seen in the measured CIII and CIV 2-D distributions (see Figs. 1(a) and (b)),

whereas the lower emission trace almost disappears in the measured 2-D distribution.  Although the 

reason for the asymmetric emission trace observed in the experiment is now unclear, it strongly suggests 

the necessity of additional concern regarding the physical mechanism in the simulation, e.g. particle drift.

The simulation is also carried out for three different impurity diffusion coefficients of DZ = 0.2, 1.0 

and 4.0 m2/s, as shown in Fig.2.  In order to determine the diffusion coefficient the CIV profile

perpendicular to the X-point footprint is compared between the measurement and simulation. Here, the 

coordinate x perpendicular to the outboard X-point footprint is defined as the reference point of (Y, Z) = 

( 100 mm, 100 mm), which is denoted by arrow in Fig. 2(d). The measured perpendicular profile is 

plotted with simulated profiles in Fig. 3 as a function of x. The measured profile seems to be wide and the

simulated profile is gradually wider as DZ increases. Then, the experiment shows a good agreement with 

the simulated profile assumed DZ = 4.0 m2/s. The impurity diffusion coefficient in the stochastic

magnetic field layer obtained in the present analysis is 20 times bigger than the bulk ion diffusion 

coefficient which is also obtained from radial density profile in the plasma edge.  

In addition, it is clear in Fig. 2 that the length of the two outboard strip-shaped emission traces

appeared in the 2-D distribution of CIII and CIV is also sensitive to the diffusion coefficient. In order to 

explain why the length of two outboard traces changes against the diffusion coefficient, the poloidal 

distributions of magnetic field connection length, Lc, and simulated CIV emissivity at different toroidal 

angle, , are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. As the toroidal angle moves from the horizontally 

elongated plasma position at = 18 to the vertically elongated plasma cross section at = 0 or 36 , the 

magnetic field structure near outboard edge X-point becomes gradually asymmetric. The reason is 

explained in detail in Ref. [3].  One of the two divertor legs at the outboard X-point tends to have longer 

Lc, i.e. upper divertor leg at = 9 in Fig. 4(a) and lower divertor leg at = 27 in Fig. 4(e).  

The effect of impurity diffusion on the 2-D distribution of CIV is shown for two different DZ values 

of 0.2 and 4.0 m2/s in Figs. 5 (a) (c) and (d) (f), respectively.  The two arrows denote the vertical

observation range.  It is clearly shown that the CIV emissivity at outboard side is much stronger than at 

inboard side in the Rax = 3.90 m configuration and the CIV distributes in radially wider region when the 

DZ is large.  If the DZ is larger at the shorter Lc region in the vicinity of the outboard X-point, the 

radially diffused carbon ions immediately move toward the divertor plates and the emission intensity is 
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resultantly weaker.  The difference in the CIV emissivity between upper and lower sides of the outboard 

X-point is expressed in Figs. 5(d) and (f) which correspond to the horizontal position of Y= 140 and 140

mm in the 2-D plot, respectively.  In addition, the chord integration length in CIV emissions above 

(below) the outboard X-point is longer than that below (above) the outboard X-point at = 16 ( = 20 ). 

Therefore, the carbon intensity near outboard X-point becomes different between upper and lower sides as 

explained above.  As a result, the CIII and CIV emissions are weaker in upper strip-shaped emission trace

at Y = 140 mm and lower strip-shaped emission trace at Y = 140 mm as shown in Fig. 2, when the DZ is

large.  We thus understand that the length of the emission trace seen in Fig. 2 is a function of diffusion 

coefficient.  When we compare the CIII distribution in Figs. 2(a) (c) with Fig. 1(a) and the CIV 

distribution in Figs. 2(d) (f) with Fig. 1(b), the simulation with DZ = 4.0 m2/s also seems to have a good

agreement with the experiment.  

Although the reason why the cross-field impurity transport in the fully stochastic magnetic field layer 

is so large is unclear at present, the Larmor radius of partially ionized carbon ions is at least larger than that 

of protons as the bulk ion, i.e. (C2+)/ (p) = 1.7 and (C3+)/ (p) = 1.15.  An anomalous transport may be

also important. The blob can create a perpendicular convective flux near the X-point with velocities of 

0.1 1 km/s in LHD which are clearly smaller than those of the blob in tokamaks, e.g. 2.5 km/s. In 

addition, the direction of E×B force is frequently changeable in the stochastic magnetic field layer of LHD 

because the gradients of magnetic field strength and magnetic field curvature are considerably different due 

to the presence of helical ripple.  Since the perpendicular CIV profile is symmetric as seen in Fig. 3, the 

particle drift does not seem to sufficiently contribute to the large impurity diffusion coefficient.

4. Summary

Two strip-shaped emission traces are appeared at upper and lower sides of X-points along the outboard 

edge X-point footprint in the simulation, while in the experiment only a single emission trace is observed at 

upper side.  It is found that both the width and the length of the strip-shaped emission trace are sensitive to

the impurity cross-field transport coefficient. The cross-field carbon diffusion coefficient is then analyzed 

from the observed width and length of the emission trace by comparing with the simulation.  As a result, 

the cross-field diffusion coefficient of C3+ ions at Rax=3.90m is successfully determined to be DZ = 4.0

m2/s, while that of the bulk plasma ion is much smaller (D = 0.2 m2/s).
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Fig.1 Measured 2-D distribution of CIII-CV. Fig.  Simulated 2-D distribution of CIII-CV.

Fig.3 Measured (solid line) and simulated CIV profiles as 
functions of x which is denoted in Fig. 21(d).

Fig.4 Connection length, Lc, in the ergodic layer 
at Rax = 3.90 m at (a) = 9 , (b) = 16 , (c) =
18 , (d) = 20 and (e) = 27 .  The positions 
of = 16 , 18 and 20 correspond to Y = 140 
mm, 0 and 140 mm in the 2-D plot, respectively.

Fig.  CIV simulation at different toroidal angles. 
Typical observation chords are indicated with 
arrows. 

(b)

(c)

(a)
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Abstract

The parallel flow of carbon impurity in a thick stochastic magnetic field layer called “ergodic layer”

located at the edge plasma of Large Helical Device (LHD) is studied by space-resolved vacuum ultraviolet

(VUV) spectroscopy. The result shows that (1) the carbon flow at the top and bottom edges in the ergodic

layer has the same direction toward outboard side along the major radius direction and (2) the observed 

flow quantitatively agrees with simulation result calculated with a three-dimensional simulation code, 

EMC3-EIRENE. It experimentally verifies the validity of edge parallel flow driving the impurity screening.

1. Introduction

Stochastization of edge magnetic fields is extensively studied not only for the ELM mitigation but also

for the plasma detachment and the impurity transport. A thick stochastic magnetic field layer called 

“ergodic layer” of the large helical device (LHD) consists of stochastic magnetic fields with 

three-dimensional structure intrinsically formed by helical coils, while well-defined magnetic surfaces exist 

inside the last closed flux surface [1].  It is therefore extremely important to study the impurity behaviour

and transport in the ergodic layer and to compare with those in the scrape-off layer of tokamaks.  In LHD,

it is found that carbon impurities are screened by the presence of the ergodic layer [2].  The effect of 

“impurity screening” has been also compared between the scrape-off layer of a tokamak and the ergodic 

layer of a helical device [3].  In this study, measurement 

of carbon impurity flow is attempted by using a 

space-resolved VUV spectroscopy and relation between 

the flow and the impurity screening effect is discussed.

2. Impurity screening evaluated by carbon line 

emissions

Impurity spectroscopy was attempted in an

experiment with a magnetic configuration with Rax = 3.6 m

and Bt = 2.75 T.  Figure 1 shows a typical waveform of a 

 
Fig. 1  Typical waveform of a discharge 

in which the impurity spectroscopy is 

attempted.
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discharge.  ECH and n-NBI power, central electron temperature and central electron density are shown 

together. The averaged electron density ne was scanned from 1.5 to 6.5 × 1013 cm-3. Intensities of 

carbon line emissions are monitored as an indicator of the impurity screening.  Figure 2 shows carbon 

impurity lines used for evaluation of the impurity screening effect. VUV spectrum including CIII (977.03 

Å, 2s2-2s2p) and CIV (1548.02 Å, 2s-2p) is measured using a 20 cm normal incidence VUV spectrometer

[4] while EUV spectrum including CV (40.27 Å, 1s2-1s2p) and CVI (33.73 Å, 1s-2p) is measured using a 

grazing incidence EUV spectrometer [5]. The ionization potential, Ei, for C2+, C3+, C4+, and C5+ is 48 eV, 

65 eV, 392 eV, and 490 eV, respectively.  Therefore, CIII and CIV are released from carbon ions with low 

Ei located at the outer region of the ergodic layer, while CV and CVI are released from carbon ions with 

high Ei located at inner region of the ergodic layer.

Figures 3 (a-d) show electron density dependence of line intensity of (a) CIII, (b) CIV, (c) CV, and (d) 

CVI normalized by the electron density, respectively.  Carbon lines emitted from outer region of the 

ergodic layer (CIII, CIV) increase while those from inner region (CV, CVI) decrease in higher ne 

discharges. It indicates enhancement of the impurity screening in high density regime. A line ratio of 

CVI / CIV can be used as an indicator of the impurity screening effect.  Figure 3(e) shows the line ratio 

for inward-shifted magnetic configuration 

with Rax = 3.6 m and outward-shifted 

magnetic configurations with Rax = 3.9 m.

The impurity screening effect is more obvious 

in the outward-shifted configuration because 

of the thick ergodic layer.

3. Measurements of flow velocity of the 

carbon impurity

A space-resolved VUV spectroscopy was 

also attempted by using a 3m normal 

incidence VUV spectrometer [6].  Figure 

4(a) shows a full vertical profile of C3+

impurity flow evaluated from Doppler shift of 

the second order of CIV line emission (2

1548.20 Å) at a horizontally-elongated plasma 

position of LHD.  The poloidal flow is 

supposed to be derived from the observed CIV 

Doppler shift. At present, a spectral peak of 

the CIV spectrum in a recombination phase at 

the plasma termination is regarded as the 

reference of the Doppler shift because the 

plasma temperature is extremely low and any 

Fig. 2 Carbon impurity lines used for evaluation of 

the impurity screening effect.  (a) VUV spectrum 

including CIII (977.03 Å, 2s2-2s2p) and CIV (1548.02 

Å, 2s-2p) measured using a 20 cm normal incidence 

VUV spectrometer.  (b) EUV spectrum including CV 

(40.27 Å, 1s2-1s2p) and CVI (33.73 Å, 1s-2p) 

measured using a grazing incidence EUV spectrometer.
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plasma flow seems to have already disappeared.

The observation range of the VUV spectroscopy 

is also illustrated in Fig. 4(b).  Two arrows in 

Fig.4 (a) correspond to the observation chords 

located with two solid arrows in Fig.4 (b).  The 

measured flow velocity in Fig. 4(a) is projection 

of the flow along the observation chord which 

can be approximately considered to be the 

direction of the plasma major radius.  From the 

figure it is found that the flow direction is the 

same, i.e. the outboard direction, for both the 

top (Z = 480 mm) and bottom (Z = -480 mm) 

edges of the ergodic layer.  Figure 4(c) shows 

the flow at the top and bottom edges of the 

ergodic layer as a function of density. It 

indicates that the flow velocity increases with 

the density. 
The carbon flow measured with 

spectroscopic method for the first time is 

compared with the impurity transport simulation 

based on a three-dimensional simulation code, 

EMC3-EIRENE [7]. A synthetic profile of the 

simulated flow is also shown in Fig. 4(a) with

solid line, which is obtained by integrating the 

Doppler-shifted CIV intensities along the 

observation chord.  The excellent agreement 

between experiment and simulation in the 

present study concludes that the parallel flow in 

the ergodic layer can be well explained by the 

presently used theoretical modelling on the edge 

impurity transport.  Therefore, the impurity 

parallel flow can be mainly determined by the 

momentum balance along the magnetic field 

line. In particular, the friction force between 

impurity and bulk ions and the ion thermal force 

driven by the ion temperature gradient are 

dominant terms in the momentum balance.  

The calculated friction force has the maximum 

 
Fig. 3 Electron density dependence of line intensity 

of (a) CIII, (b) CIV, (c) CV, (d) CVI normalized by 

the electron density and (e) line ratio CVI / CIV for 

inward-shifted magnetic configuration with Rax = 3.6 

m and outward-shifted magnetic configuration with 

Rax = 3.9 m.
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value at both the top and bottom edges of the 

ergodic layer where the impurity parallel flow also 

takes the maximum value.  The impurity 

screening driven by the friction force can be more 

effective at higher electron density range. The

density dependence of the flow in the modelling

can be also clarified by the experimental result 

shown in Fig. 4(c).

4. Summary

The parallel flow of carbon impurity in a 

thick stochastic magnetic field layer called 

“ergodic layer” located at the edge plasma of 

Large Helical Device (LHD) is studied by 

space-resolved vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) 

spectroscopy. The observed carbon flow at the top 

and bottom edges in the ergodic layer 

quantitatively agrees with simulation result 

calculated with a three-dimensional simulation 

code, EMC3-EIRENE. It experimentally verifies 

the validity of edge parallel flow driving the 

impurity screening.
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Fig. 4 (a) Vertical profile of C3+ impurity flow

evaluated from Dopplar shift of the second order of 

CIV line emission (2 × 1548.20 Å) measured by 

VUV spectroscopy. A synthetic profile of the C3+

flow simulated with EMC3-EIRENE code is also 

plotted with solid line. (b) The observation range 

of the VUV spectroscopy. Two solid arrows in (a) 

correspond to the observation chords located with 

two solid arrows in (b). (c) Observed C3+ flow at 

the top and bottom edges of the ergodic layer as a 

function of density.
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Abstract  
To facilitate the design of the China Fusion Engineering Testing Reactor (CFETR), 

predictive modeling for the assessment and optimization of the divertor performances is an 
indispensable approach. This paper presents the modeling of the edge plasma behaviors as well as 
the W erosion and transport properties in CFETR with ITER-like divertor by using the 
B2-Eirene/SOLPS 5.0 code package together with the Monte Carlo impurity transport code 
DIVIMP. As expected, SOLPS modeling of divertor-SOL plasmas finds that the peak heat flux 
onto the divertor targets greatly exceeds 10MW/m2, an engineering limit posed to the steady-state 
and/or long-pulse operation of the next-step fusion devices, for a wide range of plasma conditions, 
and thus modeling of Ar puffing by scanning the puffing rate for radiative divertor is performed. 
As the increase of the Ar puffing rate, the peak target heat fluxes and plasma temperature 
decreases exponentially reflecting that Ar puffing is highly effective at power exhausting. Based 
on the ion fluxes from SOLPS, the W erosion is calculated by taking into consideration the 
bombardment of both D and Ar ions, and then the W plasma concentrations are calculated based 
on the W erosion fluxes using DIVIMP. The calculations show that if the Ar puffing only being 
used to reduce the divertor heat load, the W plasma contamination in the core plasma is a little bit 
high, which demonstrates that some further upgrading of the divertor geometry is still needed.  
 
1. Introduction 

Currently, the China Fusion Engineering Testing Reactor (CFETR), which has a sketch 
shown in figure 1, is under design. This device is expected to bridge the gap between ITER and 
DEMO. As a fusion test reactor providing technical support for DEMO, CFETR is designed for 
steady-state or long-pulse operation with the duty-cycle time , demonstrating 
deuterium (D) and tritium (T) fusion energy production with a typical fusion power of 50-200 
MW. Although this device is designed with goals different from ITER, ITER can be a good basis 
for it both on burning plasma physics and some technologies in the steady-state operation [1].  

As a key component in the tokamak device, the divertor should be carefully designed and 
built to get the access to regimes with low power load onto the divertor target and acceptable 
divertor erosion and to achieve sufficient particle removal capability [2], especially for the 
next-step fusion devices, such as ITER and CFETR. For this reason, several divertor concepts for 
CFETR are currently under investigation, including the standard vertical target configuration, as 
adopted by ITER, and the advanced divertors such as snowflake [3] and super-X [4] 
configurations. ITER-like divertor with low single null (LSN) configuration appears to be the 
possible option for CFETR from viewpoints of the engineering accessibility as well as the particle 
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and heat flux controllability. Moreover, investigating ITER-like divertor for CFETR can give the 
opportunity to make the most of ITER physics and engineering basis for the divertor and 
steady-state operation.  

Predictive modeling of divertor-SOL plasma and impurity behaviors is considered as an 
effective and indispensable approach to the determination of the divertor operation scenario and 
optimization of the divertor design for the next-step fusion devices, such as ITER and DEMO 
[5-11]. To understand the overall divertor-SOL behaviors in tokamaks, three main components, i.e. 
the background plasmas,, the neutrals, including both the hydrogen and impurity neutrals, as well 
as the impurity ions, should be simultaneously taken into consideration. Meanwhile, due to the 
quite different behaviors of these three components in the tokamak edge, generally, different 
transport models have to be chosen for them in the divertor-SOL modeling processes. SOLPS 
[12-14] code, which couples the plasma multi-fluid code B2 [13-15] to the Monte Carlo neutral 
transport code Eirene [16. 17], is able to treat the complex atomic physics processes as well as 
complicated geometries involved and has been validated against an extensive set of experimental 
measurements [13]. Thus, this code is widely used in the predictive modeling for the assessment 
and optimization of the divertor performances in the next-step fusion devices [7-11]. The DIVIMP 
impurity transport code [18, 19] has been developed with accessibility to modeling the impurity 
behaviors in SOLPS-generated plasma conditions by launching a large amount of test particles, 
typically 10000, into the SOLPS given plasma and then tracing the states and orbits of these 
particles. Therefore, the erosion of the target material, which is expected to be Tungsten (W) for 
CFETR, and the transport properties of the W impurities sputtered from the divertor targets can be 
modeled based on the plasma conditions constructed by the SOLPS code.  

This paper presents the SOLPS modeling of the divertor-SOL plasma behaviors with and 
without impurity seeding and the DIVIMP modeling of W impurity transport properties in CFETR. 
Section 2 illustrates the basic divertor-SOL plasma behaviors in CFETR with ITER-like divertor. 
Section 3 presents the detailed effects of Ar puffing at the reduction of the peak heat load on the 
divertor targets. Section 4 gives some prediction of the target erosion and the W impurity transport 
properties. Finally, the summary and conclusions are given in section 5. 

 
2. Edge plasma density scan for the survey of different divertor operation regimes  
2.1 Simulation details  
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Table I. Main design parameters for CFETR 
Parameters Expected values 
Major radius R (m) 5.7 
Minor radius a (m) 1.6 
Toroidal field Bt (T) 5.0 
Plasma current Ip (MA) 8-10 
Elongation  1.9-2.0 
Triangularity  0.4-0.8 
Fusion power Pfus (MW) 200 
Heating and driving power Paux (MW) 60 
Duty cycle 30%~50% 
Tritium breeding ratio (TBR) >1 

 
CFETR is designed with the main parameters shown in table 1 [1], from which the expected 

maximum fusion power, Pf, is 200MW and the auxiliary heating power, Paux, is 60MW. Thus, the 
power flow into the scrape-off layer (SOL) is estimated to be ~80MW, assuming that 20% of the 
total heating power ( ) is radiated as bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation in the core. 
Where  is the heating power given by the helium particles, ~20% of the fusion power. 
Predictive modeling for finding a divertor most effective at handling such a large power has been 
carried out. Since PSOL/R~ 14 MW/m, a measure of required power handling capability, is similar 
to that of ITER, the modeling of edge plasma and impurity behaviors has been deliberately carried 
out for CFETR with an ITER-like low single null (LSN) divertor configuration. Figure 2 shows 
the grid used for the simulation. From figure 2, the calculation region extends from the SOL
which is generally defined as the region of open magnetic field lines outside the separatrix 
established by a diverting magnetic field [20], to a small portion of the core. That is, the 
calculation region includes the whole private flux zone (PFZ), the SOL and the outer core.  

First, basic behaviors of the divertor-SOL plasmas have been predicted by SOLPS modeling. 
The particle species considered in the simulation are electrons (e-), D0 atoms and D+ ions 
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(representing both D and T). In SOLPS modeling, the 2-D fluid models in B2 are used for the 
electrons and ions, and the Monte Carlo code, Eirene, is for neutral transport, in consideration of 
all the detailed atomic processes, such as ionization, recombination and charge-exchange. The 
hydrogenic species related atomic reactions considered in the simulations are listed in table 2, 
from which some additional models are also considered in this work apart from the default ones in 
EIRENE. The additional reactions are considered to be key processes responsible for the divertor 
detachment, without which detachment cannot be achieved even at a very high plasma density in 
the modeling [21].  

 
Table 2. Hydrogen species related atomic reactions considered in this work 

 
Default reactions Additional reactions 
1)       
2)     
3)   1)   
4)    
5)   2)  

  
7)    

 
In the calculations, boundary conditions at the core-edge interface, the wall, the inner 

boundary of the Private flux zone (PFZ), and the divertor targets need to be specified [23, 24]. At 
the core-edge interface, the power flux is fixed at 80MW, including both the ion and electron 
channels, assuming that Te=Ti at the core-edge interface. To achieve different regimes of the 
divertor operation, the core-edge interface D+ density nu, which is usually has a linear relation 

with the line-averaged plasma density en  [25], is selected as a key control parameter and varied 

from 1×1019 to 5×1020 m-3. Because of the relatively high temperature and strong ionization at the 
core-edge interface, density of D0 is estimated to be very low, and thus particle flux of D0 at the 
interface is assumed to be 0. When the plasma ions strike at the wall or target surfaces, the 
recycling coefficient of the ions to neutrals is set to 1.0. At the divertor target, the plasma flow 
velocity VT is assumed to be ion-sound speed. The total heat flux onto the divertor target fht is 
given by: 

                          (1) 
from which, the total target heat flux consists of the target flux of the potential energy released 
from the electrons (fhpe) and ions (fhpi), the kinetic energy of the electrons (fhme) and (fhmi), the 
electric heat energy fhj, as well as the heat flux of electrons (fhe) and ions (fhi). More detailed 
description of these components of the target heat flux can be seen in reference [24].  

Transport parallel to the magnetic field line is assumed to be classical but flux limited. The 
cross-field particle and heat fluxes are given by: 

 (2) 

                                                       (3) 
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 and  are convective particle and heat fluxes, respectively. Although convective 

transport is important in the edge plasma, due to no reliable theory for magnitude of the ‘inward 
pinch velocity’, Vpinch is set to 0 for the predictive modeling presented in this paper. Meanwhile, 

the cross-field drifts are not included in the simulation. and are conductive 

particle and heat fluxes respectively. Due to the lack of the reliable physical models, the 
cross-field heat and particle diffusivities are usually assumed to be constant, which is considered 
to be the simplest and appropriate approximation introducing the least variables [8]. It is 
remarkable that, generally, the constant transport coefficients correspond to the L-mode, while the 
next-generation tokamak device are supposed to operate in the H-mode regime in which the 
transport coefficients may drop at some region, e.g at the edge transport barrier, typically located 
several centimeter inside the separatrix [26]. The modeling of H-mode operation regimes, which is 
not the concentration of this paper, will be performed and reported on latter. Typically, similar to 

that for ITER [13], assumes that the anomalous particle diffusivity, ⊥ =0.5 m2/s, and the thermal 

heat diffusivities, =1.0 m2/s. 

2.2 Main properties of the divertor-SOL plasmas 

Basically, the divertor exhibits three different regimes, i.e., sheath-limited (low recycling), 
conduction-limited (high recycling), and detached divertor regimes, which are largely determined 
by the classical transport along the magnetic field [20]. To fully investigate the divertor-SOL 
plasma behaviors in all the three divertor regimes, SOLPS modeling with assumptions presented 
in the previous part has been carried out for CFETR. at the core-edge interface 

Figure 3 shows the peak values of the target plasma conditions, including the electron density, 
ne, and temperature Te as well as the particle and heat flux density,  and , verse nu. This 
figure encompasses all the three divertor regimes: 
(a) Sheath-limited regime: As is demonstrated in subplot (c) and (d) of figure 3, the divertor 

plasma is in the sheath-limited regime with low core-edge plasma density, i.e. nu<2×1019m-3. 
From these two subplots, both the peak target plasma density and D+ target flux density 
increase linearly with the upstream density, which is a characteristic of the sheath-limited 
regime also presented in reference [20]. Additionally, as is shown in subplot (a) of figure 3, 
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peak values of the target heat flux qt tends to increase as the increase of the upstream density 
due to the increase of the ion flux density. 

(b) Conduction-limited regime: As the upstream density increases, the divertor plasma gradually 
enters the conduction limited regime. From figure 3, the target plasma density and the D+ ion 
flux density increase more rapidly than that in the sheath-limited regime and the peak heat 
flux tends to decrease. However, even when the upstream plasma density is as high as 
1×1020m-3, the peak heat flux onto the divertor target is still much higher than 10MW/m2, 
which is a limit posed by engineering to the fusion devices. Moreover, the divertor plasma, 
still, doesn’t enter detachment when the upstream plasma density is as high as 1×1020m-3, as is 
evidently manifested by the increasing tendency of the D+ flux density shown in the subplot 
(d) of figure 3. 

(c) Detachment: When the upstream density is, further, increased to be comparable to or higher 
than 2×1020m-3, the divertor plasma enters partially detachment, where plasma density at the 
target and D+ target flux density saturates and starts to fall, near the strike points at both the 
inner and outer divertors. To illustrate, figure 4 shows the profiles of the pressure, p, target 
electron temperature Te, D+ flux density as well as the heat flux onto the divertor targets 
qt for nu=2×1020m-3 and nu=5×1020m-3 respectively. As can be seen from figure 4, the peak 
heat flux onto the divertor target decreases to below 10mw/m2 when the nu is increased to be 
higher than 2×1020m-3. The degree of the detachment (DOD) increases as the increase of nu 
and the divertor plasma region in detachment regime extends from the strike point region 
outwards, but it is still impossible to enter full detachment when the upstream density is as 
high as 5×1020m-3.  

 

Actually, the upstream density nu has to satisfy the density-limit criteria related to stability 
and the Greenwald density limit is the maximum line-average density to reach [27]. For CFETR 
with design parameters shown in table 1, the estimated tolerable maximum line-average density is 
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given by 

. (4). 

Generally, the line-average density  has a linear relationship with the core-edge plasma density 
nu for a given magnetic configuration [24], e.g. as given by [25] 

                                    (5) 

Where  κ is the plasma elongation and Bφ is the toroidal magnetic field in Tesla. Both nu and 
are expressed in m-3. Thus, it is estimated that for CFETR in the steady-state operation, nu has to 
be kept below ~9×1019m-3 to prohibit instability. In that case, the peak heat flux onto the divertor 
target, which is a critical issue for the steady-state operation of the next-step fusion devices, will 
become much higher than 10 MW/m2. Moreover, in the operation regimes with  smaller transport 
coefficients than those used in simulations presented in this paper, the resulting density and 
temperature profiles along the divertor target plates should be much narrower and the heat load 
density at the target plates would be even larger [28]. That is, to achieve steady-state operation, 
some measures, such as impurity seeding and upgrading of the divertor geometry, should be taken 
to reduce peak heat load on the divertor targets.  

3. Argon (Ar) puffing for radiative divertor operation
3.1 Simulation details 

nu = 2.0×1019 m-3

Impurity seeding has been adopted as a common technique for stationary heat flux control in 
present tokamak experiments, and is foreseen for ITER [29, 30]. The widely used Monte Carlo 
impurity transport code, DIVIMP, has previously been developed to investigate the fine details of 
impurity transport in given plasma conditions [18, 19]. That is, generally, detailed effects of 
impurities on the background plasma can’t be considered in DIVIMP. To survey the effects of gas 
puffing on the plasma performances of CFETR with ITER-like divertor, SOLPS code is also 
chosen for the modeling of divertor-SOL plasma behaviors with argon (Ar) puffing and then the 
erosion of target material, which is expected to be tungsten (W), as well as the transport properties 
of W impurity are predicted by DIVIMP code based on the SOLPS-generated plasma conditions. 
This section only focuses on the former part, i.e. the SOLPS modeling of Ar puffing to increase 
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divertor radiation and promote plasma detachment to achieve realistic divertor heat loads. The W 
erosion and transport behaviors will be concentrated on in the next section. 

In the modeling, Ar puffing is introduced from the top. Since low edge densities are desirable 
for efficient current drive and good confinement, the modeling is focused on a case with relatively 
low edge density, i.e., nu = 2×1019 m-3, which should also keep the plasma away from the density 
limit discussed in the last section. Figure 5 illustrates the target plasma conditions, including the 
plasma density ne, temperature Te, as well as the density of heat and D+ flux, qt and , for nu = 
2×1019 m-3 without Ar puffing introduced, from which the plasma temperature at the divertor 
target and the target heat flux are both too high to be tolerable for the divertor operation. The puff 
rate  is varied from 1.0×1020/s to 5.0×1021/s to cover the detailed processes of plasma 
detachment promoted by Ar puffing. In addition, the amount of  is initially specified by 
comparing with the integrated steady-state target D+ ion fluxes 5.7×1023/s, and thus is considered 
to be appropriate for avoiding impurity contamination. Behaviors of the neutral such as D0

 and Ar0 
are handled by the 3-D Monte Carlo neutral transport code EIRENE, and the transport properties 
of the electrons and ions from both D and Ar are modeled by the multi-fluid code B2.  

3.2 Results and discussions 
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Ar puffing at the top of the device is found to be an effective approach to reduce the power 
load onto the divertor target. As is shown in figure 6, the peak heat flux density and target 
temperature decay exponentially with the increase of . From figure 6, heat flux onto the inner 
target tends to decay more rapidly than that onto the outer target, and, also, the plasma 
temperature Te at the inner target tends to decrease more rapidly than plasma temperature at the 
outer target. To reduce peak value of the target heat flux density to below 10MW/m2, the 
minimum puffing rate needed is 5.0×1020/s. Plasma at the inner target exhibits partial detachment 
when  is increased to 7.0×1020/s, which is manifested by the significant drop of the pressure at 
this position, while plasma at the outer target exhibits partial detachment when the  is 
increased to 1.0×1021/s. Figure 7 displays the pressure, p. profiles at the targets and upstream, the 
Te and qt target profiles for  and , respectively. When the 
Ar puffing rate is further increased to 5.0×1021/s, both the inner and the outer targets enter full 
detachment and Te at the both targets decease to ~1 eV. The Ar concentration at the core-edge 
interface (inner most of the computational grid) is less than 5% even when the puffing rate is 
increased to 5.0×1021/s, indicating strong divertor screening for Ar. 

Although Ar puffing can effectively reduce the target power load and temperature, which is 
assumed to reduce the sputtering yield, this process introduces ArX+ ions into the plasma, which 
dominant the erosion of the target material due to the relatively heavy mass and high Z of ArX+ 
ions. To estimate the detailed effect of Ar puffing on the erosion of W as well as the W impurity 
transport properties in CFETR with ITER-like divertor, DIVIMP modeling has been carried out 
and is presented in the next section. 

4. W erosion and plasma density
4.1 Simulation details 

To realize steady-state or long-pulse operation, the following requirements for acceptable 
divertor operation have to be satisfied: 
Peak heat load on targets 
Average density of core plasma  
In additional, for the tungsten (W) plasma facing components (PFCs), W erosion should be kept in 
a tolerable level so that the W plasma concentration in the core plasma could be comparable to or 
below ~10-5 m-3, which is the maximum allowable core W concentration to avoid excessive 
radiation in the core. To fully explore the possibility of Ar puff in CFETR, besides the SOLPS 
modeling of divertor-SOL plasmas with/without Ar puffing, DIVIMP modeling for predicting the 
W erosion and plasma density has been carried out, taking into account the impact of both the D+ 
and ArX+ ions on the divertor targets simultaneously. 
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CFETR is expected to be manufactured with W plasma facing components, PFCs, including 
the divertor and main wall. DIVIMP was initially designed to simulate the erosion and transport of 
C in divertor and SOL regions of tokamaks. Meanwhile, it can only treat erosion at the divertor 
targets and is limited to one incident eroding and one target/impurity. Therefore, W erosion at the 
main wall, which is not part of DIVIMP’s calculation grid, is not handled in this paper. Another 
important thing to be noted, the erosion of W by ArX+ ions [31] cannot be directly handled by 
DIVIMP, and thus it has to be calculated in a separated step, while that is not the same case for W 
erosion by D+ ions, which can be .directly calculated by DIVIMP. Besides, the W self-sputtering 
is taken into consideration and is handled automatically by DIVIMP.  

Most of the erosion occurs through highly charged Ar ions and D only contributes through its 
charge exchanging species due to the low temperature at the divertor. Based on the 
SOLPS-calculated ArX+ and D+ fluxes onto the divertor targets, the W erosion flux was calculated 
using the energy dependence of sputtering yield given by Eckstein and Preuss [32] which gives 
generally a better description of the available yield values [33] The impact energy of an incident 
ion with charge state q was given by equation (6) [20]. 

               (6) 
The target temperature was also directly taken from SOLPS calculation. The launch probabilities 
of W impurity along the divertor targets were calculated based on the calculated W erosion flux 
along the divertor targets and were input into DIVIMP, and then W atoms are launched as neutrals 
with a spatial distribution according to these input probabilities.  

The W atoms are launched from the divertor targets with the initial velocity, v, and angle to 
the target normal, , given by[34] 

(7) 

(8) 
where , , Ebind is the binding energy of the target material, and mi is the 
atomic mass of the target material. The parameters ,  and  are random 
numbers, where max corresponds to the maximum energy of the sputtered particles. Once the 
launched impurity neutrals are ionized, the along-field and cross-field motion are considered 
separately. The along-field forces include the impurity pressure gradient force, which is modelled 
as parallel-to-B diffusion, background friction force, electrostatic force and temperature forces 
from electrons and ions. The cross-field motion is assumed to be anomalous with diffusion 
coefficient . Physical processes such as ionization, recombination, and charge 
exchange of W impurities are taken into consideration simultaneously in the modeling, and the 
relevant atomic data is taken from ADAS [22]. 
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4.2 Results and discussions 

Figure 8 shows the effective sputtering yield, which is defined as the mean number of W 
atoms removed from the surface of the W target per incident ion , caused by ArX+ for different Ar 
puffing rates. From figure  the sputtering yield decreases from several percent to ~10-4 when  
is increased from s-1 to s-1. The introduction of ArX+ ions could result in an 
increase of W erosion due to their higher mass and potentially higher impact energy compared 
with D. However, this increase in erosion could be compensated by the reduction in plasma 
temperature due to radiation cooling by ArX+ ions. The W erosion flux is the total result of these 
two effects. Figure 9 shows the evolution of total W sputtering flux (s-1), which is integrated along 
the divertor target, as a function of . When the puffing rate is low, e.g. , 
due to the relatively high temperature and thus the relatively high sputtering yield, the total W 
erosion flux at both the inner and outer targets is as high as s-1, while when the Ar 
puffing rate is increased to , the W erosion flux decreases to .  

Figure 10 shows the estimated W plasma concentration from DIVIMP calculation for 
different puffing rates  in the regions of divertor, main SOL and core respectively. From 
figure 10, the W plasma concentrations corresponding to these puffing rates are of the order of 
~10-5-10-4 for the core plasma (inner most of the calculation grid to the separatrix) and are of the 
order of 10-3 in the main SOL (separatrix to the outer boundary of the calculation region). In the 
divertor region the concentration is in the order of 10-2. From figure 10, the resultant W 
concentrations corresponding to all the Ar puffing rates are estimated to be a little bit high to be 
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acceptable for the CFETR operation, which means that using the approach of Ar puffing to reduce 
the peak heat load onto the divertor target may causes intolerable W erosion and plasma 
contamination. Therefore, from the W erosion and plasma contamination points of view, besides 
Ar puffing, some upgrading of this divertor geometry, e.g. setting of ‘V-shape corner’ [5], should 
be also performed to get further reduction of the peak heat load onto the divertor target in future. 

It is remarkable that DIVIMP modeling of impurity transport is only in consideration of the 
influence of background ions (e.g. D) on the transport of impurities, and the interaction of 
different impurity species cannot be simultaneously considered. That is, for the DIVIMP modeling 
of W impurity transport in plasmas with Ar puffing, the effects of ArX+ on the W impurity 
transport, which is estimated to be important in the divertor region due to the large Ar density 
(comparable to the background plasma density), are not taken into account. Thus, the W plasma 
concentration may be overestimated by DIVIMP due to the missing of Ar effects on the transport 
of W impurities, which is expected to providing friction forces to drag the W impurities towards 
the divertor. 

Divertor leakage, defined as the percentage of gross-eroded particles reaching the core 
plasma, is an important criterion for the assessment of the divertor performance [20]. Figure 11 
describes the W divertor leakage for cases with different Ar puffing rates estimated by DIVIMP 
calculation. From figure 11, the divertor leakage is in the order of 10-3. It may be because of no 
consideration of the Ar on the transport of W impurities, which is mentioned above, no evident 
relationship between the divertor leakage and the Ar puffing rate is found in the modeling. 

5. Summary and conclusions
Handling of the huge exhaust power in the SOL/divertor region is one of the key issues in

validating the design parameters of CFETR. ITER-like divertor with lower single null divertor 
configuration has been adopted in the design of CFETR, as it has a similar size and PSOL/R to 
ITER. To facilitate the design of CFETR, predictive modeling for the assessment and optimization 
of the divertor performances has been carried out. First, SOLPS/B2-Eirene code has been used to 
simulate the basic divertor plasma behaviors. The calculations show that the divertor peak heat 
load greatly exceeds 10MW/m2, the maximum engineering limit for steady-state operation, for a 
wide range of plasma conditions. As the edge plasma density increases, the divertor plasma moves 
from the low-recycling regime to the high-recycling regime and then gradually enters partial 
detachment. The divertor peak heat load also decreases, but to reduce the divertor peak heat flux 
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to below 10MW/m2, the edge plasma density has to be very high so that instabilities related to 
density limit may be brought about..  

Therefore, SOLPS modeling has been performed to assess the effects of Ar puffing, as an 
approach to reduce the divertor heat load, on the divertor-SOL plasmas. The results show that the 
divertor peak heat flux and temperature decrease exponentially as the increase of the Ar puffing 
rate, demonstrating that Ar puffing at the top of the device is highly effective at reducing the 
divertor heat load. To reduce the peak heat flux onto the divertor to below 10 MW/m2, the 
minimum Ar puffing rate needed is 5.0×1020/s. When the Ar puffing rate is increased to 7.0×1020/s, 
plasma at the inner target enters partial detachment, and the plasma at the outer target partially 
detaches when the puffing rate is increased to 1.0×1021/s. As the Ar puffing rate further increases, 
the degree of detachment increases and the divertor plasma enters full detachment in which the 
target temperature decreases to ~1eV when the puffing rate is 5.0×1021/s. 

Although Ar puffing can effectively reduce the target power load and temperature, which is 
assumed to reduce the sputtering yield, the externally introduced ArX+ ions may cause a 
considerable amount of erosion due to the relatively heavy mass and high Z. To estimate the 
detailed effect of Ar puffing on the erosion of W as well as the W plasma density in CFETR with 
ITER-like divertor, DIVIMP modeling has been carried out, which reflects that the W plasma 
contamination may be a bit high, so that, besides Ar puffing, some other measures, such as 
upgrading of the divertor geometry, should also be taken to handle the relatively large exhaust 
power in CFETR. However, the W plasma contamination may be overestimated by DIVIMP 
because of on consideration of the Ar effects on the W impurity transport. Moreover, the divertor 
leakage of W impurity has been estimated by DIVIMP and is in the order of 10-3. 
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Abstract

 Three types of new MHD phenomena just after pellet injections are observed. These three types are (i) 

damping oscillation observed on soft X-ray (SX) diagnostic without correlated magnetic fluctuations, (ii) 

oscillation on SX diagnostic and magnetic diagnostic with n/m = 1/1 structure and (iii) oscillation on SX 

diagnostic and magnetic diagnostic with n/m = 1/2 structure. In the article, spatial structures of oscillation 

observed on SX diagnostic and CO2 laser imaging interferometer are introduced. Especially, phenomena 

with n/m = 1/1 and 1/2 modes show different spatial structures respectively. Also, the plasma parameters 

with n/m = 1/1 or 1/2 modes are examined.

1. Introduction

High-central-beta plasmas are one of promising scenarios for helical reactors. In LHD, multi-fueling 

pellet injections can induce the high-central-beta plasmas. MHD instabilities are observed when large 

Shafranov shifts or steep pressure gradients are realized with such high-central-beta plasmas in LHD [1-2]. 

In this article, three types of new MHD phenomena just after pellet injections are reported. These three 

types are (i) damping oscillation observed on soft X-ray (SX) diagnostic without correlated magnetic 

fluctuations, (ii) oscillation on SX diagnostic and magnetic diagnostic with n/m = 1/1 structure and (iii)

oscillation on SX diagnostic and magnetic diagnostic with n/m = 1/2 structure. Each duration time is up to 

about 0.03 s, 0.04 s, and 0.2 s respectively. In the following sections, spatial structures of oscillation 

observed on SX diagnostic and CO2 laser imaging interferometer are introduced. Especially, phenomena 

with n/m = 1/1 and 1/2 modes show different spatial structures respectively. Also, the plasma parameters 

with n/m = 1/1 or 1/2 modes are examined and indicate the kind of phenomena. 

2. Experimental setup

LHD is a heliotron type devise which has a set of continuous superconducting helical coils with a 

poloidal/toroidal winding number, 2/10. The positions of magnetic axes of plasmas with phenomena 

reported in this articles are 3.6, 3.75 and 3.8 m. Typical averaged minor radius is 0.5 m. The rotational 

transform, , pro with low  = 0.5 and 1 surfaces. With 

high plasmas, the reversed shear can be realized and the  = 1 surface can disappear.

Figure 1 shows the geometrical information of diagnostic used in this article. Hydrogen pellets are

injected from outboard side of plasmas. The H detector is located near the pellet injector. SX diagnostic 
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[3] has 17 channels, which covers whole vertical poloidal cross section. In the opposite side of the SX

diagnostic, CO2 laser imaging interferometer is located and has 77 channels [4], which does not cover 

whole poloidal cross section. Magnetic probes and saddle loops are set toroidally and poloidally to

determine toroidal and poloidal mode numbers.  

3. Typical Observation of three types of phenomena

In this section, typical observations of three types of phenomena are introduced. At first, types of (i) 

and (ii) are explained when the magnetic axis is 3.6 m. Figure 2 shows time evolution of (a) SX signals, (b) 

the line integrated electron density induced by CO2 imaging laser interferometer, (c) magnetic fluctuations 

and (d) H signals. A hydrogen pellet is injected at 3.74 s and ablated for 386 s. Figure 3 shows (a) 

horizontally elongated poloidal cross section and (b) a  profile assuming a pressure profile when the pellet 

is injected. In Fig. 3 (b), the blue line means the radial profile of ablated amounts of the pellet estimated by 

the speed of the injected pellet and H  signals. The almost pellet seems to ablate around the = 1 surface. 

After the pellet ablated, damping oscillation appeared on SX signals viewing around the = 1 surface. This 

oscillation seems to have m = 1 mode structure. It is noted that there is no obvious correlated fluctuations

on magnetic diagnostic during this damping phase. 

After damping phase, m/n = 1/1 mode structure appeared on magnetic diagnostic. The rotation 

directions of the structure, induced by magnetic diagnostic, are the magnetic field direction toroidally and 

electron diamagnetic direction poloidally. At the same time, SX signals and the line integrated electron 

density show m = 1 structure. Figure 4 shows spatial structures of amplitudes and phases from (a) SX

signals and (b) the line integrated electron density. Around inner and outer positions of the = 1 surface, the 

peaks of amplitudes are observed, and phases are different by . Because CO2 laser imaging interferometer

is not viewing the inner side of the plasma, the peak of the amplitude in the inner region in fig. 4 (b) is not 

observed.

When the magnetic axis is 3.8 m, the different mode n/m = 1/2 appears. When the mode appears, the 

value is high due to some pellet injections. Then the reversed shear seemed to be realized and the  = 1

surface seemed to disappear. Though damping oscillation on SX signals are observed when the pellet is 

injected, the structure is not clear. Figure 5 shows spatial structures of amplitudes and phases from (a) SX 

signals and (b) the line integrated electron density when the n/m = 1/2 mode is observed. Around the = 0.5 

surface, there are peaks of amplitudes. According to the radial profile of amplitudes of SX signals, the 

mode width seems to be fairly large. By comparing of phases of channels viewing inner and outer positions 

of the = 0.5 surface, this mode has the odd mode number. However, phases of neighboring sight lines are 

inverted as well. This structure indicates existence of a magnetic island.  

4. Plasma parameters when n/m = 1/1 or 1/2 modes appear

To determine the kind of observed n/m = (ii) 1/1 or (iii) 1/2 modes, the relationship between the 

magnetic Reynolds number, S, and the volume averaged < >dia, are investigated. Figure 6 (a) shows 

relationship about n/m = 1/1 mode when the magnetic axis is 3.6 m. Red and blue circles mean data with 

and without n/m = 1/1 mode respectively. As shown in fig. 6 (a), the mode seems to appear in collisional 
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plasmas. In LHD, the saturation level of the mode amplitude for resistive modes is proportional to S to -1/3

[5]. Therefore the observed n/m = 1/1 mode might be also resistive modes. 

Figure 6 (b) shows the case of n/m = 1/2 mode when the magnetic axis is 3.8 m. This mode seems to 

occur relatively low < dia region and disappear with high < dia. The = 0.5 surface can disappear with 

high value with the reversed shear profile. This can explain the disappearance of the mode. 

5. Summary and future plan

In this article, three types of phenomena observed just after pellet injections are reported. The 

phenomenon (i) is damping oscillation observed on SX diagnostic without correlated magnetic fluctuations. 

The physical mechanism is not clear. The phenomena (ii) and (iii) which show n/m = 1/1 and 1/2 mode

respectively with correlated magnetic fluctuations might be resistive MHD instabilities according to S and 

< >dia dependence. The n/m = 1/2 mode shows phase inversion between neighboring sight lines though the 

n/m = 1/1 mode does not show this kind of structure.

The n/m = 1/2 mode seems to disappear at the threshold of < >dia. The disappearance of the n/m = 

1/2 mode occurs by disappearance of the = 0.5 surface. The VMEC [6] calculation will be done to 

calculate the iota profile when the mode disappears.  

Fig. 1 The geometrical information of diagnostic used in the article. 
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Fig. 2 Time evolution of (a) SX signals, (b) the line integrated electron density induced by CO2 imaging 

laser interferometer, (c) magnetic fluctuations and (d) H signals.

Fig. 3 (a) Horizontally elongated poloidal cross section and (b) a profile assuming a pressure profile when 

the pellet is injected. In (b), the blue line means radial profile of ablated amounts of the pellet estimated by 

the speed of the injected pellet and H signals.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 4 Spatial structures of amplitudes and phases from (a) SX signals and (b) the line integrated electron 

density when n/m = 1/1 mode is observed. 

Fig. 5 Spatial structures of amplitudes and phases from (a) SX signals and (b) the line integrated electron 

density when the n/m = 1/2 mode is observed.
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Fig. 6 Relationship between the magnetic Reynolds number and the volume averaged about (a) n/m = 1/1 

or (b) 1/2 modes.
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Abstract

In this paper, we report the results from a series of experiment using special tungsten block tiles 

performed in KSTAR on fuel retention inside the gap of castellated blocks of different shapes. Results are

presented a comprehensive understanding on deposition procedure inside the gap and would give valuable 

information on the Be deposition inside the gap of castellated tungsten tiles in ITER. For the experiment, 

we have manufactured tiles consisting of four different shapes of tungsten blocks. These tungsten block 

tiles are exposed to L- and H-mode discharges during 2014-2015 campaign, then removed from the 

vacuum vessel after the campaign for further analysis. The surface carbon density of gaps is in a range from 

1.0 1015 C atom/cm2 up to 7.0 1015 C atom/cm2. Comparing the surface carbon density of toroidal and 

poloidal gaps of different shapes, contribution of each species can be separated, since the contribution of 

neutrals is independent of the shape and depth of the gap (or height of the leading edge). At the gap 

entrance,  neutral contribution is about 4.0 1015 C atom/cm2, decreases down to 2.8 1015 C atom/cm2 at 

a depth of 0.5 mm, and remain constant at 1.0 1015 C atom/cm2 afterwards down to the depth of 5 mm. 

The contribution of ions is concentrated on very narrow position within 0.6 mm from the entrance.  

1. Introduction

Plasma facing components (PFCs) of next generation of fusion machines like ITER or DEMO will be 

castellated to improve their thermos-mechanical strength and to increase heat load handling capability. Fuel 

retention inside co-deposited layers along the gap of castellation influences the in vessel fuel inventory 

which is limited by nuclear safety authority, e.g., 700g in ITER [1,2]. In this paper, we report the results 

from a series of experiment using special tungsten block tiles performed in KSTAR on fuel retention inside 

the gap of castellated tungsten blocks of different shapes used in various tokamaks. Results presented a

comprehensive understanding on deposition procedure inside the gap and would give valuable information 

on the Be deposition inside the gap of castellated tungsten tiles in ITER. 

2. Experimental Setup, Diagnostics and Analyses

2.1 Tungsten castellated blocks in 2014 campaign 

In order to study deposition amount and pattern on the gap of tungsten divertor, castellated tiles based

on tungsten (W), copper (Cu), and copper-chrome-zirconium (CuCrZr) alloy are fabricated. Base design of 
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the block is similar to the ITER divertor monoblock. The base block has rectangular structure with a 

dimension of 30 mm × 20 mm × 12 mm. The blocks in the first four rows of KM00-2014 are aimed to 

measure the deposition amount and pattern depending on different shapes and edge. Figure 2 shows the 

detail of the four shaping: conventional “basic” rectangular shape, chamfered leading edge (1 mm for 

leading edge experiment), double-chamfered and rounded edge. The gap distance between 1st and 2nd 

column is 0.5 mm as in ITER case, while that between 2nd and 3rd is 1 mm. The blocks are then installed 

at central divertor of KSTAR with a graphite cover to protect the side of the blocks and leading edges (Fig. 

1). During the plasma shot, the position of the outer strike point of typical KSTAR L- and H-mode 

discharges lay on central and the outer divertor, tungsten blocks installed at the central divertor, are exposed

to the plasmas for as long as possible

                   

Fig. 1. The tungsten maker tile after 2014 campaign.    Fig. 2. The four types shape of castellated 

tungsten tiles (KM00-2014).

2.2 Tungsten castellated blocks in 2015 campaign 

A dedicated experiment was designed to understand 1) ELM/inter ELM heat load on leading edge 

(including melting) and on misaligned blocks. Fig. 3 shows a schematic description of different design of 

tungsten blocks. Leading edge blocks based on the regular rectangular shape with different “intentional” 

misalignment of 0.3 mm, 0.6 mm, 1.0 mm, and 2.0 mm with respect to perfectly aligned case were 

fabricated. In KM02-2015, leading edge blocks for the ELM/inter ELM heat load experiment were 

positioned. In order to avoid parasitic emission from nearby leading edges, blocks were aligned at zig zag 

position as shown in Fig. 3. Note that the intrinsic misalignment caused by engineering limits has been 

carefully considered and minimized down to a level of less than 0.05 mm.
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Fig. 3. A schematic description and picture (after campaign) of tungsten blocks (KM02-2015). Label S 

indicates the direction of S coordinate (set zero at the left corner of the gap). 

2.3 EPMA measurements

After each campaign, KM00-2014 and KM02-2015 were taken out from the divertor for various 

analyses including EPMA (Electron Probe Micro-Analysis, SHIMADZU 1600) measurement. The carbon 

contents are measured by EPMA with typical setting parameters of 15 keV accelerating Voltage, 20 nA 

beam current, and 1 um2 beam size. In order to have complete deposition patterns on the blocks, EPMA 

measurements were performed along the lines with an interval of 1 mm, not only on the both sides of each 

gap, but also on the top surface of blocks. Note that the EPMA signals show a minimum level of 1×1015 C

atoms/cm2, and this level of carbon contents has been reached at around 4-5 mm down from the gap 

entrance (S=0).

33. Results and Discussion
3.1 Surface carbon density on the gap of KM00-2014

Tungsten blocks at the central divertor has been exposed to various plasmas. Although we have 

observed the blocks assuming that the same amount of heat flux has applied to the tungsten blocks due to 

the toroidal symmetry. After campaign, the tungsten blocks were measured surface carbon density on 

poloidal toroidal gap by EDS. 
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Fig 4. Carbon density on 0.5 mm gap of four shapes of poloidal and toroidal gap
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Fig 5. Carbon density on 1 mm gap of four shapes

The surface density on toroidal gap was measured at only round shape tungsten tile. The toroidal gap shape 

and width are same at whole tiles. The surface density of both gaps are about 1.0×1015 atom/cm2 - 7.0×1015

atom/cm2. In general, the surface density of toroidal gap is higher than that of poloidal gap due to the 

contribution of both ions and charge exchange neutrals. In the figure 5, the pink trigonometric line is 

surface density on the conventional shape (rectangular) with 0.5mm poloidal gap and the green diamond 

line is surface density on rectangular shape with 0.5mm toroidal gap. In this castellated tungsten blocks, the 

surface density of toroidal gap is higher than that of poloidal gap about 13%. Compare the surface density 

of toroidal and poloidal gaps, contribution of ions and charge exchange neutrals can be separated by 

deposition pattern. At the gap entrance, neutral contribution is about 5.0×1015 atom/cm2, decreases down to 

2.0×1015 atom/cm2 at a depth of 0.5 mm, and remain constant at 1.0×1015 atom/cm2 afterwards down to the 

depth of 5 mm. The contribution of ions is concentrated on very narrow position within 0.6 mm from the 

entrance. In the poloidal gap, the difference depending on the geometry is much more clearly visible. The 

surface density profiles of double chamfered and conventional blocks were almost identical down to 0.7 

mm, meaning the contribution of ions was identical in both shape. There is a small difference from the 

depth between 0.7 mm and 1.5 mm caused by the different contribution of neutrals, but it would not be a 

meaningful difference. Blocks of rounded edge shows much broader deposition pattern than others and 

particles reach a deeper region down to about 1.5 mm, simply due to larger opening. Note that the total 

quantity of deposited carbon atoms depends on the thickness of the layer, not the surface density. 

Deposition in 1.0 mm gaps show much larger deposition patterns and particles have reached much deeper 

inside the gap (Fig 5). 

3.2. Deposition profiles contributed by CX neutrals and C ions from KM02-2015

Due to the different contribution of C ions and charge exchange (CX) neutrals, deposition patterns 

inside gaps of various shapes of castellation are different [4, 5]. Since CX neutrals are not affected by 

electric and magnetic fields, they can go freely anywhere inside the tokamak vacuum vessel unless they are 

ionized by collision with electrons. In our previous experiment by using stainless steel coupons with cavity 

structure in them, we could not distinguish the contribution of ions and CX neutrals. By using leading 

edges, we could separate the contribution of ions and CX neutrals: The gaps behind leading edges are 
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hidden from the ions due to the higher height of the edge than aligned ones, which act like “barriers” to the 

ions entering the gaps. On the other hand, both ions and CX neutrals contribute the deposition inside the 

gaps between two perfectly aligned blocks. Thus, we define here, from the view point of ions, the side wall 

of the gaps as “shadowed side” from -5.0 mm to 0.0 mm in S coordinate, while “open side” 0.5 mm to 5 

mm. Measured deposition profiles inside gaps along S coordinate are depicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a) shows the 

locations of EPMA measurements inside the gaps between leading edges and perfectly aligned block which 

are shadowed by leading edges, and corresponding deposition profiles in Fig. 6b). Since ions cannot enter 

the gap freely, one can expect that the deposition would be dominated by CX neutrals. The carbon contents 

at the entrance of the gap (at -4.1 mm) of shadowed side were about 4×1015 cm-2, and then decreased 

gradually down to 1×1015 cm-2 at the bottom (at 0.0 mm). The carbon contents and the deposition pattern 

on the opposite side of the gap of open side are almost the same and symmetric meaning that the deposition 

process occurred on both sides of the gap was identical and didn’t depend on the direction of incoming 

particles. Note that the grey line at the open side in Fig. 6b) is just a mirror-reflected curve of that at the 

shadowed side. This reveals that the CX neutrals are responsible for the deposition. On the other hand, Fig. 

6c) and 6d) show the locations of EPMA measurements inside the gaps inside gaps between two perfectly 

aligned blocks along S coordinate and corresponding deposition profiles. The deposition patterns inside the 

gaps between two perfectly aligned blocks at four different locations. First of all, the deposition patterns 

from different locations are almost identical indicating that the physical process responsible for the 

deposition inside the gaps was well reproduced at each block. Second, the deposition pattern is different 

from that caused by CX neutrals shown in Fig. 6a) and not symmetric indicating that there was additional 

Fig. 6. a) Locations of EPMA measurements inside the gaps shadowed by leading edges along S coordinate, 

b) deposition profiles of a), c) locations of EPMA measurements inside the gaps inside gaps between two 

perfectly aligned blocks along S coordinate, d) deposition profiles of c). Dashed grey and red lines are 

guide to the eye to separate the contribution from CX neutrals (grey) and ions (red). 
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contribution of ions. By plotting the contribution of CX neutrals (grey lines) found from Fig. 6b) into

Fig. 6d), one can separate qualitatively the contribution of ions on the deposition as indicated by red lines. 

Maximum contribution of ions ( Max) at the shadowed side is ~2.5×1015 cm-2, while that at the open side 

is ~3.5×1015 cm-2.

3.3. Deposition profiles inside the gaps in front of leading edges   
When a leading edge is present, contribution of ions will be significantly changed resulting in different 

deposition profiles inside the gap in front of the leading edge. Fig. 7 shows the locations of EPMA 

measurements between perfectly aligned blocks and leading edge blocks along S coordinate and 

corresponding deposition profiles. In both cases of shadowed and open (leading edge) sides, the amount of 

deposition increases as the leading edge height increases (label 1 and 2). Especially, the amount of 

deposition at the bottom inside the gap at the shadowed side rapidly increases from 1×1015 cm-2 (0.0 mm) 

up to 5×1015 cm-2. This indicates that 5 times more amount of carbon particles could reach the depth down 

to ~4.1 mm with higher leading edges. In the case of the open (leading edge) side, the amount of carbon 

increases gradually with a saturation at a level of 7×1015 cm-2, which is the side wall of the leading edge 

directly exposed to plasmas. Note that the deposition patterns at both sides are very different and 

asymmetric, and the effect is visible if the leading edge is higher than 0.6 mm: CX neutrals cannot be the 

main player since they will be deposited rather symmetrically as shown in Fig. 7b). Two possible 

interpretations could be made: 1) Ions are bounced back from the side wall and deposited on the shadowed 

side wall, 2) deposited layers on the open side were bombarded by ions and eroded carbon atoms/molecules 

were deposited on the shadowed side wall.

Fig. 7. a) Locations of EPMA measurements between perfectly aligned blocks and leading edge blocks 

along S coordinate. b) deposition profiles of a), A perfectly aligned case (cyan, diamond) and grey lines 

indicating CX neutral contribution from Fig. 6b) are added as references.

4. Summary  
A series of experiment using special tungsten block tiles were performed in KSTAR on fuel retention 

inside the gap of castellated blocks of different shapes. We have varied the shapes and gap distance to find 

the minimum deposition tungsten shape. After long term exposure of tungsten block, we have analyzed the 

deposition inside the gaps of castellation. The carbon density on toroidal gap is higher than that of poloidal 
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gap. And found that the deposition is reduced at least by a factor of two by using optimized castellation 

structure as figure 4. The carbon density on chamfered shape is the lowest in to the four shapes. The carbon 

density on the rounded shape is the highest, because of this block are more opened than other shapes. The 

carbon density on all kinds of shapes with 1 mm gap are higher than that of 0.5 mm gap. But the effect of 

reduced deposition according to the shapes are decreased at 1mm of gap distance as shown figure 5. Of 

course, there are still difference of carbon density with the four kinds of shapes, but the difference at 1mm 

gap are lower than 0.5 mm gap. And by comparing the surface density of toroidal and poloidal gaps of 

different shapes of KM02-2015, contribution of each species (ions, CX neutrals) can be separated. The 

contribution of ions is concentrated on very narrow position within 0.6 mm from the entrance.
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Abstract

Snowflake Divertor (SFD) is thought to be a possible solution for future fusion reactor, where the heat 

exhaust would be a critical problem. In a snowflake divertor configuration, the flux expansion is 

significantly increased in comparison with traditional divertor. As a result, the geometrical connectivity 

would be increased between main scrape-off layer (SOL) and SFD, which may lead an increase in the 

impurity flow to the main SOL. In this study, a SOLPS simulation is performed for the SFD and ITER-like 

(IL) divertor of China Fusion Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR). Carbon target is assumed to provide the

non-recycling impurity. Simulated results in conduction-limit regime show that the carbon concentration

for SFD is higher than that for IL divertor under similar upstream condition. However, considering a lower 

electron temperature near the divertor target in SFD due to the increased connection length, the increase of 

carbon concentration should be a result of deeper impurity penetration.

1. Introduction

For future fusion reactor, heat exhaust is a critical issue. Considering a fusion power 1 -2 GW, and 

taking into account of the auxiliary heating power and core radiation, about 200 MW will enter into SOL 

[1]. However, an engineering limit of heat flux is 10 MW/m2 for the divertor target [2]. To explore an

effective way to reduce the heat flux onto divertor target, advanced divertor configurations, such as SFD 

[3,4], X-divertor [5], Super-X divertor [6] and X-point target divertor [7] are proposed with modified 

magnetic equilibrium, where an extra X point is introduced in addition to the single null in traditional 

divertor configuration [8].

Among the advanced divertors, SFD has the advantages that the sets of PF coils and divertor geometry 

are more compatible with the traditional divertor. Therefore, SFD has already been achieved in TCV [9], 

NSTX [10], DIII-D [11] and EAST [12], while extensive researches are summarized in Ref. 13. In exact 

SFD, a second order null is proposed, to provide great flux expansion near null point, and the heat flux 

would be decreased due to the increase of flux expansion. Because a second null configuration is 

topologically unstable, a stable form of SFD is SF-plus or SF-minus, where an extra first order null, in 

addition to the main null, appears in the private flux region or SOL, respectively. Significant decrease in 
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heat flux onto divertor target is identified in experiment. However, a possible disadvantage, which is noted 

by Ryutov et al. [4], is the increased geometrical connectivity between divertor and main SOL, due the flux 

expansion above the main X point. The increased geometrical connectivity may lead to increased impurity 

flow to the upstream, which means degradation of impurity screening.

In this work, a SOLPS [14] simulations are performed on the SFD and ITER-like (IL) divertor in 

CFETR [15-17] to study the difference of impurity distribution. Settings of the simulation are given in 

section 2. In section 3, the simulation results are shown, and a discussion about the impurity distribution is 

also given. Section 4 contains the conclusion.

2. Simulation Settings

For superconducting CFETR, the key parameters are as follow: Pfus = 200 MW, Ip = 10 MA, BT = 5.0 

T, R = 5.7 m, a = 1.6 m, ~ 2.0, q95 3, N ~ 2 and Paux = 100 ~150 MW. Assuming Prad in core region is 

about 40 MW, PSOL = 0.2 Pfus + Paux - Prad = 100 MW is used in the simulation. SFD and IL divertor 

configuration in CFETR are used to study the difference in impurity distribution. A comparison between 

the SFD and IL divertor configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Poloidal flux surfaces of different distance to the 

separatrix at outer mid-plane (OMP) rmid, are drawn for both SFD and IL divertor. Due to the limit of PF 

coil current, the extra X point is still far from the main null [18]. As a result, the increase of flux expansion 

in present SFD is modest, a factor of ~ 1.6.

Fig. 1 Comparison of the poloidal flux surfaces for the SFD and IL divertor. rmid is the distance 

between the relevant flux surface and separatrix at OMP.

The same divertor geometry is used in the simulation for SFD and IL divertor, shown as the thick 

black line in Fig. 1. Furthermore, in this study, for introducing the non-recycling impurity, carbon target is 

assumed. The density is adjusted by a D2 gas puffing from the top of the main chamber. Other simulation 

settings are the same to our previous work [18]: PSOL is equally divided by ions and electrons, Pion = Pe =

50 MW, D = 0.3 m2/s, e = i = 1.0 m2/s.
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Fig. 2. (a) electron density and (b) electron temperature profile at OMP of SFD configuration and IL 

divertor configuration (for different gas puffing rate).

3. Results and Discussion

In this preliminary study, we focus on the outer divertor in conduction-limited regime. A similar 

upstream condition is prepared by adjusting gas puffing rate in SFD and IL divertor configuration. As 

shown in Fig. 2, for SFD, a gas puffing rate sets to 1.0 1023 s-1, while for IL divertor, the gas puffing rate 

has to be increased to 1.5 1023 s-1.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the distribution of carbon impurity density between SFD and IL divertor.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the distribution of carbon impurity concentration between SFD and IL divertor.
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Simulated distributions of carbon impurity density and concentration (measured as nC/ne) are shown in 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. It can be seen that, in the outer divertor, impurity density is increased for 

SFD, especially for the region near the target and far from separatrix. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the 

impurity concentrations are well below 2% for both SFD and IL divertor. An implication from the 

comparison is that the impurity is not well baffled, as shown in Fig. 3 that the strike point for SFD is higher 

than that for IL divertor. Therefore, further optimization of the divertor geometry for SFD is demanded.

Fig. 5 Carbon density and electron temperature along the selected flux tube (rmid = 1.3 mm).

Further analysis is performed in the flux tube of rmid = 1.3 mm, which is chosen near the parallel heat 

flux peak. Though the poloidal distance along the flux tube is decreased modestly due to the upper shift of 

the intersection point between the flux tube and outer target, the connection length is increased due to the 

increased flux expansion in SFD. The connection lengths are ~ 116 m and ~ 97 m for SFD and IL divertor, 

respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, divertor electron temperature for SFD (~ 13 eV) is lower than that for IL 

divertor (~ 28 eV), while the upstream electron temperature (~ 160 eV) is similar. The distributions of 

electron temperature for both SFD and IL divertor are in consistent with the picture of conduction-limited

SOL. The distributions of carbon density along the flux tube are also in well agreement with the picture of 

non-recycling impurity transport along flux tube [19]. The ratio of lowest impurity density for SFD to IL 

divertor is ~ 1.28, while the ratio at OMP is ~ 1.47. It is hard to give a conclusion about the effect of 

increased geometrical connectivity in SFD, due to the ratios are too close to each other. Further study is 

needed on a SFD with larger flux expansion that could make the greater effect of geometrical connectivity.

From Fig. 5, the distribution of impurity density near outer target is more broaden for SFD than that 

for IL divertor, which implies that the impurities are penetrated deeper distance for SFD. It is also in 

consistent with the lower electron temperature at divertor target. Therefore, the increase of impurity density 

in SFD could be explained as an indirect result of increased flux expansion (therefore connection length), 

through decreased electron temperature at divertor target and subsequent increasing in distance of impurity 

penetration.

4. Conclusion

The effect of flux expansion in SFD of CFETR on impurity screening is preliminary studied. Under 
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the same divertor geometry and with assumed carbon target which is used to provide non-recycling 

impurity, SOLPS simulation is performed for both SFD and IL divertor. In this study, both divertors are in 

the conduction-limited regime. Similar upstream condition for SFD and IL divertor is achieved under 

different gas puffing rates, which are 1.0 1023 s-1 and 1.5 1023 s-1, respectively.

Simulated impurity density and concentration for SFD are higher than those for IL divertor. The ratio 

of lowest impurity density for SFD to IL divertor and the ratio of the impurity density at OMP are 

compared. The two ratios are too close to each other, so we could not get a conclusion about the effect of 

increased geometrical connectivity on impurity screening for SFD. Further study is needed for SFD 

configuration with larger flux expansion. The increase of the impurity density in SFD is considered as an 

indirect result of increased flux expansion, where increased connection length leads to a lower electron 

temperature at divertor target and therefore deeper impurity penetration.
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Abstract

Two-dimensional emission distribution has been measured to investigate plasma transport in the edge 

region of LHD with multi-channel spectrometer. Relation between the emission distribution and the 

magnetic field structure has been investigated with a field line tracing code. It is suggested that emissions 

from carbon and hydrogen have correlation in space with divertor legs or magnetic field lines with short 

connection lengths. It is also found that each region of emission corresponds to different connection length.

1. Introduction

To achieve steady confinement of plasma with divertor configuration, it is important to understand 

physical mechanism of particle transport in edge region with open field lines. However, effects of the 

magnetic field structure on divertor plasma are not yet fully understood. Spectroscopic measurement in 

edge region of LHD has been conducted[1] to investigate edge plasma transport properties. In the present 

analyses, measured emission distributions have been compared with connection length distribution 

calculated by magnetic field line tracing.

2. Measurement system and its measurement result

The spectrometer used for present experiment equips 130 fibers and uses a CCD camera as a detector. 

 
Fig.1 Viewing area
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Two-dimensional emission distribution for visible light can be measured. The viewing area covers LCFS, 

divertor leg, X-point and divertor plate as shown in fig.1, so the spectrometer can measure emission from 

impurity and plasma particle in the region from the divertor to the core plasma. 

Emission distributions covering transition from attached to detached states with RMP fields have been 

obtained. In fig.2, emission distributions from carbon and hydrogen of volume recombination are shown. In 

all the cases, emission distributions change between attached and detached states, and each case has 

specific shape. It is considered that these global structures are in correlation with the magnetic field 

geometry, and thus a comparison with magnetic field structure has been conducted. 

3. Comparison with magnetic field structure

3.1 Comparison with connection length distribution

Emission distributions are compared with the magnetic field structure with KMAG code that can calculate 

vacuum field of external field coils by Bio-Savart law and can carry out magnetic field line tracing. For 

comparison with the measurement result, connection lengths are calculated at cross section perpendicular to 

the line of sight. Fig.3 is the connection length distribution at cross section in the viewing area.

It is confirmed that a part of emissions are outside of LCFS in comparison with emission distribution as 

shown fig.5. Considering this fact, carbon and hydrogen emissions seem to have relation to divertor leg or 

magnetic field lines with short connection lengths.

 
Fig.2 Measurement result
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3.2 Synthetic diagnostic of emission distribution

By referring to result of section 3.1, the calculation has been conducted by follow procedure to investigate 

relation between connection length and emission distribution. In this analysis, uniform emission on a 

selected range of connection length (Lc) is assumed, and two-dimensional emission distribution is 

reconstructed by line integration along line of sight with connection length distribution at cross section 

perpendicular to the line of sight calculated every 1cm from the fiber. These results are normalized to unity 

and are plotted in fig.4. According to the synthetic emission distribution, as the connection length is longer, 

emission distributions move radially inward. Specifically, synthetic emission distributions move largely 

between Lc < 10 m and 10 m < Lc 20 m.

In the fig.5, boundary lines that are characteristic lines of synthetic emission distribution about Lc < 10 m

are plotted for comparison measurement result. To find connection length corresponding to emission 

distribution of CII by synthetic emission distribution, emission distribution was separated into several 

regions. It is considered that emission is occurred on magnetic field line with connection length less than 10 

m by referring that emission region which is out of LCFS is downstream than the boundaries. But emission 

at the upper part of the image of attached state does not correspond, and correspond to a part of synthetic 

emission distribution about Lc = 40 60 m. When attached state transitions to detached, the separated 

regions move the magnetic field line having longer connection length. The region corresponding to divertor 

leg similarly moves by referring the synthetic emission distribution about Lc = 40 60 m and Lc = 60 80 m. 

And, it is also confirmed that CIII emission is radially inward than CII. In the present analyses, plasma 

parameters are not considered, so that physical interpretation of plasma transport is difficult to discuss. But 

these analyses are useful for future analysis and transport simulation. In this analysis, the emission region 

of hydrogen could not be fully explained. This reason seems to be that when the reconstruction was done, 

 
Fig.3 Connection length distribution
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emission distribution was not separated into the two divertor legs and the private region. Therefore when 

this analysis method is improved so, difference between carbon and hydrogen may be mentioned.

 
Fig.5 Comparison between emission and magnetic field structure

 
Fig.4 Synthetic emission distribution
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4. Summary and discussion

In the present analyses, the relation between magnetic field structure and emission distribution obtained 

by the spectrometer has been investigated in comparison with connection length with emission 

measurements with spectroscopy in the transition from attached to detached states.

It is understood that global structure of emission distribution has relation with divertor leg and magnetic 

field lines with short connection lengths based on these analyses. Although the present analyses do not take 

into account the plasma transport effects, these results are useful information for future analysis with 

numerical transport simulations. Understanding of the different features of the emission distributions 

between carbon and hydrogen is also left for future work.
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Abstract 

 Energetic particle driven geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) in a 3-dimensional Large Helical Device 

(LHD) equilibrium are investigated using MEGA code. MEGA is a hybrid simulation code for energetic 

particles interacting with a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluid. The poloidal velocity oscillation is a 

combination of m/n = 0/0 (strong), 1/0 (medium) and 2/10 (weak) components. This is caused by the LHD 

configuration, different from the tokamak case. The phenomena of chirping primary mode and the 

associated half-frequency secondary mode are firstly reproduced with the realistic input parameters and 

3-dimensional equilibrium. There are good agreements between simulation and experiment on the 

frequency chirping of the primary mode, on the excitation of the half-frequency secondary mode, on the 

mode profile, and on the phase lock. It is found that the bulk pressure perturbation and the energetic 

particle pressure perturbation cancel out with each other, and thus the frequency of the secondary mode is 

lower than the primary mode. Also, it is found that the secondary mode is excited by the energetic particles, 

not by the nonlinear MHD coupling. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) is an oscillatory zonal flow coupled with density and pressure 

perturbations in toroidal plasmas. In the last decade, energetic particle driven GAM (EGAM) is observed in 

Joint European Torus (JET), DIII-D, and Large Helical Device (LHD). In the DIII-D experiment, drops in 

neutron emission follow the EGAM bursts suggesting beam ion losses. Also, in the LHD experiment, 

anomalous bulk ion heating during the EGAM activity suggests a GAM channeling. Then, understanding 

EGAM is important for magnetic confinement fusion where the energetic particles need to be well confined 

and the bulk plasma need to be efficiently heated. The EGAM has been extensively studied by both the 

experimentalists and theorists[1-3]. Recently, in LHD, an abrupt excitation of a half-frequency secondary 

mode was observed when the frequency of a chirping primary EGAM reaches twice of the GAM 

frequency[4,5]. 

 

2. Simulation model and parameters 

 A hybrid simulation code for energetic particles interacting with a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 

fluid, MEGA, is used for the simulation of EGAMs[6]. In the MEGA code, the bulk plasma is described by 

the nonlinear MHD equations. The drift kinetic description and the δf particle method are applied to the 
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energetic particles. A realistic 3-dimensional equilibrium generated by HINT2 code is used for the 

simulation. This equilibrium data is based on the LHD shot #109031 at time t = 4.94s. At this moment, the 

EGAM activity is very strong, thus it is good to reproduce the EGAM phenomenon. 

In the experiment of LHD, the EGAMs were observed under the bump-on-tail energetic particle 

distribution. In the present work, a realistic distribution function, which is the same as the experimental 

observation, is applied. The parameters for the EGAM simulation are based on an LHD experiment, B0 = 

1.5 T, electron density ne = 0.1×1019 m-3, electron temperature at the magnetic axis Te = 4 keV, and bulk 

plasma beta value on the magnetic axis equals to 7.2 ×10-4. The injected neutral beam energy is ENBI = 170 

keV. The safety factor q value is q = 2.82 on the magnetic axis and q = 0.84 on the plasma edge, negative 

normal shear. The major radius of the magnetic axis is R0 = 3.7 m. Cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z) are 

employed. For LHD equilibrium, there are 10 pitches in the toroidal direction. Since the toroidal mode 

number of GAM is 0, for simplicity, only 1 pitch is used for the present simulation. The numbers of grid 

points of this pitch in (R, φ, z) directions are (128, 64, 128), respectively. 

 

3. Simulation Results 

 

Fig.1 Time evolution of (a) frequency spectrum and (b) poloidal velocity. Panel (c) shows the time 

evolution of the secondary mode. The Lissajous curves in panel (d) and (e) are plotted in the growth phase 

and decay phase, respectively. 

 

Both the chirping primary mode and the half-frequency secondary mode are reproduced by the MEGA 

code, as shown in Fig.1. The primary mode frequency chirps from 70 kHz. The mode is saturated at t = 

0.07 ms, and then, steps into the nonlinear phase. At t = 1.1 ms, the frequency of the primary mode reaches 

to 96 kHz, and a secondary mode with frequency f = 48 kHz is excited. The simulated phenomenon is very 

similar to the experimental observation, as shown in Fig.2 of Ref.[4]. The Lissajous curves are also shown 

in order to demonstrate the phase lock between the primary mode and the secondary mode. The frequency 

relation between these modes is double. The Lissajous curves are similar with the experimental 

measurements. This is the first time to reproduce both the primary mode and secondary mode with 

3-dimensional model and realistic input parameters. 
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Fig.2 The mode profiles of (a) vθ and (b) δPbulk in the 3-dimensional form. 

 

The mode profiles of poloidal velocity vθ and bulk pressure perturbation δPbulk are plotted in 

3-dimensional figures, as shown in Fig. 2. The 5 slices in each panel represent 5 poloidal cross-sections, 

and their toroidal positions are from φ = 0 to φ = 0.4π with toroidal interval of 0.1π. Figure 2 shows that the 

dominant components of vθ and δPbulk are m/n = 0/0 and 1/0, respectively. Also, further analyses show that 

both the primary mode and the secondary mode are global. The mode number and the mode structure are 

consistent with the experiment, as shown in Fig. 4 of Ref.[4]. The poloidal velocity vθ is a combination of 

m/n = 0/0 (strong), 1/0 (medium) and 2/10 (weak) components. The m/n = 2/10 components exists due to 

the LHD configuration. In LHD, there are 10 pitches in the toroidal direction, and there are 2 high field 

regions and 2 low field regions in the poloidal direction. This is the first simulation of EGAM in the 

3-dimensional LHD configuration. The mode number is different from the tokamak case, where the vθ 

oscillation is a combination of m/n = 0/0 and 1/0 components. 

 Both the primary mode and the secondary mode are the EGAMs. The question then arises as to why a 

same mode has 2 different frequencies. In order to clarify the reason, the bulk plasma pressure perturbation 

δPbulk and the energetic particle pressure perturbation δPh|| are analyzed, as shown in Fig. 3. For the primary 

mode, the phase of δPbulk and δPh|| are the same. Compared with vθ, the phase of pressure is 0.5π earlier. The 

primary mode is driven by both δPbulk and δPh||. For the secondary mode, the phase difference between 

δPbulk and δPh|| is π. They cancel out with each other. Thus, the frequency of the secondary mode is much 

lower than the primary mode. 

In order to clarify the effects of the fluid nonlinearity, another special linear MHD model is applied. In 

the present work, simulations are run in 2 steps. In the 1st step, the nonlinear code is run, until time t = 0.97 

ms when the EGAM is completely saturated but the secondary mode has not been excited yet. Then, in the 

2nd step, both the linear and nonlinear MHD codes are run separately from the end of the run of the 1st step. 

In the 2nd step, the secondary mode appears in both runs. In other words, the secondary mode can be 

excited even if the MHD equations are linearized. This result is different from that in Ref.[5]. In the present 

work, the excitation of the secondary mode is only caused by the kinetic nonlinearity, while the fluid 

nonlinearity hardly works. 
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Fig.3 The vθ, δPbulk and δPh|| oscillation of (a) primary mode and (b) secondary mode. 

. Summary

In summary, 3 conclusions are obtained in the present work. Firstly, the simulation of EGAM in the 

realistic 3-dimensional equilibrium is obtained for the first time, and the results are very similar to the 

experimental observation. It is found that the poloidal velocity oscillation is a combination of m/n = 0/0 

(strong), 1/0 (medium) and 2/10 (weak) components. This is different from the tokamak case. Secondly, the 

chirping EGAM and the associated secondary mode are reproduced with the 3-dimensional model and 

realistic parameters for the first time. The results are good validations of the simulation. It is found that the 

phase differences between δPbulk and δPh|| is π for the secondary mode. The δPbulk and δPh|| cancel out with 

each other, and thus, the frequency of the secondary mode is much lower than the primary mode. Thirdly, it 

is found that the fluid nonlinearity doesn't work for the excitation of the secondary mode. 
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Abstract

In KSTAR L-mode plasmas heated by tangential neutral beam injection (NBI), broadband

turbulent fluctuations with peak frequencies at 150−400 kHz were observed in the core region

by the multichannel microwave imaging reflectometer (MIR) system. Poloidal wavenumbers of

the unstable modes were determined from the peak frequencies and poloidal rotation velocities

in the laboratory frame. The experimentally estimated poloidal wavenumbers of 2−3 cm−1 were

consistent with those predicted by linear and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations. Spatial and

temporal scales of the fluctuations were compared with equilibrium parameters relevant to the

ion gyroscale turbulence and they showed linear relations to the parameters, indicating that the

measured broadband fluctuations are the ion gyroscale turbulence.

1. Introduction

Short-wavelength and small-amplitude fluctuations in the plasma density and potential

driven by micro-instabilities such as ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode, trapped electron

mode (TEM), and electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode can be responsible for anomalous

transports of energy and particle across the magnetic field. Recent studies about a type of MHD

instability, edge localized mode (ELM) crash, have reported that turbulence can interact with

ELMs when magnetic perturbations are applied and the nonlinear interactions can result in sup-

pression or mitigation of the ELM crashes [1, 2]. Therefore, understanding and then controlling

turbulence driven by the micro-instabilities are critical issues in fusion research. In this regard,

measurement and characterization of turbulent fluctuations are important.

In L-mode plasmas heated by tangential neutral beam injection (NBI) in the co-current

direction, ion gyroscale density fluctuations were measured by an imaging diagnostic, microwave

imaging reflectometer (MIR) system [3, 4, 5] and their characteristics such as the frequencies in

the laboratory frame, poloidal wavenumbers, poloidal spatial scales, and temporal scales were

investigated.

1
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2. The KSTAR MIR system

Ion gyroscale electron density fluctuations have been measured by the MIR system. The

initial MIR system measured density fluctuations with the poloidal wavenumber up to ∼4 cm−1

through an detector array of vertically aligned 16 detectors and wide-aperture imaging optics

[3, 4]. The poloidal spot size was ∼1 cm in FWHM (or ∼1.6 cm in 1/e2 width) and the space

between adjacent poloidal channels was ∼0.6 cm. Both the poloidal spot size and space slightly

changed depending on the radial measurement position so that they were larger in the outer

region. The radial space with 4.0 GHz step of the probing frequencies is ∼5 cm in L-mode

density profiles. The measurement region can be remotely position from the plasma core to

the outboard edge by changing the probing frequencies from 78 GHz to 92 GHz and the lens

positions in between discharges. The maximum time resolution was 0.5 μs with the sampling

rate of up to 2 MHz.

The initial system has been upgraded for the last two years [5]. The number of radial channels

increased from 2 to 4 by increasing the number of probing frequencies and this provides 2D (4×16

in the radial and poloidal directions) measurements of fluctuations. With a new detector array

and the improved imaging optics, the poloidal spot size is reduced to ∼0.7 cm in FWHM or

∼1.1 cm in 1/e2 width (∼30% improvement) so that the detectable poloidal wavenumbers are

increased up to ∼5 cm−1. The maximum time resolution is reduced to 0.25 μs with the doubled

sampling rate of up to 4 MHz.

Note that the experimental data discussed in the following sections were obtained with the

initial system.

3. Frequencies of unstable modes in NBI L-mode plasmas

In stationary phases of L-mode discharges (Bt0 = 3.0−3.3 T and Ip = 600 kA) heated by

∼1.4 MW neutral beam injection (NBI) in the co-current direction, broadband fluctuations

with peak frequencies at 150−400 kHz were observed in the core region of r/a ∼ 0.4−0.7 [5, 6].

Figure 1(a) shows the temporal evolution of parameters of an NBI L-mode discharge (#9010).

The peak frequencies, which are interpreted as the frequencies of dominant or unstable modes

in this manuscript, were determined from frequency spectra or cross correlation spectra (or

coherence) when the peak frequencies are not clearly recognized from the frequency spectra.

In Figs. 1(b)−1(d), the fluctuation frequency is not clear in the frequency spectrum whereas

a broadband (∼200−500 kHz) fluctuation with its peak at ∼280 kHz can be recognized in the

coherence analysis. Note that a low-frequency (< 200 kHz) broadband fluctuation also can be

found from the coherence analysis.

The measured frequencies are consistent with predicted ones from a spectral shift model

in which the observed fluctuation frequency in the laboratory frame (fLab = ωLab/2π) is the

shifted one from an intrinsic frequency (ω0/2π) due to the equilibrium E × B flow velocity

(UE×B) [7, 8, 9, 10]

ωLab/2π = (k⊥UE×B + ω0)/2π, (1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Time traces of parameters of an NBI L-mode discharge #9010. Frequency analysis results for the

fluctuations measured at R ∼ 2.1 m in the discharge #9010: (b) spectrogram of a center channel 8, (c) frequency

spectrum at t = 2.9 s, and (d) cross coherences of the channels from 9 to 12 with respect to channel 8 [5].

where k⊥ is the fluctuation wavenumber in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field line.

The intrinsic frequency is the fluctuation frequency in the plasma frame where the equilibrium

radial electric field is zero. The intrinsic frequencies were predicted from linear gyrokinetic

simulations using the GYRO code [11] and they are less than ∼11 kHz for the analyzed NBI

L-mode discharges.

4. Poloidal wavenumbers of unstable modes

In order to estimate the dominant poloidal wavenumbers (kθ) of the fluctuations, one needs

to obtain poloidal rotation velocities of fluctuations (vθ) as well as the frequencies using a simple

relation [5]

2πfLab = kθvθ. (2)

Mean poloidal rotation velocities of fluctuations can be obtained by applying a time-delayed

cross correlation analysis to the signals from 16 poloidal channels of the MIR system. The

meaning of the mean poloidal rotation velocity obtained using the cross correlation analysis was

well explained in references [10, 12], where the poloidal rotation velocity is called as the apparent

poloidal velocity since it is neither the velocity of the plasma poloidal flow nor the intrinsic phase

velocity of fluctuations. The apparent poloidal velocities in the core region (r/a ∼ 0.4−0.7) of

the NBI L-mode plasmas were 4−9 km/s in the clockwise (or ion diamagnetic drift) direction.

3
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Fig. 2. Radial profiles of parameters of the NBI L-mode discharges: (a) electron temperature, (b) ion tem-

perature, (c) electron density, and (d) safety factor [6, 10]. The measurement region (r/a ∼ 0.4−0.7) is colored

gray. Linear gyrokinetic simulation with the GYRO for the discharge #9010: normalized wavenumber spectra

of (e) the linear growth rates and (f) intrinsic angular frequencies of linear modes [5]. (g) Nonlinear gyrokinetic

simulation of electron density fluctuations with GTS for the same discharge [10].

Note that the clockwise apparent poloidal rotation in the core region is due to the fast plasma

toroidal rotation. The apparent poloidal rotation speed at R ∼ 2.1 m in the discharge #9010

was ∼5.6 km/s. The dominant poloidal wavenumbers of the measured fluctuations deduced

from equation (2) are ∼3 cm−1 for the discharge.

Linear stability analysis using the GYRO was carried out with the plasma parameters as

shown in Fig. 2(a-d). Note that the plasma flows and their shears were not included in the linear

calculations. The calculation results predicted that turbulence is most unstable at wavenumbers

of kθ ∼ 2−3 cm−1 or kθρs ∼ 0.4 as shown in Fig. 2(e), where ρs =
√
miTe/eB is the ion

gyroradius at the electron temperature with mi the ion mass, e the electron charge, and B the

total magnetic field strength. The intrinsic frequencies at the unstable wavenumbers are ω0/2π

= 3−11 kHz or |ω0| < 0.15Cs/a for the analyzed NBI L-mode discharges, where Cs =
√

Te/mi is

the sound speed and a is the minor radius. The intrinsic frequencies are significantly smaller than

the measured peak frequencies of 150−400 kHz. The calculated dispersion relations, real angular

frequencies versus normalized poloidal wavenumbers, indicate the propagation directions of the

intrinsic phase velocities in the plasma frame. Note that the modes with positive (or negative)

ω0 propagate in the electron (or ion) diamagnetic drift direction. Figure 2(f) shows that the

unstable modes in the discharge #9010 can be either ITG modes or TEMs. The turbulence

in the discharge #9010 was modeled with a nonlinear gyrokinetic code, GTS [13, 14], with full

kinetic electrons and ions including the plasma rotation and shear effects. In the saturated phase

of the simulation result, the dominant wavenumber (kθ ∼ 2−3 cm−1 or λ ∼ 2−3 cm as shown

in Fig. 2(g)) of the turbulent structures are consistent with those from the linear gyrokinetic

simulation and measurement.
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Fig. 3. Normalized poloidal correlation length versus (a) normalized gradient R/L∗ and (b) safety factor for

the NBI L-mode discharges [10]. The relationship between the correlation time τc and four parameters relevant

to the ion-scale turbulence: (c) ion drift time, (d) parallel ion streaming time, (e) magnetic drift time, and (f)

inverse E ×B shearing rate.

5. Spatial and temporal scales

Spatial and temporal scales, poloidal correlation length (�θ) and correlation time (τc), of the

fluctuations measured in the NBI L-mode discharges were analyzed using the cross correlation

analysis and compared with local equilibrium parameters [10]. Since the turbulence is known to

be driven by radial gradients of equilibrium temperature and density, the poloidal correlation

lengths normalized to ion gyroradii (�θ/ρi), where ρi =
√
miTi/eB is the ion gyroradius, were

compared with the normalized gradients R/L∗, where L∗ = min(LTi , Lne). Here, LTi and Lne

are the scale lengths of ion temperature and density, respectively. In Fig. 3(a), the normalized

poloidal correlation lengths are �θ/ρi ≈ 5−10, meaning that the measured fluctuations are at

the ion gyroscale. However, they did not show clear linear dependence on the radial gradient in

this small data set.

The correlation time of the measured fluctuations (τc ≈ 2−6 μs) was compared with four

equilibrium quantities relevant to the ion gyroscale turbulence: the ion drift time τ∗ (associated

with the temperature and density gradients), parallel ion streaming time τst along the magnetic

field (associated with the turbulence parallel scale), magnetic drift time τM (associated with

∇B and curvature drift), and inverse E × B shearing rate (It is well known that turbulence is

stabilized by the E×B flow shear) [10, 15]. Figures 3(c)−3(f) show linear dependence especially

on the drift time and magnetic drift time. In a spherical tokamak, the correlation time was

comparable with three quantities as τc ∼ τ∗ ∼ τst ∼ τM and the measured turbulence was called

5
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critically balanced [15], while it is about a third of the ion drift time and is much smaller than

the parallel streaming time and magnetic drift time as τst ∼ τM ∼ 17 τc in this experiment.

Since τst ∼ τM , it can be found that �θ/ρi ∼ �‖/R ∼ πq, which is plotted in Fig. 3(b).

6. Summary

In KSTAR L-mode discharges heated by ∼1.4 MW tangential neutral beam injection in the

co-current direction, broadband turbulent fluctuations with their peak frequencies at 150−400

kHz were observed in the core region (r/a ∼ 0.4−0.7) by the multichannel (poloidal 16 and radial

2) MIR system. The poloidal wavenumbers of the unstable modes were determined from peak

frequencies and poloidal rotation velocities in the laboratory frame. The peak frequencies were

determined from cross correlation spectra (or coherence) and the poloidal rotation velocities

were calculated using a time-delayed cross correlation analysis. The measured frequencies (and

poloidal rotation velocities) are strongly affected by the E × B flow velocities and significantly

larger than the intrinsic frequencies in the plasma frame, which were predicted from linear

gyrokinetic simulations with the GYRO. The experimentally estimated poloidal wavenumbers

of 2−3 cm−1 were consistent with the wavenumbers of the unstable modes predicted by linear

and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.

The spatial and temporal scales of the measured fluctuations were estimated by the cross

correlation analysis. The poloidal correlation lengths normalized to ion gyroradii indicated

that the measured fluctuations are at the ion gyroscale (�θ/ρi ≈ 5−10) but do not seem to

be dependent on the radial gradients of ion temperature and density from the small data set.

Instead, the normalized poloidal correlation lengths seem to linearly depend on the safety factor.

The correlation time (τc ≈ 2−6 μs) shows clear linear relationship with the local equilibrium

parameters relevant to the ion gyroscale turbulence. These results indicate that the measured

broadband fluctuations are ion gyroscale turbulence.
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Abstract

In this article we present the cooperative research of spectroscopy diagnostics between SWIP 

(Southwestern Institute of Physics) and USTC (University of Science and Technology of China). Three 

spectroscopy diagnostics, i.e., Beam Emission Spectroscopy, Multi-Color Gas Puffing Imaging, and 

Coherence Imaging Spectroscopy, are developed on HL-2A tokamak in recent years.

1. Introduction

Anomalous transport in tokamak plasma is believed to be induced by turbulence. Diagnostics are the 

most important for collecting experimental data in investigation of the underlying mechanism of turbulence. 

After research of a long period, it is found that turbulence in tokamak plasma is a wide-spectrum 

phenomenon. To investigate some of the important front physics,  such as L-H transition, shear flow, inner 

transport barrier, demands have been put on diagnostics for much higher temporal and spatial resolution. In 

the last decades, many excellent new idea for plasma diagnosing with a high temporal and spatial resolution 

at the order of s is put forward and put into practice, such as microwave diagnostics of Electron Cyclotron 

Emission Image (ECEI) [1,2] and Doppler Reflectometer [3]. Among all of this diagnostics, spectroscopy 

diagnostics develop very quickly in recent years, and these diagnostics partly benefit from the great 

progress of high quality spectrometer and the wide usage of Neutr  Beam Injection in large tokamaks.

Focusing on the research on turbulence, the Emission Spectrum Laboratory (ESL) in Southwestern 

Institute of Physics (SWIP) was established about two years ago, of whom the main work is developing 

diagnostics with high temporal and spatial resolution. In this article, we present the overview of four sets of 

diagnostics developed in this laboratory. The rest sections of this article is organized as follows: in section 

2~4, we present the developing of Beam Emission Spectroscopy, Multi-Color Gas Puffing Imaging, and 

Coherence Imaging Spectroscopy on HL-2A tokamak, respectively, and in section 5 a summary. 

2. Beam Emission Spectroscopy

BES [4,5] diagnostic is an active diagnostic basing on NBI. The particles from neutr  beam will
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collide with the ion and electron in the plasma, and de-excite to lower state, radiating light with a certain 

wavelength. The angle between the view line and the neutr  beam will induce Doppler shift and result in a 

separating peak at a shifted wavelength from the background D signal. The fluctuation of electron density 

is proportional to the intensity of spectrum.

Figure 1, BES diagnostic on HL-2A 

    Figure 1 shows the sketch of the BES diagnostic on HL-2A tokamak, which includes 
objective lens, fiber bundle, filter, pre-amplifier, detector array, and data acquasition system. 
6 fibers are packed compactly together as one BES transmit channel, as shown if figure 2, and 
there are totally 128 channels to diagnose a 20cm 10cm rectangular view area in the cross 
section.

Figure 2, (A) 6 fibers packed together as one channel; (B) half of the 128 BES channels. 
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This diagnostic has a high quantum efficiency of over 80%. It is used to catch the visible light with a 

wavelength between 658.5 and 662 nm, and the pronounced peaks of carbon emission near 657.8 and 658.3 

are effectively filtered. This system has a temporal resolution of 2 MHz and a spatial resolution of 1-2 cm, 

according to different view position in the cross section.  

3. Multi-Color Gas Puffing Imaging

    When we puff neutral particles into the plasma, the particles and the electron in the plasma will collide 

and radiate light because of de-excitation. Figure 3 shows the ratio between the intensity with two different 

wavelength (667nm and 728 nm). As one can see, the relationship between the electron density ne and the 

ratio does not change much at different electron temperature Te. So, it is a good measurement of electron 

density. Similar relationship can also be seen between the electron temperature and the ratio of light 

intensity at another two wavelength (728 nm and 706 nm), and it's a good measurement of electron 

temperature. It is to be noted here that this relationship only applicable in the range of 2 1018m-3<ne<2

1019m-3 and 10eV<kTe<250eV [6].

As one can see, the most important thing for this diagnostic is to successively filter out the light at 

three different wavelength of 667 nm, 706 nm and 728 nm. The main sketch of this GPI diagnostic is 

shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3, the sketch of Multi-Color Gas Puffing Imaging 

  A light splitter works as one of the main components in the light path. It can filter out the light at a 

wavelength of 450nm-610nm, 660nm-670nm, 707nm and 728nm, respectively. A fast camera of Phantom 

V2010/1 works as the main detection component. It can take photos with a speed of 700k f/s at a resolution 

of 64 64 pixels.  
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Figure 4, the view area of Multi-Color GPI diagnostic. 

The view area of this diagnostic on HL-2A is shown in figure 4. Obviously, it is a kind of edge plasma 

diagnostic and is not suitable for core plasma. This limitation comes from two inevitable reasons. One is

that this kind of diagnostic works only in a small range of plasma parameter as was talked about in the first 

paragraph of this section. The other reason is that the gas can not puff deeply into the plasma. This 

diagnostic has a spatial resolution of 5mm 5mm and a temporal resolution of 1-10 s. The view area in 

HL-2A plasma is 130mm 130mm in the edge. 

4. Coherence Imaging Spectroscopy

The basic principle of CIS is to diagnose the plasma velocity from the wavelength which is calculated 

from the distance between interference fringes. The changing of phase and the velocity follow: 

0

v l
c

    Figure 5 shows the sketch of the CIS system on HL-2A. The parallel light from the lens firstly passes 

through a polarizer and transform to linearly polarized light, and then through a delay plate to two 45

polarized lights. A savart plate is used to change the lights to two spatial separated lights, and another 

polarizer changes the lights to two light with the same polarized direction. The coherent image of these 

lights will be induced into the detector.  

Figure 5, sketch of the CIS system on HL-2A. 

  The CIS system on HL-2A can catch images with pixels of 64 64 ( changeable ). It has a spatial 
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resolution of 1 cm and the temporal resolution is better than 1 ms. It can diagnose the plasma with a view 

area of 160mm 160mm at edge. Figure 6 shows the first result of CIII intensity image caught by this 

diagnostic in the last champion in 2016 autumn. More analysis of data is needed and will be discussed 

carefully elsewhere. 

Figure 6, CIII intensity image diagnosed by CIS on HL-2A tokamak. 

5. Conclusion

Three sets of spectroscopy diagnostics are recently developed on HL-2A tokamak. High 
temporal and spatial resolution from core to edge plasma is the goal of these diagnostics for 
turbulence research.  
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Abstract

Four different microwave diagnostics(Profile Reflectometer, eight-channel Doppler Backscattering 

(DBS8), 384-channel ECE-Imaging, and 96-channel MIR) have been/will been installed on EAST tokamak.

The profile reflectometer are used for electron density measurements with the temporal resolution 10/25 s. 

The DBS8 are used for turbulence measurements, and the wave number can cover the range 0-12/cm. 

These two microwave diagnostics system are integrated together at the K-port on EAST. The 384-channel 

ECE-Imaging can provide evolution of the electron temperature fluctuation with the temporal resolution 

1 s, and the measurements range can be -0.56 to 0.99, which depends on the magnetic field. The 

96-channel MIR will be finished in February 2017, and can be used for small wave number turbulence 

measurements.   

1. Introduction

The microwave diagnostics are the advanced diagnostics with the advantages: local measurements 

with high spatial, temporal, and wave number resolution, nearly no influence on the plasma, and simple 

quasi-optics system. The profile and fluctuation of electron density and temperature measurements are 

important for the discharge and physics study in magnetic confined fusion device. And the turbulence study 

is helpful for the understanding of the confinement and transport. In EAST tokamak, the electron density 

profile are available for L- and H-mode by the profile measurements, and due to the high temporal 

resolution, the evolution of the pedestal density can be studied. The turbulence study is probability by the 

DBS8 with mediate wave number and by the MIR with small wave number. And the imaging of electron

temperature fluctuation by the ECE-Imaging is a very powerful instrument for the MHD and sawtooth 

study. In this article, four different microwave diagnostics will be introduced, include two reflectometer 

system: the profile reflectometer and the DBS8, and two microwave imaging system: the ECE-Imaging and 

the MIR system.

2. Application of Microwave reflectometer system on EAST

Two kind of microwave reflectometer system: the profile Reflectometer and eight-channel Doppler 

Backscattering (DBS8), have been applied in EAST tokamak for electron density profile and fluctuation 
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measurements. These two system are integrated together at the K port of EAST, and can be used for 

toroidal coherent measurements with the DBS system at the O port of EAST[1]. The schematic diagram of 

the two system are show in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The profile reflectometer as shown in Fig.1(a) 

launches microwave into plasma with O-mode and X-mode polarization simultaneously by a same horn, 

and the reflected signal is also received by this horn which is same to the arrangement used for ITER. The   

Fig.1 The schematic diagram of the profile Reflectometer (a), and DBS8 (b).

profile reflectometer contains two subsystem: Q-band system and V-band system, and can cover the density 

range from 0 to 6.5e19/m3. The DBS8 system shown in Fig. 1(b) can launch eight different microwave into 

plasma simultaneously in X-mode, and the frequencies are 55, 57.5, 60, 62.5, 67.5, 70, 72.5 and 75GHz. 

The wave number range can be from 0-12/cm, which is enough for the turbulence measurements on EAST.

The density profile in L- and H-mode is available by the profile Reflectometer, and an example is 

shown in Fig.2. Fig.2(a) shows the parameter of the shot 48916, and the density profile for L- (blue line) 

and H-mode(red line) are shown in Fig.2(b). The temporal resolution is 25 s in this density inversion, and 

Fig.2 The density profile can be measured by the profile Reflectometer(b), and (a) shows the parameter 

of the discharge.

the density zero point can be determined by the code automatically. The DBS8 has been used for turbulence 

measurements on EAST as shown in Fig.3. In Fig. 3(a)(b), the harmonic oscillation was studied by the 

DBS8, and in Fig. 3(c)(d), the GAM in H mode was measured by the DBS8. The harmonic oscillation 

appeared in ELM-free H mode when the E B flow is large enough, and the toroidal number are n=1 to 

n=7 for the fundamental mode and the different harmonic mode, respectively as shown in Fig. 3(a)(b). We 

observed the GAM during H mode in EAST, and the spectrum of amplitude(red line) and d /dt(blue line) 

(a) (b) 
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are shown in Fig.3(c) in L- and H-mode, and we can find that the mode is much more significant in the

spectrum of d /dt than that of amplitude. We calculated the cross phase between the DBS8signal and the 

magnetic probe, and we find that the GAM has a magnetic component with a poloidal structure m=2.

Fig.3 Harmonic oscillation during ELM-free H mode was shown in(a)(b), and in (c)(d) are the GAM 

during H mode measured by DBS8.

3. Application of Microwave imaging system on EAST

The schematic diagram of the two imaging system are show in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The 

384-channel ECE-Imaging system shown in Fig.4(a) has the widest output frequency range after 

detector(2-18GHz), and can cover almost the whole q=1 surface. The 96-channel MIR system in Fig.4(b) 

Fig.4 The schematic diagram of the 384-channel ECE-Imaging (a), and 96-channel MIR (b).

uses 8 independent synthesizers to generate the probe beams in W-band, and the microwave are launched 

into plasma by a same horn. The quasi-optics are integrated together as shown in Fig.5, and four different 

lens are used to adjust the radial focus, polodial zoom, the field curvature and the incident angle[2].

We can use the ECE-Imaging system to estimate the inversion radius location and the position of the 

magnetic axis, and to study the sawtooth . In Fig.6(a)(b) are the measurements of the higher harmonic 
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modes during sawtooth and the compound sawtooth [3][4]. We observed the higher harmonic modes during 

sawtooth in low p discharge, and we can find at least three pressure fingers in the frames 2-4 in Fig.6(a) 

which means a higher harmonic modes. The compound sawtooth was study by ECE-Imaging as

Fig.5 The quasi-optics front-end for the two microwave imaging system.

shown in Fig.6(b). A partial collapse took place in frame 4 and 5, and resulted in a residual hot core which 

was surrounded by a cold narrow range, and beyond the cold region, there was another relatively hot ring 

structure. The compound finally collapsed in frame 12. The compound sawtooth occurs mainly at the 

beginning of an ion cyclotron resonant frequency heating pulse and during the L-H transition phase.

Fig.6 Higher Harmonic modes during sawtooth(a) and the compound sawtooth(b) are studied by 

ECE-Imaging. 
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FIG. 1 The inteferometer is assembled to measure the VCO instantaneous frequency 
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FIG. 2 The circuit diagram of AWG, voltage transducer, and VCO 
 

 
FIG. 3 The IF frequency. (a) a constant delay time model. (b) RC low pass filter circuit model

(2)
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FIG. 4 (a) The integrated density measured by microwave interferometer, Da intensity, and RMP 
coil current from the top. (b) density profile in shot #15716. (c) density profile in shot #15719
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Abstract 

 In the LHD Thomson scattering system, charge integrating analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) have 

been used to measure Thomson scattering signal intensities. Recently, low cost and compact fast 

gigasampler ADC modules are commercially available at reasonable price. By applying such fast ADCs to 

Thomson scattering diagnostics, it is expected to improve data quality. We analyzed the performance of 

such fast ADC systems when they are applied to Thomson scattering diagnostics. 

 

1. Introduction 

 The LHD Thomson scattering system has routinely measured electron temperature (Te) and electron 

density (ne) profiles of LHD plasmas at 144 spatial points along the LHD major radius. [1][2] In the LHD 

Thomson scattering system, charge integrating analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) have been used to 

measure integrated values of Thomson scattering signal intensities. When the experimental conditions are 

good, for example, enough signal intensity, high signal-to-noise level, and no accidental noise, the charge 

integrating ADCs are enough for Thomson scattering diagnostics. However, generally speaking, Thomson 

scattering signal intensity is weak because the Thomson scattering cross section is very small. Then careful 

signal acquisition and processing are required. In order to determine the Thomson scattering signal 

intensity, some Thomson scattering teams have already fast digitizer system. We have a plan to replace the 

charge integrating ADCs with fast gigasampler ADCs in the LHD Thomson scattering system. 

 

2. Gigasampler analog-to-digital converter 

First, figure 1 shows the principal of the Thomson 

scattering signal measurement using a charge integrating 

ADC. The ADC measures the integrated value of signal 

during the ADC gate is open. In the LHD Thomson scattering 

system case, the gate width is ~100 nsec. First, the Thomson 

scattering signal + background signal, S1, is measured during 

the proceeding Gate 1. After 25 microsec, only background 

signal, S2, is measured. True Thomson scattering is estimated  

from TS = S1 – S2. If the experimental condition is good, no 

background level variation and no unexpected noise signal, 

~40 nsec

BG level

0

Thomson 
Signal

ADC Gate 1                                   Gate2

S1 = TS + BG                               S2 = BG

TS = S1 - S2

25 μsec
100 nsec

S1                                              S2

 
Fig.1. Principal of true scattering signal 

measurements in charge integrating ADCs. 
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Thomson scattering signal is accurately obtained. However, 

the background level may be changed in actual experiments, 

and undesired noises may come from somewhere. In addition, 

signal saturation may occur as shown in Fig. 2. It is difficult 

to directly know such phenomena when charge integrating 

ADCs are used. In contrast, they are correctly observed and 

recorded, and accurate estimation of the Thomson scattering 

signal intensity is possible when fast ADCs are used as in the 

HL-2A Thomson scattering system. [3]  

Until recently, such fast gigasampler digitizers are very expensive. The price per input channel is ten 

times higher than that of a charge integrating ADC. However low cost and compact fast ADC modules are 

now commercially available at reasonable price from some electronics instruments companies. Roughly 

speaking, the price per input channel of the fast ADC is ~500 USD, and that of the traditional charge 

integrating ADC is ~400 USD. The fast gigasampler ADC systems have been developed based on the 

Domino Ring Sampler (DRS) chip.  The schematic diagram of the DRS chip is shown in Fig.2. The DRS4, 

in which “4” means the version number, has 1024 small capacitors and fast switching circuit based on 

invertors inside the chip. The switching trigger signal propagates through the inverters that make temporal 

delay like domino toppling. The temporal delay between two capacitors can be selected, for example, 0.2 

nsec, 1.0 nsec, and so on. When the delay time of 0.2 nsec is selected, the measurement at the sampling 

frequency of 5GS/s is done and the total observation time length is 204.8 nsec. Since the temporal duration 

of Thomson scattering signal in YAG Thomson scattering systems are roughly ~50-100 nsec, the 

observation time of ~200 nsec is enough for YAG Thomson scattering systems. 

3. Simulation analysis 

 We developed a simulation program to evaluate the benefit of the fast ADC system. The simulation 

program is divided into two parts. The first part produces Thomson scattering signal waveforms for some 

experimental condition sets by using a Monte Carlo method. The second part simulates the fast ADC 

system. The parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for the first and second parts, respectively. The 

parameters in the Table 1 are typical values in the LHD Thomson scattering diagnostics. In this study, the 

Unexpected noise signals 
may come from somewhere.
BG level may change.

Upper Limit Saturation may occour

 

Fig.2. A few unexpected phenomena 
may occur in actual experiments, 
resulting in experimental errors. 

1024 capacitors

"DOMINO" RING by INV

RINPUT

DOMINO RING SAMPLER (DRS)

ADC chip
      

Fig.3. Schematic diagram of the gigasampler ADC based on the DRS4 chip and an example of a VME module 

based on the DRS4, CAEN V1792. The module has 32 input channels. 
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simple Gaussian function is used in the Thomson scattering pulse generation in the first step. And the 

simple Gaussian function is also used as a fit model function in the second step. In real cases, there may be 

some differences between real Thomson scattering signal shape and Gauss function. So, careful 

determination of the model function will be needed. For example, a more sophisticated model function has 

been proposed to describe the experimentally observed Thomson scattering signals in the GAMMA10. [4]  

     Figures 4 show examples of the simulated Thomson scattering signal waveforms for the pulse 

heights are 5, 50 and 500 mV, and the background component is 5 mV. Figures 5 show the summary of the 

values estimated by using the second simulation part that simulates the fast ADC system. The horizontal 

axis is the ADC resolution (8-14 bit), and the vertical axis is the averaged error. From the results, it is found 

that the error strongly depends on the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Concerning the ADC resolution, 9-bit 

resolution will be enough for the LHD Thomson scattering system. In addition, it is found that the 

estimation error becomes smaller as the ADC sampling rate is increased as expected. For the case of S/N=5, 

the error is lower than 10 % at the sampling rate of higher than 1 GS/s. For the case of S/N=500, the error 

is lower than 1 % at the sampling rate of higher than 500 MS/s. It is noted that slow variation of the plasma 

light component and/or contamination of unexpected noise component were not taken into account in the 

model calculation. So, no significant difference was found between the results obtained by the simulations 

for the fast ADC and charge integrating ADC. We are now developing a more sophisticated simulation 

program to generate more realistic Thomson scattering signal waveform by taking the plasma light 

variation and abrupt noise components into account. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters for generating Thomson scattering signal waveform 
Thomson scattering signal:  Pure Gaussian + Shot noise 
TS pulse height and width:  Height = 2.0 - 1000.0 [mV] and FWHM = 20 [nsec]  
Plasma light component:   Flat + Shot noise 
Random noise component:  0.01 - 10.0 [mV] 
Amplifier offset:     Flat 5 [mV] 
Temporal resolution:    0.01 [nsec] << TS pulse width (~20 nsec) 
Number of pulses:     1000 
 

Table 2. Fast ADC parameters 
Resolution:      8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 [bit] 
Sampling Rate:     0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 [GS/s] 

 

4. Summary 

 We have a plan to replace the charge integrating ADC system with the fast gigasampler ADC system 

in the LHD Thomson scattering system to measure more accurate and reliable Thomson scattering signals. 
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Figs.4. Some examples of the Thomson scattering pulses generated by the simulation program for the 

pulse height: 5, 50 and 500 mV, the background component: 5 mV, and the DC offset level: 10 mV. 
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We have developed a simulation program to evaluate the benefit of the fast ADC system. It is found that 

the measurement using fast ADC system will give better results especially for low signal intensity and/or 

low signal-to-noise ratio cases. In addition, we tested the fast ADC in the KSTAR Thomson scattering 

system in the 2016 KSTAR experiment campaign, and found the fast ADC seems to work well as expected. 

[5] 
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Fig.5. Summary of the results obtained from the simulation. The horizontal and vertical axes are ADC 

resolution and estimated error in each figure. 
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Abstract

Thomson scattering diagnostic data is most important in nuclear fusion machine. In KSTAR, for this 

reason, Thomson scattering system has been installed. From 2010 to 2014, Thomson scattering system was 

tested carefully in KSTAR. For example, a shutter system for vacuum window, laser beam dump, digitizer, 

and proto type ITER edge Thomson laser have been tested. In 2015, KSTAR installed commercial laser 

system for Thomson diagnostics to measured electron temperature Te and density ne profiles. However

unknown noises overlapped in the Thomson signal cables continuously. Because of this, the calculation of 

the ne and Te was difficult. In 9th KSTAR campaign, 2016, to remove the noises we made alignment 

module to specific alignment and change the signal cable type to double shielded coaxial cables. Finally 

signal to noise ratio as increased more than 50% this decreased the error in ne and Te values. These plasma

parameters measured by Thomson scattering was compared with other diagnostics. And until this the Te 

and ne was calculated by 2 method however in this year Neural Network method and Baysian method was 

tested to research an accuracy of these three methods. In this paper KSTAR Thomson system will describe

and shows recent data. 

1. Introduction

The electron density and temperature profile measurements in fusion plasmas is very important for 

accurate understanding of plasma behavior. As this reason, most of fusion machine installed the Thomson 

scattering diagnostic to measure electron temperature Te and density ne profiles. Also KSTAR installed 

Thomson scattering system since 2010 however most Thomson scattering systems are vertical type but 

KSTAR Thomson system is tangential type [1]. First two years, most of mechanical components in KSTAR 

Thomson system were tested such as shutter, trigger system for digitizer, polychromators and so on. After 3 

years, during 2012~2014, ‘proto type ITER edge Thomson laser’ that made by JAEA was temporarily

introduced and tested for ITER. In 2015, commercial Nd:YAG laser was set in the KSTAR for Thomson 

scattering system and measured Te and ne successfully. However noises form signal cable was still remains 

thus result of the Te, ne calculation included lots of errors until 2015. To increase the signal to noise ratios 

in 2016, signal cable was changed to double shielded coaxial cable, re-connect the noise cut transformer 

(NCT) and moreover laser beam alignment system was developed. The alignments in Thomson system is 

most important point to accurate measurement of Thomson signal. If alignment between collection lens and 
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laser beam path in vacuum vessel are slightly mismatched, th  signal error was increase awfully. In this 

case we could not calculate exact ne, Te profiles. In KSTAR, to increase the accuracy of ne and Te values, 

special type of alignment system was developed which has two different type bandpass filters, APDs and 

four sets of optical fibers. This alignment system was tested in 2016 campaign [2]. The Thomson data was 

compared with other diagnostics to verification of consistency in 2015 and 2016. In this paper we will 

shows some Thomson data with ECE, mm- wave interferometer and FIR.

2. Data achievement and analysis

Total measuring points are 27 for KSTAR Thomson scattering system during 2015 to 2016 that means 

27 polychromators are operated in plasma experiments. For the measurement, edge spatial resolution is 

5mm, core resolution is over the 10mm. The polychromators have 5 channels while 4 channels are used for

the ne and Te calculation remain channel used for Rayleigh calculation. Using these polychromator systems, 

we did a performance test of Thomson system during the KSTAR plasma experiments. First test was the 

measurement of the ne, Te pedestal position changes during plasma radial position shift experiments. Fig. 1 

(a) is KSTAR experiment shot # 12698 in this experiments plasma position was changed on purpose. In the 

Fig. 1 (a), blue line at 3second indicated plasma position is goes inside in the vacuum vessel in R. After 

than at 6 second the plasma position goes out to the outside wall, the red line at 11 second the plasma goes 

inside again. On this experiment Te, ne pedestal changes flow plasma positions were measured by Thomson 

scattering diagnostic Fig. 1 (b). Next experiment in 2015 was a Te profile changes during ECH on-axis 

heating. In Fig. 2 (a) modulated ECH was injected to the on-axis of plasma that brings about change of core 

Te profile as Fig. 2 (b).

Fig. 1 Pedestal position changes by Thomson scattering measurement during the radial position shift 

in KSTAR shot #12698. 
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Fig. 2 Electron temperature profile changes during the ECH modulation by Thomson in KSTAR shot 

#12698. Clearly measured the core Te profile changes.

In 2016, Thomson signal noise was reduced ~50% than 2015 through the signal cables change to 

double shielded cable and using a noise cut transformer (NCT). Through this works, KSTAR Thomson 

profile data was upgraded as showed in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) is H-mode profile and Fig. 3 (b) is L-mode profile 

in KSTAR plasmas. To check the consistency of diagnostic data in KSTAR we compared Thomson Te 

values with ECE diagnostic (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 (a) shows a Te profile between Thomson and ECE, the 

Thomson profile clearly restore the edge region which could not covered by ECE. And Fig. 4 (b) shows a 

Te in time that also good coincidence with ECE.

Fig. 3 (a) H-mode, (b) L-mode profiles measured by Thomson diagnostic in 2016.
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Fig. 4 Comparison Te between Thomson and ECE in KSTAR. (a) is Te profile and (b) is time trace

3. Conclusion

Performance of KSTAR Thomson scattering system is upgraded in 2016 compared to 2015. Signal 

noise level reduced more than 50% through development of alignment detection system and electronic 

works. We check the consistency of Thomson Te by comparison with ECE which gives obvious agreement 

in profile and time trace data. In further study we are testing a Thomson data analysis algorithm such as 

neural networks [3] and Bayesian [4].In this test we are comparing accuracy of these algorithm with 

traditional 2 methods.
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Abstract

The effect of = 1 magnetic perturbation on the edge-localized mode (ELM) and edge turbulence has 

been investigated by using electron cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) system in the KSTAR. The ECEI 

showed that the ELM filament is sustained with substantial fluctuation in amplitude without large pedestal 

collapse. Correlation analysis among ECEI channels revealed that the magnetic perturbation enhances 

turbulent fluctuations in the edge toward the ELM-crash suppression phase. Bispectrum and velocimetry 

analysis of ECEI signal suggest that the turbulence involves a net radial outward energy transport and 

coexisting ELM filament and edge turbulence nonlinear interact with each other.

1. Introduction

The crash of edge-localized modes (ELMs) is a sudden collapse of the edge pedestal which induce 

relaxation of energy and particles from the confined plasma into the scrape-off layer. It is a critical issue in 

magnetic confined fusion device rely on H-mode plasmas, since the heat load of the ELM crash on plasma 

facing components can be damaged. One of promising methods to control the ELM crash is to perturb the 

plasma edge by applying small magnetic fields (approximately resonant with the equilibrium magnetic fields,

i.e., resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP)) in the edge, thereby enhancing particle transport and keeping the 

edge pressure gradient below crash threshold [1, 2].

Despite successful control of the ELM crash by RMP there are still many open questions concerning the 

mechanism of ELM crash suppression. In this report, the change of edge transport induced by turbulence 

during the period of ELM-crash suppression by RMP is studied using electron cyclotron emission imaging 

(ECEI) system on the KSTAR.

2. Electron cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) system on the KSTAR

The ECEI can be regarded as a microwave camera for measuring 2D electron temperature fluctuations 

( ) [3]. The KSTAR ECEI system consists of vertically aligned array of 24 antennas and each antenna is 

connected to heterodyne detector that resolves the radiation in 8 frequency bands. Therefore the array 

provides 24 × 8 = 192 pixels image of fluctuations ( = /  , where = and 

is a time average). Due to flexible local oscillator and large aperture optics system, a view position of 
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ECEI can be focused anywhere in poloidal cross-section with variable vertical coverage.

For the KSTAR ECEI system, the vertical channel spacing of each sample volume is in the range of 1.4 4.0 cm And the distance between adjacent channels in the direction of major radius is ~2 cm.

Therefore the upper limit of the system wave number resolution is 1.12 cm and 0.75 cm
at the edge.

3. Coexisting ELM filament and edge turbulence during ELM-crash suppression phase

The experiment for ELM-crash suppression [4] were configured in a lower single null, high elongation > 1.8 and triangularity 0.5. The plasma current is 0.5 MA, the magnetic field is 1.9 T, and the 

corresponding edge safety factor 6.

Figure 1 shows the time history of the signal and ECE images of distinctive ELM filaments at 

different stages of = 1 RMP. The ELM filament has toroidal mode number 15 [5] and rotates

poloidally in the electron diamagnetic drift direction before applying RMP and initial ramp-up phase of RMP.

Shortly after the ramp-up phase of RMP, the ELM crashes are eventually suppressed (i.e., no spikes in the 

signal) but the ELM filaments still remains at the edge with complicated behavior; the toroidal mode 

number of ELM filament slightly increases and the ELM filament appears and disappears irregularly.

In order to understand the underlying physics of ELM-crash suppression, correlation analysis among 

ECEI channels was performed [6]. Figure 2 is example of coherence and cross-phase measurement for 4
(radial) × 3 (poloidal) ECEI channels covering 8 × 5 cm near the separatrix during ELM-crash 

suppression phase. This example clearly shows the existence of broadband and low frequency coherent 

modes ( < 70 kHz) along the poloidal direction in a narrow radial zone. Figure 3a shows the dispersion 

relation obtained from ECEI signals in ELM-crash suppression phase. A clear dispersion relation is observed 

Figure 1. Time history of signal with RMP coil 

current . ECE images corresponding to (a) ELM 

filament before application of RMP, (b) initial phase of

RMP ramp-up, (c) ELM filament in the ELM-crash

suppression phase. The red line is the separatrix.

 

Figure 2. Cross-phase and coherence analysis among

ECEI channels. The red line is separatrix position and

the blue box is reference channel for correlation

calculation. The red horizontal line in the coherence plot

is the statistical error limit.
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over a wide range of wave numbers ( < 1 cm ) and frequency ( < 70 kHz) with the average group 

velocity ~3 km/s  along the electron diamagnetic drift direction in the lab-frame. The measured wave 

number allows one to deduce the characteristic size of the turbulence, usually compared with the hybrid 

Larmor radius = 2 /   where   is the ion mass and   is the electric charge. In this case, < 0.1 using ~1 mm at the edge. Kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs), microtearing modes (MTMs), 

resistive ballooning modes (RBMs), and ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes are of similar size ( ~0.1
in a tokamak).

4. Interaction between ELM filament and edge turbulence

The effect of the turbulent eddies on the radial transport can be studied by measuring the phase relation 

between the radial velocity fluctuations ( ) and the ECE intensity fluctuation . The velocimetry based 

on cross-correlation with time-delay estimation is applied to the ECE images to track the high speed motion 

of the turbulent eddies and then obtain [7]. The measured cross-phase between and during 

ELM-crash suppression is approximately in phase in the range of 30 50 kHz, suggesting the turbulent 

eddies cause a net radial outward energy flux > 0 (Fig. 3b).
Figure 3c represents the spectral power change of ELM filament and edge turbulence with RMP current 

. The spectral power of the turbulence (30 70 kHz) increases with while the spectral power of 

the ELM filament (5 30 kHz) decreases. This may suggest that the RMP induces the edge turbulence and 

the ELM crashes are suppressed when the edge turbulence level exceeds a certain threshold.

Figure 3d is an auto-bispectrum [8] of single ECEI channel, showing the nonlinear interaction between 

ELM filament ( ~20 kHz) and turbulent eddies (30 70 kHz). The bispectrum plot shows line features 

(vertical, horizontal, and 45° lines with intercepts at ± ). Note that these lines are essential identical 

Figure 3. (a) The spectral power distribution of ECEI (ch.13-3). (b) Cross-phase

between and in the ELM-crash suppression phase. (c) Time series of

integrated spectral powers of ELM (blue; 5-30 kHz) and turbulence (red; 30-70

kHz) with RMP coil current. (d) Auto-bispectrum estimation using a single ECEI 

channel (ch.13-3), located in the path of ELM filament.
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by the symmetries of bispectrum. No such line features are obtained in the bispectrum of ECEI signals before 

the ELM-crash suppression. 

The nonlinear interaction revealed by bispectrum and the opposite trends in the spectral power between 

ELM filament and turbulence eddies suggest that the turbulent fluctuations induced by RMP dissipate the 

free energy for the ELM growth.

5. Summary

The ELM-crash suppression phase under = 1 RMP is characterized by the coexisting ELM filament 

and turbulent eddies in the edge. The measurement shows that the RMP did not completely suppress the onset 

of ELM filaments but instead provided a damping to balance against the instability drive. The cross-

correlation technique on the ECEI signals revealed that the RMP induces the turbulence and induced 

turbulence has wide range of poloidal wave number < 1 cm and rotates in the electron diamagnetic 

drift direction. The radial velocity and ECE intensity fluctuations of these turbulent eddies are approximately 

in phase and thus the turbulence involves a net radial outward energy transport. The bispectrum analysis 

shows that the coexisting ELM filament and turbulent eddies nonlinearly interact with each other. The 

nonlinear interaction between ELM filament and turbulent eddies dissipates the free energy of ELM growth 

and that may be the key to the physics mechanism of ELM-crash suppression by n = 1 RMP.
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Abstract 
Rapid growth of low frequency magnetic fluctuations are observed about 1 ms before an edge 

localized mode (ELM) event in H-mode plasmas in an outward-shifted configuration on LHD.  Long ELM-

free H-phases more than ~5 times of global energy confinement time are interrupted by the large amplitude 

ELMs with a repetition frequency typically less than 20 Hz.  Magnetic fluctuations suppressed down to 

very low level during the ELM-free H-phase are strongly enhanced by an order of magnitude during each 

ELM event.  The magnetic fluctuations are dominated by m=1/n=1 modes, where m and n are the poloidal 

and toroidal mode numbers, respectively.  In the L-phase, the m=1/n=1 magnetic fluctuations are enhanced 

by a factor of 3 of the level of the ELM-free H-phase.  In order to understand the magnetic fluctuation 

behaviors in the ELM free H-phase, at the ELM onset and in L-phase, the linear stability analysis of the 

plasmas for these three time slices has been performed against resistive interchange mode (RIC).   The 

rapid growth of m=1/n=1 RIC can be qualitatively explained by a slight radial expansion of the edge 

transport barrier (ETB), of which expansion leads to an increase of the pressure gradient at the mode 

rational surface ι=1 in the magnetic hill region.  The calculated eigenfunction of the radial displacement 

for the profiles simulating the ELM onset have a tearing mode character as well as interchange one, while 

those in the ELM-free H-phase and L-phase have typical interchange mode character.    

1. Research background and objectives

Characters of ELMs and the active control are intensively studied experimentally and theoretically in 

many major tokamaks, because they would have strong impacts on divertor target plates in ITER like 

plasmas [1, 2].  The MHD instabilities triggering ELMs in tokamak plasmas through nonlinear evolution 

are thought to be ballooning and/or peeling (kink) modes and their combination [3,4].  The instabilities are 

destabilized by pressure gradients and toroidal current in ETB or pedestal region.  ELMs are also observed 

in H-mode plasmas of stellarator/helical devices.  In contrast to ELMs in tokamaks, the most likely 

candidate MHD instabilities triggering ELMs are thought to be resistive interchange modes (RICs) because 

of basically net plasma current free, i.e., in W7-AS and LHD [5-8].  Moreover, soft X-ray detector array 

systems in LHD revealed that the MHD modes excited in ETB region have anti-ballooning structure [9].   
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Fig.1  Time evolutions of the toroidal 

beta derived from the diamagnetic 

loop <βdia> and the poloidal magnetic 

fluctuation amplitude relative to the 

toroidal field strength bθ/Bt in the 

H-mode plasma of the outward-shifted 

configuration. The red and blue arrows 

indicate the typical time slices in ELM 

free H-phase and L phase.  

Fig.2  Zoomed waveforms of , the 

edge line-electron-density neLedge and 

Hα emission in an ELM event. 

In LHD H-modes, two types of ELMs are observed, 

depending on the magnetic configurations.  In so-called 

inward-shifted magnetic configuration, i.e., typically the 

magnetic axis position of the vacuum field Rax=3.6 m, small 

and high frequency ELMs are excited immediately (less than 

15 ms ) after the L-H transition and cease the increase of the 

plasma stored energy [6,7,9].  The ELMs are typically 

induced by m=2/n=3 and/or m=1/n=2 magnetic fluctuations. 

On the other hand, in the H-modes of the outward-shifted 

configuration of Rax=3.9 m, large amplitude ELMs are excited 

by m=1/n=1 magnetic fluctuations, having low repletion 

frequency less than 20 Hz typically.  Typical time evolutions 

of the averaged toroidal beta value <βdia> obtained by 

diamagnetic measurement and the magnetic fluctuation 

amplitude are shown in Fig.1.   The <βdia> or the plasma 

stored energy is decreased down to 25% by each large ELM, as seen from Fig.1.  The magnetic 

fluctuation amplitude is enhanced by a factor of ~10 during each ELM for that in ELM-free H-phase.  The 

amplitude in L-phase is also enhanced by a factor of ~ 3 for that in ELM free H-phase.  A zoomed 

waveform of an ELM event is shown in Fig.2, where the 

poloidal magnetic probe signal starts to grow about 1 ms 

before the crash of the edge line-electron-density neLedge, and 

about 0.2 ms later the Hα emission signal rises up drastically.  

In this study, the interpretation of very low level of magnetic 

fluctuations and the rapid growth just before an large 

amplitude ELM is attempted with help of linear stability 

analysis of RICs. 

2. Linear stability analysis of resistive interchange mode

Stability analyses against RICs of the equilibrium 

pressure profiles taken at the ELM-free H-phase and at 

L-mode after the H-L back transition are performed using two 

stability analysis codes [10,11].  An example of the pressure 

profile obtained by Thomson scattering and charge exchange recombination spectroscopy in the ELM-free 

H-phase is shown in Fig.3.  This figure also shows a best fitted curve having the form of P(x) (= 

Pe+Pi )=PETB[1-tanh(α(x-xo))] + (Po-Pα)[1-xgo]g1 [12].  The parameters PETB, Po, α, xo and go/g1 stand for 

the pedestal pressure, the pressure at the plasma center, the steepness of the pressure gradient in the ETB, 

the location of the steepest pressure gradient and the parameters of the pressure profile shape near the 

plasma center.  In this figure the radial coordinate x=r/a is adopted using the effective plasma minor 

radius a=0.466m.  Here, the lowest-order rational surface ι=1 surface locates just outside the last closed 
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Fig.3  Pressure profile (red circles) 

obtained by Thomson scattering and 

charge exchange recombination 

spectroscopy at t=4.533 s in the 

ELM-free H-phase shown in Fig.1. 

The best fit curve is also shown. 

Fig.4 Dependences of the growth rates of m=1/n=1 RIC on the 

steep pressure gradient layer xo for the H- and L-phases. The 

magenta arrows indicate the pressure profiles in the ELM-free 

H-phase at t=4.533s and L-phase at t=4.700 s of the H-mode 

shown in Fig.1.  The green arrow corresponds to the case 

simulating the ELM onset.  The growth rates for three 

magnetic Reynolds number S=105(squares), 106 (diamonds) and 

108 (circles) are given.   

magnetic surface (LCFS).  In order to apply the linear MHD 

stability code to the H-mode plasma, the effective plasma 

radius a is expanded to place the ι=1 surface inside LCFS, so 

that a linear stability analysis code can be applied 

straightforwardly.  The numerical code can calculate the 

growth rate and eigenfunction of RIC, where only electrical 

resistivity is taken into account as -ideal effects [10]. The 

dependence of the growth rate on the location of the 

steepest pressure gradient xo was investigated with the MHD 

stability code.  The results are shown in Fig.4.  In the 

H-phase, the growth rate dramatically increases when the 

steepest pressure gradient layer at x=xo approaches to the ι=1 

surface at xs=0.941.  In the calculation, the rotational 

transform profile is calculated by the MHD equilibrium 

calculated with the HINT code without the 

existence of nested magnetic surfaces [13]. 

The cases of xo=0.788 and xo=0858 simulate 

the situations of the ELM-free H-phase and that 

just prior to an ELM event.  The growth rate at 

xo=0858 increases an order of magnitude, 

compared with that at xo=0.788.  The growth 

rate in the L-phase shown in the arrow is by a 

factor of ~3 larger than that in the ELM-free 

H-phase.  In Figs. 5 and 6, the eigenfunctions 

of perturbations of pressure p1, scalar 

potentialφ1, poloidal flux ψ1 and radial 

displacement ξr calculated by the code are 

shown for the ELM-free H-phase and the ELM 

onset, respectively.  The radial profiles of 

equilibrium pressure and the rotational 

transform are shown in Fig.(a) of these figures. 

The eigenfunctions of φ1 and ξr in the case of the ELM onset clearly extend toward the plasma central 

region, while they localize strongly at the ι=1 rational surface.  The eigenfunctions in the ELM-free 

H-phase (Fig.5) exhibit typical interchange parity having an even function at the ι=1 surface.  However, 

the eigenfunctions for the profile simulating the ELM onset (Fig.6) tend to contain the tearing parity 

component having an odd function in addition to usual interchange character [12].   The eigenfunctions in 

the L-phase where the pressure profile has no steep pressure gradient at the ι=1 surface also have a typical 

interchange parity at the ι=1 surface, as seen from Fig. 7.   

The large increase in the growth rate on m=1/n=1 RIC when xo approaches xs suggests that the large 
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Fig.5 (a) Equilibrium profiles of pressure and 

the rotational transform, (b) eigenfunctions 

of p1 and φ1, and (c) eigenfunctions of ψ1 and 

ξr in the ELM-free H-phase. 

Fig.6 Equibribrium profiles and eigenfunctions in 

the case simulating the plasma just prior to the 

onset of an ELM event. 

Fig.7 Equibribrium profiles and eigenfunctions in 

the L-phase. 

amplitude ELM observed in the H-mode of LHD 

would be triggered by a slight expansion of the 

ETB region toward the ι=1 rational surface. 

This seems to be consistent with the experimental 

observations that ELMs are often triggered 

suddenly without any clear increase in <βdia>

from the nearly saturated value in the ELM-free 

H-phase.  The above stability analysis of RICs 

was performed by using the stability analysis 

code where only resistivity is included as 

non-ideal plasma effects.  In the H-mode plasma, 

the steep pressure gradient exists near the rational 

surface, so that plasma diamagnetic drift might 

have considerable impact on the mode stability. 

We investigated the effects of the diamagnetic 

drift effects on the RIC stability using the 

stability analysis code where various non-ideal 
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Fig.8 Effect of diamagnetic drifts on the RIC 

growth rates calculated without the diamagnetic 

effects.  The figure also shows the reduction 

rate of the growth rate by the effects.   

effects can be included in the resistive mode 

stability analysis [11].  Figure 8 shows the 

diamagnetic effect on the RIC growth rates 

calculated without the diamagnetic effects.  Here, 

the magnitudes of electron and ion diamagnetic drift 

frequencies are assumed to be the same.  As seen 

from Fig.8, the diamagnetic drift effect on the 

growth rates is fairly weak, i.e., less than 10 % 

reduction except a certain range of xo where the 

reduction rate reaches ~20%.   

 

3. Conclusion 

The linear MHD stability of the H-mode 

plasmas in LHD was investigated against resistive interchange modes, using two stability analysis codes.  

These calculations clearly indicate that the slight expansion of the size of the ETB or pedestal toward the 

main rational surface, i.e., the ι=1 surface may trigger a large amplitude ELM through nonlinear evolution 

of RICs in the H-mode plasma of LHD.  The ξr eigenfunction calculated for the case simulating the ELM 

onset indicates the mixed character having tearing parity as well as interchange one, while the 

eigenfunctions in the ELM-free H- and L-phases have typical interchange parity.   
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Non-axisymmetric magnetic field induced magnetic perturbation (MP) is considered to be the 
most likely technology to control the edge localized mode (ELM) crash, which is potentially 
a risk to the inner wall life of the reactor level device. However, the exact mechanism of MP 
is not fully understood in both ELM crash mitigation and suppression. In this study, we 
investigated the characteristics of macro- and micro-edge instabilities associated with MP 
during KSTAR ELM crash controlled discharges. The results showed that the response of 
macro- and micro-edge instabilities was very rapid for the applied MP, which was found to 
be faster than the typical edge profile changes.

1. Introduction

In an H-mode discharge, the stationary ELM-free period can be distinguished from transient 
ELM-free period by the presence of a regulatory mechanism to prevent the recovery of the
edge profile from ELM crashes. Several transport mechanisms have been discussed as the 
candidates of the regulation mechanism such as edge harmonic oscillations in quiescent H-
mode, weakly coherent mode in I-mode, and stochastic transport in resonant magnetic 
perturbation (MP)-driven ELM crash suppression.

In so-called tearing hypothesis, applied MP does not directly affect edge instability. 
Instead, it increases the edge transport by forming a superposition between the magnetic 
islands that are present on the various rational surfaces. This determined edge profile 
determines the nature of the edge instability. Thus, in the tearing hypothesis of ELM crash 
suppression, the change in edge profile must precede the change in edge instability. However, 
experimental studies [1, 2] and theoretical studies [3, 4] have been recently proposed /
reported, in which changes in edge instability precede edge profile changes.

Here, we will discuss the characteristics of edge instability according to MP, focusing on 
the possibility of direct destabilization of instability in KSTAR ELM crash controlled
discharges. To rule out the effects of profile changes, such as the strong density pump-out
that occurs when MP is applied, we have primarily investigated the phase of deviating from 
ELM control with rapid turn-off of the MP. The study attempts to include both macroscopic 
and microscopic instabilities to explain the role of MP in both ELM crash mitigation and 
suppression.

2. Mitigation of ELM Crashes
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Fig. 1. Evidence of direct destabilization of macro edge instabilities by MPs in KSTAR shot 
no. 13833. a) Non-axisymmetric coil currents, b) D signal, c) line-integrated density (blue 
line) and stored energy (green line), d) edge rotation, and e) edge ion temperature.

Figure 1 shows the response to ELM crash with MP intensity during strongly ELM mitigated
discharge. Mitigated ELM crash frequency is at least 10 times greater than natural one, but 
individual ELM crashes
shaded area. On the other hand, if the MP is turned off, the mitigated ELM crash disappears 
immediately. The time to turn off the MP (~ 10ms) is much shorter than the pedestal 
evolution time (~ 200ms) required to bring back the original ELM crash without MP effect.
Therefore, it can be concluded that ELM crash occurs directly by the MP. Without MP, the 
peeling-ballooning (PB) mode stability criteria still remain stable due to the degraded edge 
pedestal.

Fig. 2. Magnetic fluctuation change of ELM crash mitigated discharge in KSTAR shot no. 
13833. a) Non-axisymmetric coil 
signal.
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Note that no significant change in broadband magnetic fluctuation is observed during the 
MP turn-off phase (t = 12.00 sec to 12.01 sec) except for the line due to an individual ELM 
crash in figure 2. The increase in broadband fluctuation appears to begin with the recovery of 
the edge pedestal.

3. Suppression of ELM Crashes

Fig. 3. Evidence of direct destabilization of micro edge instabilities by MPs with fast MP 
turning-off. a) Non-axisymmetric coil currents, b) spectrogram of magnetic fluctuation, c) 
line-integrated density, d) edge rotation, e) edge ion temperature, and f) D signal.

immediately to the MP amplitude as shown in f
particle transport) shows a sudden change only when MP amplitude decreases. Subsequently, 
the equilibrium evolution observed at line averaged density, edge rotation and edge ion 
temperature progressively follows the MP intensity drop. This implies that enhanced 
transport induced by micro-edge instability caused by MP is responsible for keeping the edge 
pedestal below the ELM crash level. Analysis of edge turbulence by electron cyclotron 
emission image (ECEI) shows that the level of fluctuation on the low field side is 
significantly reduced immediately after MP is turned off as shown in figure 4. However, no 
significant change was detected on the high field side [5, 6]. The change in turbulence 
appears to be confined to a particular edge region (i.e., a particular edge channel).
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Fig. 4. Cross-phases of edge ECEI channels in KSTAR shot no. 13987 before and after the 
MP-turning off. Red and blue circles indicate the channels of significant change.

On the other hand, the bifurcation-like feature was observed in the magnetic fluctuation, 
line-
nearly 60 ms as shown in figure 5. Although there is a caveat in isolating the effect of 
pedestal evolution from the change of edge instabilities, figure 5 still represents several 
important aspects. Firstly, global confinements are generally governed by the MP amplitude 
as shown in the evolution of line- ~ 8.05 
sec. In addition, the bifurcation or threshold of edge instabilities intervenes the edge transport 
abruptly. Figure 6 depicts that the mentioned bifurcation-like feature takes place in edge 
localized region. The detailed analyses are still on-going with local fluctuation measurements 
to reveal the characteristics of MP-driven micro edge instabilities (i.e., the type of edge 
instability) along with bifurcation-like feature during the slow change of MPs [6].

Fig. 5. Evidence of direct destabilization of micro edge instabilities by MPs with slow MP 
turning off. a) Non-axisymmetric coil currents, b) spectrogram of magnetic fluctuation, c) 
line-integrated density, and d) D signal.
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Fig. 6. Cross-phases of edge ECEI channels in KSTAR shot no. 7821 before and after the 
bifurcation-like feature at t=8.025 sec. Red and blue circles indicate the channels of 
significant change.

4. Summary and Discussion

In this study, we present evidence of direct destabilization of edge instabilities in ELM crash 
mitigation and suppression when MP with low n mode number (eg, n = 1 and n = 2) is 
applied to KSTAR H mode discharges. In fact, the edge instability characteristics are very 
similar in both n = 1 and n = 2 ELM crash suppression. The results of this study show that 
changes in edge instability precede equilibrium evolution. It is not consistent with the 
description of ELM crash suppression by stochastic transport, but on the other hand it shares 
the characteristics of bifurcation type response [6].

In order to find alternative explanations for ELM crash mitigation and suppression, it is 
necessary to reevaluate the stability criteria of macro- and micro-edge instabilities in the 
presence of MP. So far, most of the stability calculations have assumed unperturbed /
undistorted equilibrium. For this reason, we plan to numerically recalculate PB mode stability 
in disturbed equilibrium, including mode couplings [3]. We also consider the possibility of 
MP-induced micro-edge instability like kinetic ballooning mode [4].

In views of meso-scale phenomena, the ELM crash suppression mechanism such as 
zonal flow damping by MP should not be completely excluded, but zonal flow damping has 
limitations in explaining the mitigated ELM crash commonly observed in various devices. 
For realistic applications on reactor scale devices such as ITER, an integrated picture of MP-
induced ELM crash mitigation and suppression should be established.
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Abstract

For the robust and effective ELM-crash contorl for a steady-state operation of high-performance 

plasma in a fusion reactor, it is required to understand nonlinear dynamics near ELM-crash. To interpret 

and understand remarkable ELM observation by KSTAR ECEI systems in nonlinear phase [1, 2, 3], 

nonlinear MHD simulations, BOUT++, M3D-C1, and JOREK, are conducted in KSTAR H-mode plasma. 

Although it is hard for each code to explain all observed nonlinear ELM dynamics, the promising results 

are obtained; the broadband n-number spectrum (BOUT++), heat/particle expulsion toward SOL (M3D-C1 

and JOREK) and the changes of dominant mode number during the inter-ELM-crash period (JOREK).

1. Introduction

ELM is MHD instability driven by steep pressure gradient and high current at the edge of H-mode 

plasmas. If the H-mode is adapted as an operation scenario for a fusion reactor, it is required to control the 

ELM-crash because heat and particle flux during pedestal relaxation may cause a severe damage to the 

machine. The KSTAR ECEI systems [4, 5] contribute to study ELM physics by visualizing ELM dynamics 

from initial growth to crash phase [1, 6]. In addition to that, they produce remarkable ELM observations in 

nonlinear phase; the rapid change of toroidal mode number [2] and simultaneous excitation of multiple 

modes [3] during the inter-ELM-crash period. In the previous comparative study, the observed ELM 

structure is compared with synthetic images based on linear ELM simulation. An excellent agreement in 

two images provides a confidence on the edge observation by ECEI [7]. However, it is hard to investigate

nonlinear ELM dynamics using linear simulation. To interpret the observed ELM dynamics in nonlinear 

phase, a nonlinear simulation should be considered in the comparative study. Here the nonlinear simulation 

results from BOUT++ [8, 9], M3D-C1 [10] and JOREK [11] are presented and they are preliminarily 

compared with ECEI observations.

2. Nonlinear MHD ELM simulation in KSTAR H-mode plasma

A plasma equilibrium for nonlinear MHD simulation is reconstructed using TEQ solver in CORSICA 

package based on estimated p-profile and magnetic geometry information of EFIT calculation and 
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considering Jb from Sauter formula [12]. To determine the plasma equilibrium profile, p-profile is scanned 

and derived Jb is scaled so that the most unstable n-number from linear stability analysis agrees with that of 

observed coherent mode at the time of interest. The equilibrium shown in Fig. 1 is used as initial plasma 

condition for nonlinear simulation. Fig. 1(a) illustrates magnetic geometry of KSTAR discharge #7328 at t

~ 4.36 s. The characteristics of this discharge at the time of interest is following: PNBI ~3 MW, Ip = 750 kA, 

BT(R0) = 2.25 T and q95 ~ 5. Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) show selected total pressure and toroidal current density 

profiles on LFS mid-plane in respective. Steep pressure gradient and high edge current density are clearly 

shown. ECEI system clearly observes n = 8 coherent structure during quasi-stable phase (Fig. 1(d)). It 

means that the most unstable mode as a constraint for equilibrium reconstruction is n = 8.
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Fig. 1 (a) Reconstructed plasma equilibrium (KSTAR #7328, t = 4.36 s). Red solid line: separatrix; blue 

solid line: first wall. (b) Total pressure profile and (c) toroidal current density on LFS mid-plane edge. Red 

dotted line: separatrix location (d) ECEI observation at t ~ 4.36 s. The apparent poloidal rotation speed at 

LFS mid-plane V*pol is ~5.4 km/s in ion diamagnetic drift direction.
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Fig. 2 Slices of 3D pressure perturbation structure on a poloidal plane at LFS edge from BOUT++. Each 

frame is normalized by each absolute maximum value. Green solid lines indicate LCFS.

Firstly BOUT++ nonlinear ELM simulation results are described. The 3-field model [9] is used here. 

Flat resistivity profile is applied. While ad-hoc hyper-resistivity and diamagnetic stabilization term are 

considered, net plasma rotation effect is not. n = 1, 2… 16 harmonics are included as an initial perturbation.
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Fig. 2 illustrates a slices of 3D pressure perturbation structure on a poloidal plane at LFS edge. Each frame

is normalized by each absolute maximum. n = 8 appears at early nonlinear phase (left three panels). 

Subsequently, the pressure perturbation looks as if it becomes nearly uniform in poloidal due to dominant n

= 0 component.
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Fig. 3 Slices of 3D pressure perturbation structure on a poloidal plane at LFS edge from M3D-C1. Each 

frame is normalized by each absolute maximum. Green solid lines represent LCFS.

 
M3D-C1 is full-MHD simulation code [10]. The details of M3D-C1 formalism is explained in [10]. 

Here 6-field full MHD model in toroidal geometry is used. Resistivity is a flat profile in the plasma with S 

= 106 but increases to Svac = 1 in the open field line (vacuum) region. Hyper-resistivity, diamagnetic effect, 

and plasma rotation effect are not considered in this case. Initial perturbation is set as that of BOUT++, or n

= 1, 2… 16 are initialized all together. The initial conditions are not exactly same that of BOUT++. Fig. 3

shows a slice of 3D pressure perturbation on a poloidal plane at LFS edge. Each frame is normalized by 

each absolute maximum also. n = 16 is dominant toroidal mode number in all images in Fig. 3 because the 

diamagnetic stabilization effect is not taken into account. The perturbations are expelled to SOL region.

Fig. 4 Te perturbation on a poloidal plane at LFS edge from JOREK. Each frame is separated in time by 

~16.6 s. White vertical lines indicate ECEI view window. Courtesy of M. Bécoulet [13].

JOREK is reduced resistive non-linear MHD code in full toroidal X-point geometry including 

separatrix and open flux surfaces [11]. Nonlinear JOREK simulation results in KSTAR geometry are 

described in detail [13]. Here the recent results of nonlinear simulation will be briefly summarized. Two 

fluid diamagnetic, neoclassical effects and plasma toroidal rotation are included in the model. In JOREK 

simulation with single harmonics n = 8, the apparent poloidal rotation of the mode before ELM crash is 
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reproduced by ~5 km/s in ion diamagnetic drift direction [13]. Fig. 4 shows Te perturbations from JOREK 

nonlinear simulation in a poloidal cross-section view. On the highly non-linear phase of ELM-crash, the 

mode rotation decreases (frame (1)-(4) in Fig. 4) [13] and perturbation structures are expelled to the SOL

which is similar to M3D-C1 results (Fig. 3).

3. Preliminary comparative study between nonlinear simulation and ECEI ELM observation

Although no codes perfectly reproduce ECEI observation near and during ELM-crash, each code can 

explain some parts of observation. Heat and particle transport across separatrix observed by ECEI systems 

[2] is reproduced by M3D-C1 (Fig. 3) and JOREK (Fig. 4). The transient disappearance of mode is 

probably closely related with the broadening of mode number spectrum in BOUT++. Nonlinear JOREK 

simulation reproduce the transition of toroidal mode number during the inter-ELM-crash period [2, 13]. To 

make a clear conclusion on ELM dynamics in nonlinear phase, it is required to examine the nonlinear 

simulation results thoroughly.

4. Summary

BOUT++, M3D-C1 and JOREK nonlinear simulation are conducted in KSTAR H-mode plasma. Even 

though each code has some issues to be resolved, the promising results are obtained which explain some 

parts of observed dynamics by KSTAR ECEI systems
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Abstract 

 The damage distribution and thermal annealing effects on hydrogen isotope dynamics including 

retention, permeation were discussed. By introduction of irradiation damages, D permeation was reduced 

due to reduction of D diffusion path. But, the thermal annealing induced the recovery of irradiation 

damages and D permeation behavior was almost consistent with that for undamaged W. The damage 

distribution makes a large impact on D retention in damaged W. Accumulation of damages may lead to 

form stable trapping sites, like voids. Thermal annealing leads to growth/annihilation of damages, and the 

density of irradiation defects would be one of key parameters for control of aggregation or recover. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Due to the high tritium solubility in graphite, tungsten (W) will be the primary plasma-facing material 

candidate for fusion. It is reported that lower hydrogen isotope retention and higher thermal conductivity 

are favorable qualities for usage of W in fusion reactor [1]. However, recent studies show that tritium 

dynamics will be clearly controlled by the characteristics of W material, the damage distributions 

introduced by neutrons and other energetic particles, history of thermal annealing and so on. In our 

previous studies, the D retention for 0.025 dpa neutron irradiated W was clearly enhanced and reached up 

to 1 at.%. In addition, the desorption temperature has shifted toward higher temperature side above 800 K, 

indicating that the damage distribution throughout the bulk by neutron irradiation would lead the desorption 

behavior. Recently, we have performed systematic D retention and permeation studies for various damage 

profiles in W and their recovery behavior by thermal annealing are reviewed in this paper. 

 

2. D permeation behavior for Fe2+ damaged W 

 Fig. 1 shows the D permeabilities and diffusion coefficienets for Fe2+ damaged W with the damage 

concentration of 0.001 - 0.3 dpa. It was found that the they were reduced with increasing damage 

concentration due to increase of defect size or/and density. The permeability for 0.3 dpa Fe2+ irradiated W 

at 973 K was almost the same even if it was heated at 1173 K. The diffusion coefficient for 0.3 dpa Fe2+ 

irradiated W was increased because of reduction of irradiation defect density by defect aggregation. The 

permeabilities and diffusion coefficients for 0.001 and 0.037 dpa Fe2+ irradiated W were completely 

recovered by annealing at 1173 K (Not shown in this figures). 
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Fig. 1 D permeabilities and diffusion coefficienets for Fe2+ damaged W at various temperatures. 

 

3. Damage distribution dependence on D retention in W 

 In our previous study, 14 MeV neutron irradiation clearly changes the D retention behavior even in the 

lower damage concentration due to cascade collision of energetic neutron, indicating that the control of 

damage distribution leads to the D retention behavior. Therefore, Fe2+ irradiation with the different incident 

energies of 0.8 MeV and 6 MeV, whose implantation depths are ~ 0.2 μm and 1.2 μm, were used to control 

the damage distribution. Fig. 2(a) shows the typical damage profiles by 0.8 MeV and 6 MeV Fe2+ 

irradiation in W. By changing the incident energy and ion fluence, several damage profiles can be 

demonstrated. The D2 TDS spectra for these damage profiles were shown in Fig. 2(b). It was found that 

multiple Fe2+ implantation with different incident energies leads to the enhancement of D trapping at lower 

temperature less than 600 K, although single ion implantation lead to D migration toward the depth. The D 

amount at Peak 4 for multiple ion implantation of (1) 0.8 MeV 0.1 dpa + 6 MeV 0.1 dpa was almost the 

same as that for (3) 6 MeV 0.1 dpa, indicating that D would be trapped by voids that are much more stable 

than monovacancies.  

 To confirm the hydrogen isotope distribution, DT+ implantation was performed and β-ray Induced X-ray 

Spectroscopy (BIXS) was applied. Fig. 3 shows BIXS spectra for Fe2+ implanted W with the damage 

profiles of (1) 0.8 MeV 0.1 dpa + 6 MeV 0.1 dpa, (2) 0.8 MeV 0.1 dpa + 6 MeV 0.03 dpa and (3) 6 MeV  

Fig 2 Damage distribution profiles by 0.8 MeV and 6 MeV Fe2+ irradiation in W and D2 TDS spectra for 

various Fe2+ damaged W. 

 

 

 

 

(a) (a)
(b) (b)
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(a) 

0.1 dpa, and Pure-W, respectively. There are two unique peaks located at 1.174 keV and 2.957 KeV, 

corresponding to W (Mα) and Ar (Kα), respectively. Ar (Kα) characteristic X-ray gives T concentration 

information from the surface up to the depth of ~ 50 nm, although W(Mα) gives up to the depth of 1μm [2]. 

Therefore, it can be found that multiple ion implantation induced T accumulation near surface region, 

where 0.8 MeV Fe2+ implantation introduced the damages, and these results were consistent with the 

Tritium IP images. 

Fig. 3 (a) BIXS spectra and (b) IP images for (1) 0.8 MeV 0.1 dpa + 6 MeV 0.1 dpa, (2) 0.8 MeV 0.1 dpa + 

6 MeV 0.03 dpa and (3) 6 MeV Fe2+ damaged W after DT+ implantation with the fluence of ~ 6 1020 DT+ 

m-2. 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental results and HIDT simulation results. 

 

 Based on these experimental results, Hydrogen Isotope Diffusion and Trapping (HIDT) simulation code 

was applied to demonstrate the experimental results and to analyze the D distribution in W, as shown in 

Fig.4 [3]. This simulation also reproduces the D accumulation near surface region due to heavy damage 

accumulation by 0.8 MeV Fe2+ irradiation. 

 

4. Thermal annealing effect on D retention in damaged W 

 The growth/recovery of irradiation damages is controlled by the thermal annealing. In especially. the 

(a)
(b) 
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duration of thermal annealing would be one of key factor to determine the damage growth/recovery. Fig. 5 

shows the annealing duration effect on D retention for 0.1 dpa and 1.0 dpa Fe2+ damaged W. For 0.1 dpa 

damaged W, the D retention was decreased and the shoulder of TDS spectrum at 700 K was disappeared 

with increasing annealing time. The vacancy clusters were completely recovered by annealing for 5 hours. 

The density of vacancies was decreased, but some of vacancies would remain in the damaged W even if the 

sample was annealed for 5 hours. For 1.0 dpa damaged W, After 0.5h annealing, Peak 3 for 1.0 dpa W was 

shifted to higher temperature side. By longer annealing, D trapped by voids (Peak 3) was almost 

disappeared. Therefore, it can be said that the thermal annealing would induce both of vacancy aggregation 

and recover, and the density of vacancy clearly control the growth/recover. 

 

Fig. 5 D2 TDS spectra for 0.1dpa and 1.0 dpa Fe2+ damaged W at 1173 K for 0 - 5 h 

 

5. Summary 

 Recent progress of damage distribution and thermal annealing effects on hydrogen isotope dynamics 

including retention, permeation were discussed. By introduction of irradiation damages, D permeation was 

reduced due to reduction of D diffusion path. But, the thermal annealing induced the recovery of irradiation 

damages and D permeation behavior was almost consistent with that for undamaged W. The damage 

distribution makes a large impact on D retention in damaged W. Accumulation of damages may lead to 

form stable trapping sites, like voids. Thermal annealing leads to growth/annihilation of damages, and the 

density of irradiation defects would be one of key parameters for control of aggregation or recover. 
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Abstract 

 Energetic particle loss by external magnetic perturbation is an important issue to design control 

coils of tokamaks. In this study we try to find out the basic physical mechanism of fast ion prompt loss by 

external magnetic perturbation. Dynamics of phase space of toroidal canonical momentum and magnetic 

moment is studied to describe prompt loss of fast ions deposited by neutral beam injection. Results show 

that toroidal canonical momentum oscillation due to drift resonance between perturbation and fast ion 

increases the number of lost particles. 

 

1. Introduction 

 The physics of fast ions in tokamak plasmas has been widely investigated because of its 

importance to ion heating, which is relevant to fusion performance1, 2. Neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion 

cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), which are auxiliary ion heating methods for current tokamaks, 

accelerate the ion speed from several keV to hundreds keV or MeV. Alpha particles are a by-product of the 

most promising fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium ions; they are expected to heat burning 

plasma and realize self-sustaining fusion machine3, 4. Thus, fast ion transport has been a key issue in fast 

ion physics. 

Energetic particle loss by external magnetic perturbation is an urgent issue to design magnetic perturbation 

coils. One of operation scenarios for ITER is H-mode without edge localized mode (ELM). For large sized 

tokamak the large energy dump to plasma facing component (PFC) by ELM is not endurable. Thus ELM 

suppression or mitigation by external magnetization is a challenge for ITER and larger sized tokamak for 

ignition5.  

Meanwhile in various tokamak devices, including KSTAR, the fast ion loss detector (FILD) has been used 

to study fast ion transport6-10. A FILD measures the energetic ions bombarding a scintillator in the vicinity 

of a plasma facing component. It has been used to investigate fast ion loss and the correlation with 

magnetic perturbations like Alfvén eigenmodes9, tearing modes11, and external magnetic perturbations12. It 

has the benefit of enhancing the reliability of analytical predictions for the loss particle energy and pitch-

angle information by allowing direct comparison with measurements. 

In KSTAR, fast ion loss observed by FILD was studied in terms of prompt loss by energetic ion in the NBI 

heated plasma13. This work did not consider magnetic perturbation including toroidal field ripple and error 

field because intrinsic magnetic perturbation level of KSTAR is less then ~10-4. They found that simple 

NBI deposition modeling in phase space explains the pitch angles detected by FILD. Additionally they 

found that fast ions deposited in the SOL are origin of high pitch angle particles detected by FILD. Thus 
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change of fast ion loss induced by magnetic perturbation is ready to study in KSTAR. 

In this proceeding we report basic physical mechanism of increase of fast ion loss observed by FILD. In the 

section 2 we present modelling analysis of prompt loss and its enhancement by magnetic perturbation. 

Firstly, prompt loss without magnetic perturbation is modeled in the phase space. Modeling study of the 

effect of magnetic perturbation on prompt loss of fast ions are followed. Section 3 presents summary of this 

paper. 

 

2. Result 

Before entering into the analysis of experiment, we introduce modeling method which is used in the 

analysis. Minimal beam modeling used in Ref. [13] is adopted to calculate position and initial pitch-angle 

defined as acos(v||/v), where v||=v B/B and v2=v ·v. From this modeling we calculate conserved quantities 

of toroidal canonical momentum   and magnetic moment , where 

,  ,  is the major radius,  is the toroidal magnetic field strength at , is 

the poloidal flux, e is the unit charge, and m is the ion mass. Conserved momentum for each particle in the 

axisymmetric system is used to analyze observed pitch-angle by FILD probe. For the momentum varying 

case with magnetic perturbation, we calculate its time evolution by using guiding center motion equation 

(8)-(15) presented in the Ref [14]. 

Experimental conditions to investigate effect of magnetic perturbation on the fast ion loss are followings. 

Basic plasma condition is 0.5MA plasma current and 1.8T toroidal magnetic field. Error field correction 

coil set is prepared to generate n=1 resonant magnetic perturbation during 3s to 8s. Fast ion sources are 2 

NBI ion sources of NBI1-A and NBI1-B with energy of 90keV and 80keV respectively.  

 

In this situation we compare FILD CCD image between with and without magnetic perturbation. Without 

magnetic perturbation case shows two distinguishable bright spots which lie in pitch-angle range of 35°~45° 

and 45°~55°. Following modeling analysis identifies that each spot is originated from NBI1-B and NBI1-A 

respectively.  

When applying an external magnetic perturbation using in-vessel current coil, the number of fast ions 

detected by FILD increases. The increment is shown as being brighter in the image of FILD as presented in 

Figure 1. FILD CCD image with the pitch-angle .vs. gyro-radius map 

from shot #9092, t = 3.2s and 5.5s. Prompt loss spots from NBI1-A, and 

B are clearly shown. The pitch-angle resolution of KSTAR FILD is

from maximum 0.75 at high pitch to minimum 0.9 at low pitch. 
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the figure 1. These changes induced by magnetic perturbation happen in the time scale of  which is 

much faster than the transport time scale of fast ion. Measured pitch-angles lies of 35°~50° and 50°~60°. 

Two features of magnetic perturbation case are broader pitch-angle range and brighter spots which mean 

more fast ions detection. This means that increased particles detected by FILD are originated not from core 

region but SOL region. Instantaneous response and unchanging pitch and energy suggest that detected 

particles are from the SOL region without collisions. 

 

 

 
 

Using reconstructed equilibrium fitting15 (EFIT) and minimal beam deposition modeling we construct 

phase space analysis as shown in the figure 2. Figure 2.(a) plots the FILD line and NBI1-A distribution of 

shot #9092 at a time of 3.8s. The coloured lines and points denote the following: (1) coloured circles 

indicate the FILD probe with the colour representing the pitch-angle, (2) small blue circles indicate the 

beam distribution, and colours represent (3) the inner wall - red, (4) inner LCFS position with Z = Zmagnetic 

axis - purple (5) magnetic centre - blue, (6) outer LCFS position with Z = 0 - green, (7) outer wall – 

yellowish green, and (8) maximum value - black from inside the LCFS to outside. We can determine the 

crossing between the beam distribution and FILD at the pitch-angle region: 45° - 55°. In the same manner, 

figure 2.(b) shows detectable pitch-angles by the FILD for NBI1-B of 38° – 49°. Though experimental 

observation and analysis has 3° difference, the model explains detected pitch-angle.  

The case of magnetic perturbation is also analyzed by same manner. Perturbed magnetic field is not 

considered in the detected pitch calculation. Strength of perturbed magnetic field is ~10-4 compared to 

equilibrium magnetic field thus change of toroidal canonical momentum and magnetic moment is 

Figure 2. Normalized toroidal and magnetic moments (blue dots) of beam 

particles according to minimal modelling: (a) NBI1-A, (b) NBI1-B. The 

momentums of particles passing through the FILD position are plotted as 

colored circles with a black edge. The colors indicate pitch-angles as given

in the legend.  
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negligible. Pitch-angles predicted by model are not different from without magnetic perturbation case 

though experimental shows change of pitch-angle and brightness. Thus we study the dynamics of phase 

space with magnetic perturbation needs.    

Time evolution of toroidal canonical momentum is calculated under magnetic perturbation. Magnetic 

perturbation is described by single n=1, m=3 poloidal magnetic perturbation without radial dependency 

where n and m are toroidal and poloidal mode number. Its strength is adjusted to have  to 

reflect experimental magnetic perturbation level. We do not consider magnetic perturbation in the SOL. 

Given magnetic perturbation generates magnetic island at the  flux surface drawn as red solid line in 

the figure 3. Its size agrees with the prediction of theory. The other islands are not shown because magnetic 

perturbation is not too strong to make harmonics and stochastic field lines.  

 
Response of fast ions to magnetic perturbation is different from magnetic field line. We use fully passing 

particles with 100keV deuterium. We scatter fast ions from magnetic axis to last closed flux surface (LCFS) 

with random toroidal angle.  

Poincare section on the poloidal plane of fast ion guiding center shows outer drift of orbit island from 

resonant flux surface designated by center red solid line in the figure 4 though orbit is stochastic. In 

addition to  resonant flux surface, secondary orbit islands at  and  are found and both 

drift to outward. The orbit in  surface is also stochastic due to overlap between  and  

orbit islands. 

Figure 3. Field line tracing of magnetic perturbation of 

n=1 and m=3. Red solid line is q=3 surface. 
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Realistic case is studied with 90keV fast ions deposited by NBI1-A with shot #9092. To reduce simulation 

time, the particles deposited in the vicinity of FILD probe on the phase space is selected. Result is shown in 

the figure 5. Toroidal canonical momentum oscillates during orbit following time and cross the FILD phase 

space line. It means that detectable area in the phase space increase from the line to area. Thus it will be 

shown as brighter spot than the case of without magnetic perturbation. In this model we cannot find the 

increase of detectable magnetic moment. 

 

 

Figure 4. Poloidal Poincare section of fast ion orbit with

magnetic perturbation of n=1 and m=3 mode. Red solid 

lines are resonant flux surface of red arrows designated

with m/n mode number 

Figure 5. Time evolution of toroidal canonical moment. Each color solid

line means momentum time evolution of each fast particle. Transparent

yellow box shows the detectable phase space by FILD probe.  
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3. Summary 

Fast ion loss increase by external magnetic perturbation was investigated on the momentum phase space. 

The comparison study between with and without magnetic perturbation was studied to figure out the 

features of enhanced fast ion loss by magnetic field perturbation. From this we found that perturbation 

makes more fast ions detection with broader pitch-angles. Toroidal canonical momentum oscillation by 

magnetic perturbation increases the detection by FILD as inducing intersection between the momentum line 

of FILD and fast ions in the phase space. Drift resonance and secondary island generation of fast ion makes 

large oscillation of toroidal canonical moment in the phase space.  

We limited the modelling and simulation to prompt loss with single mode external magnetic perturbation. 

Thus, this model will be extended to include multi modes reflecting resonant magnetic field perturbation. 
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Long-term Largescale Particle Simulations of Runaway Electron Dynamics in 
Tokamaks

1, H. Qin1, Y. Wang1

1University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China, 230026

Abstract

Fusion energy will be the ultimate clean energy source for mankind. The ITER device under 

construction by international partners will bring this goal one-step closer. Before constructing the first 

prototype fusion power plant, one of the most visible concerns that needs to be addressed is the threat of 

deleterious runaway electrons (REs) produced during unexpected disruptions of the fusion plasma. Massive 

REs can carry up to 70% of the initial plasma current in ITER, and understanding their dynamical behavior 

is crucial to assess the safety of ITER. However, the complex dynamics of REs in a realistic fusion reactor 

is almost impossible to simulate numerically because it requires efficient long-term algorithms and 

super-large scale computing power. In the present study, we deploy the world’s fastest supercomputer, 

Sunway TaihuLight, and the newly developed relativistic volume-preserving algorithm 12 to carry out 

long-term particle simulations of 107 sampled REs in 6D phase space. The size of these simulations is in 

the range of 1018 particle-steps, the largest ever achieved in fusion research. Previous studies suggest that 

REs can be accelerated to 350MeV or higher in ITER, and randomly strike the first wall of the reactor to 

cause grave damage. Our simulations show that in a realistic fusion reactor, the concern of REs is not as 

serious as previously thought. Specifically, REs are confined much better than previously predicted and the 

maximum average energy is in the range of 150MeV, less than half of previous estimate. As a consequence, 

most of the energy carried by these electrons will be released through the benign process of synchrotron 

radiation without causing damage to the first wall. These simulations on Sunway TaihuLight ease the 

concern over REs, and give scientists more confidence in the outcome of ITER and Chinese Fusion 

Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR), which is the post-ITER device currently being designed.

1. Introduction

As the ITER project is making great progresses, there are still some design and operation challenges 

on the way to harvest fusion energy. Massive deleterious REs produced during disruption and fast 

shutdown become the most visible concern. It is believed that large amount of REs will be generated 

through avalanche multiplication in disruptions and accelerated to a high energy, and randomly strike the 

first wall of the reactor to cause grave damage. In ITER, REs can carry up to 70% of the initial plasma 

current under the large loop voltage of 1000V or higher. Under the influence of synchrotron radiation, 

c field ripples, the maximum energy of each runaway electron (RE) is 

estimated to be 350MeV or higher in ITER. Though many important theoretical results have been achieved, 

the overall dynamic behavior of REs in a realistic tokamak configuration is still rather vague. To evaluate 

the impact of the REs on the safety of the device, a comprehensive study of statistical properties of RE 

dynamics is necessary. 
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Because REs are highly relativistic with negligible collisions, accurate descriptions for their dynamics 

should be based on kinetic models. Fluid descriptions, such as the Magneto-hydrodynamics model, cannot 

capture many important features of the REs. Unfortunately, due to extreme multi-scale and nonlinear nature 

of the runaway dynamics, it is difficult to accurately trace the trajectory of even one single RE in phase 

space for its full lifecycle, from its creation to acceleration, and to its landing on the first wall or slowing 

down. With highly relativistic velocities, the runaway dynamics involves many coupled characteristic 

timescales spanning 11 orders of magnitude. Gyro-center approximation is no longer valid for REs with 

high energy. Therefore, long-term simulation up to 1011 time steps is required to reveal the multiscale 

dynamics in the complex geometry. This poses a challenge for qualified numerical methods. Traditional 

algorithms, such as the Runge-Kutta method, cannot be applied to such long-term simulations. This is 

because for these algorithms, the truncation errors at different time steps accumulate coherently, and 

long-term numerical solutions are dominated by large numerical error, and thus not trustworthy. Efficient 

algorithms suitable for massively parallel supercomputers with long-term accuracy and fidelity need to be 

developed. On the other hand, a large number of sample points of REs in 6D phase space are required. 

Because the gyro-symmetry is broken with the failure of the gyro-center approximation and the toroidal 

symmetry is broken due to the realistic reactor configuration with the ripple field, at least ten values need to 

be sampled in each dimension to provide a satisfactory resolution in phase space, which means that at least 

106 to 107 REs need to be sampled. The total amount of computation for one simulation study requires up 

to 1018 particle-steps, corresponding to more than 1021 floating-point operations, which is much larger than 

the largest particle simulation ever achieved in fusion research. Meanwhile, Petabyte-level 

high-performance storage system with large-scale parallel I/O is also necessary for handling the simulation 

data. These requirements on both hardware and software make a comprehensive study of REs using particle 

simulations almost impractical.

Recently, breakthroughs in both hardware and software enabled the first ever panoramic particle 

simulation of REs in a realistic fusion reactor. On the hardware side, the Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer, 

world’s first supercomputer reaching the 100PFlops landmark, came online early 2016 at the National 

Supercomputing Center in Wuxi (NSCC-Wuxi). The peak performance of the Sunway TaihuLight is 125 

PFlops with a Linpack rating of 93 PFlops. It is currently world's fastest supercomputer on the latest 

Top500 list. One major technological innovation of the Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer is its SW26010 

many-core processor, which includes 4 management processing elements (MPEs) and 256 computing 

processing elements (CPEs). On the software side, a large-scale particle simulation code, Accurate Particle 

Tracer (APT), has been developed based on a series of structure-preserving geometric algorithms, such as 

the explicit volume-preserving algorithms and the explicit symplectic algorithms, for relativistic particles. 

These innovative algorithms preserve the geometric structure and energy-momentum of the relativistic 

dynamics and guarantee the long-term accuracy of the simulations beyond 1012 steps in time.

2. Long-term Largescale Particle Simulations of Runaway Electrons with Ripples
In the present work, long-term simulations on 10 million cores of Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer 

with the relativistic volume-preserving algorithm have been carried out using the APT code. A resolution of 
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107 in 6D phase space is used, and simulations are performed for 1011 steps. Statistical properties of the

runaway dynamics in both the realistic ITER configuration and the ideal configuration without considering 

magnetic field ripples are studied for comparison.

The runaway dynamics in the ITER device is illustrated in Fig. 1a, and the evolution of density 

distribution of the REs in the poloidal plane is displayed in Figs. 1b-1g. Figs. 1b, 1c, and 1d shows that the 

REs in the ideal configuration keep drifting outwards and finally strike the first wall of the device. This is 

consistent with previous theories and can be explained as the effect of canonical angular momentum 

conservation. The loss rate of the REs is 2.6% at t=0.4s. However in the realistic configuration, the 

runaway beam is confined very well to the core region, and no RE is found to impact the wall, see Figs. 1e, 

1f, and 1g. The runaway transit orbits shrink into the core because electrons experience an average focusing 

force caused by the toroidal field ripples as they travel in the toroidal direction for many turns. In this 

context, the toroidal ripple field behaves similarly as a periodic focusing lattice in charged particle 

accelerators and rings. The enhanced confinement of REs greatly reduces the risk of direct impact of the 

runaway beam on plasma facing components.

The average energy of the REs is plotted in Fig. 2a for both the realistic and the ideal configurations. 

For the ideal case (red curve), the average energy increases to the synchrotron energy limit at 320MeV. For 

the realistic case (blue curve), the maximum energy is reduced to the level of 150MeV due to two effects 

produced by the ripple field, the increased collisionless pitch-angle scattering and the harmonic resonances. 

The increased pitch-angle scattering results in an enhanced synchrotron radiation, as demonstrated in Fig. 

2b where the ratio of total runaway radiation power in the realistic configuration to that in the ideal 

configuration is plotted. After 0.1s, there is a rapid increase of the ratio, which corresponds to the 

separation point of the two curves in Fig. 2a. After 0.3s, the ratio falls back to 1 gradually, since the average 

energy in both cases reach steady state and all the work by loop electric field is dissipated by radiation. The 

enhancement of radiation is still in effect, i.e., the 150MeV electrons in the realistic configuration radiate as 

much as the 320MeV electrons in the ideal configuration. The enhanced pitch-angle scattering by the ripple 

field is evident from the evolution of pitch-angle distribution plotted in Fig. 3. In the ideal configuration, 

the pitch-angle converges to an equilibrium value set by the collisionless neoclassical scattering, see Fig. 3a. 

The ripple field in the realistic configuration induces a much larger collisionless pitch-angle scattering 

effect, which is responsible for the significantly increased average and spread of the pitch-angle distribution 

shown in Fig. 3b.  

In conclusion, large-scale long-term simulations on world’s fastest computer reveal that REs in the 

realistic field configuration of ITER pose a much smaller threat to the device than previously predicted by 

overly simplified theoretical and computational models. More importantly, it is discovered that a small 

percentage of the 3D ripple components of the magnetic field are able to significantly reduce the RE risk 

for ITER. The Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer and the APT simulation code can be effectively utilized 

to design optimized magnetic coils to control REs for ITER and post-ITER devices, such as the CFETR.
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Figure 1: (a) Illustration of runaway dynamics in a tokamak and evolution of the RE 
distribution in a poloidal cross-section in (b)-(d) the ideal configuration and (e)-(g) the realistic 
configuration. The color bar indicates the number density of sampled REs within the poloidal 
cross-section, which are calculated using a resolution of 8mm by 8mm. In the ideal configuration, the 
REs drift outwards to the first wall of the device with a slightly increased spread. In the realistic
configuration the REs are concentrated to the core region due to the periodic focusing effect produced 
by the ripple field. A ring-like pattern appears at t=0.2s. At t=0.4s, there exists a dipole structure in the 
center of the beam. In the ideal configuration, 0.018% of the REs strike the first wall near the position 
z=0m, R=8.2m at t=0.2s, and at t=0.4s the loss rate increase to 2.6%. In the contrary, there’s no loss of 
REs in the realistic configuration. The much improved confinement in the realistic configuration 
enables more runaway energy released through radiation instead of direct impact on the first wall.
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Figure 2: (a) Evolution of average runaway energy in the realistic (blue) and ideal (red) 
configurations. (b) Evolution of the ratio of total runaway radiation power in the realistic 
configuration to that in the ideal configuration. Subfigure (a) shows that the maximum runaway energy 
in the realistic configuration is reduced to half of that in the ideal configuration. Subfigure (b) shows the 
greatly enhanced radiation power induced by magnetic field ripples. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of the pitch-angle distribution of the REs in (a) the ideal and (b) the realistic
configurations. The collisionless pitch-angle scattering due to the ripple field in the realistic 
configuration generates a much larger average and spread for the pitch-angle distribution.  
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Effects of fast electrons produced in front of lower hybrid wave antenna

Nong Xiang, Binbin Lin, Jing Ou, Zongzheng Men

Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

Abstract

Hotspots were observed in recent EAST lower hybrid current drive experiments. It is believed that the 

fast electrons produced due to the interactions of electrons and high n// lower hybrid modes in front of the 

antenna are responsible to the observed hotspots. The sheath effects, however, were ignored in the previous 

studies. In this work, the sheath effects are discussed via one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations. It is 

found that the sheath potential increases in the presence of fast electrons. As a result the ion heat flux 

increases and becomes comparable to the electron one. The total heat flux is much enhanced by fast 

electrons.

. Introduction

In recent lower hybrid current drive experiments on EAST, hot spots are often observed as the input wave power 

is over 2MW [1]. It is believed that fast electrons are produced as electrons interact with the lower hybrid mode 

with high n//. Then a fraction of the RF power is carried away and deposited on the walls [2]. Such enhanced heat 

flux loaded on the lower hybrid wave antenna guard limiters is responsible to the hot spots. The power loss and 

the power deposition on the walls have been reported to increase with launched power [3]. However, in these 

studies, the sheath effects were ignored. It is well known that a sheath decelerates electrons and accelerates ions 

and consequently make the heat fluxes carried by electrons and ions comparable. The presence of fast electrons 

not only affects the sheath dynamics and in turn alters the heat flux loaded to the walls. In this work, 

one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations are performed to study the heat flux flowing to the lower hybrid 

wave antenna guard limiters taking the sheath effects into account.

Since electrons are well confined by magnetic fields, we use a one-dimensional model as shown in Fig.1. The 

plasma is confined between two conductor walls representing the wave antenna guard limiters. The size of 

plasma is L=0.3m. The plasma density is n0 = 1018m-3 and both electron and hydrogen ion temperature are 25ev. 

No source and collisions are included in the simulations. A fully kinetic model implemented in VSIM [4] is used 

for both electrons and ions. The grid size is chosen dx = 0.9 D. 

Firstly we simulate the case without fast electrons. The sheath field and potential as a function of distance 

normalized to the Debye length are shown in Fig.2. It is verified that the plasma potential is just the floating 
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potential. The initial electron VDF is Maxwellian. The resulting VDF at the sheath edge and wall are shown in 

Fig.3. While the VDF at the sheath edge is still Maxwellian, the one at the wall is a cutoff Maxwellian. 

Now we consider the VDF with fast electrons. The initial electron velocity distribution (VDF) is set with a fast 

electron tail due to the electron-lower hybrid wave interactions. As fast electrons are lost at the walls, the sheaths 

are formed which decelerate electrons so only fast electrons can arrive at the walls. Meanwhile, ions are 

accelerated. The field and potential of the sheath formed in front of the right wall are shown in Fig.4. It can be 

seen that the sheath potential is much larger than the floating potential in the absence of fast electrons.

The physics underlying the fact that the sheath potential is significantly enhanced is due to the enhancement of 

the electron flux caused by fast electrons. To reduce such flux, the sheath potential should be increased. As a 

result, electrons at slower velocities are expelled by the sheath field. The electron VDFs at the sheath edge and 

the right wall are shown in Fig.5. The electron VDF at the sheath edge has a quasi-linear plateau produced by the 

resonant interactions between electrons and high n// lower hybrid modes, which gives rise to a driven current 

density 26kA/m2. The concentration of fast electron in the tail is about 3.4%. Without taking the sheath effect 

into account, such electron VDF results in about 200MW/m2 heat flux at the right wall. However, due the 

formation of the sheath, the electrons are decelerated by the sheath field and the VDF at the wall becomes much 

different as shown in Fig.5. Apparently the thermal electrons cannot reach the wall and the electron flux is much 

reduced. Therefore the resulting electron heat flux also decreases and ion heat flux increases because of the 

acceleration of ions by the sheath field. The electron, ion and total heat flux as a function of the normalized 

distance are plotted in Fig.6. Clearly the electron heat flux decreases with the distance while the ion’s increases. 

At the wall, they are comparable. The total heat flux at the wall is nearly 10MW/m2, which causes unendurable 

heat load on the guard limiters and produces hot spots. Therefore, it is shown that the fast electrons produced by 

the resonant electron-wave interactions are responsible to the hot spots observed in the lower hybrid current 

drive experiments. The formation of the sheath can significantly reduce the electron heat flux while increasing 

the ion heat flux.

Fig.1. Schematic plot of the simulation model. 

The sheath in front of the right wall is 

considered in this work.

Fig.2. Sheath field (top) and potential 
(bottom) as a function of distance 
normalized to the Debye length.  
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To find the dependence of the heat flux to the wall on the fast electrons, we slightly change the electron 

VDF by increasing fast electron number and energy. Such VDF produces the current density about 

37kA/m2. The electron VDF at the sheath edge is shown in Fig.7 while the one at the right wall is shown in 

Fig.8. One can observe that the electrons at the wall are less than that in the previous case. Because more 

fast electrons with higher energy can reach the wall. The sheath field and potential are plotted in Fig.9.

While the sheath field is comparable to that in the previous case, the sheath potential is much increased. As 

a result the sheath width also increases. Therefore the ions gain more energy while traveling to the wall. 

The electron, ion and total heat flux are shown in Fig.10. Once again the electron heat flux is reduced when 

moving to the wall while the ion heat flux increases. The total heat flux flowing to the wall is about 

25MW/m2. Apparently the heat flux to the wall is significantly increased as the number and energy of fast 

electrons are slightly increased.

In the simulations, the effects of the secondary electron emission (SEE) are not considered. It can be 

expected that the SEE will reduce the sheath potential, but not significantly affect the heat flux. 

Fig.5. The electron VDF at the sheath edge 

(top)  and right wall (bottom). 

Fig.6. The electron, ion and total heat flux as 

a function of distance normalized to the 

Debye length.

Fig.3. The electron VDF at sheath edge 
(black) and wall (blue). 

Fig.4. Sheath field (top) and potential 

(bottom) as a function of distance normalized 

to the Debye length.  
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,

In this work, the sheath effects are discussed via one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations. It is found 

that the sheath potential increases in the presence of fast electrons. As a result the ion heat flux increases 

and becomes comparable to the electron one. The total heat flux is much enhanced by fast electrons, which 

is responsible to the observed hot spots during lower hybrid current drive. 
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Fig.7. The electron VDF at the sheath 

edge, which can drive 37kA/m2 current.  

Fig.8. The electron VDF at the right 

wall. 
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Fig.10. The electron, ion and total heat 

flux vs. the normalized distance.  
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Abstract

n addition to their effect on the linear stability of tearing modes, energetic particles can

influence the nonlinear evolution of a magnetic island through an uncompensated cross field

current due to the effect of charge separation when the orbit width of an energetic particle is

much larger than the island width. The corresponding return parallel current may compensate

the loss of bootstrap current in the magnetic island. This nonlinear effect depends on the

island s propagation frequency (the rotation frequency of the island relative to the plasma), the

density gradient of energetic ions and magnetic shear. If the island s propagation frequency

is positive, the effect of the uncompensated current plays a stable role on neoclassical tearing

modes. When the magnetic shear is sufficiently small, this effect becomes significant and can

partially cancel or even overcome the destabilizing effect of the perturbed bootstrap current.

In ITER this provides a possibility of using energetic ions to suppress the neoclassical tearing

mode for the steady state and hybrid scenarios with weak magnetic shear.

1. Introduction

Neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) have been observed in major tokamaks, and they can negatively 

and significantly impact the performance of magnetically confined plasmas[1-4]. These modes are driven 

by the perturbed helical bootstrap current due to the pressure flattening across the island. They can increase 

the local radial transport, degrade plasma confinement and even lead to the disruption in high plasma, 

resulting in a limit on maximum achievable [5]. Thus, understanding the physics of NTMs in tokamak 

plasmas is one of the critical problems of present and future devices for achieving steady-state and high 

confinement plasmas, such as International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)[6]. To achieve 

high  and steady operation plasmas, scenarios with a weak magnetic shear configuration were proposed 

and successfully realized in some large tokamaks[7]. Hence, it is important to explore the physics of NTMs 

in the operation scenarios with weak magnetic shear configuration.

Energetic particles are inevitably produced in burning plasma or during auxiliary heating (such as neutral 

beam injection) in tokamak. They can interact with plasma instabilities effectively. Much work has been 

devoted to investigating the interaction between energetic particles and ideal MHD instabilities[8-11], such 

as the internal kink and Alfven eigenmodes. However, the study on the interaction between energetic 

particles and resistive instabilities of m>1 modes (such as NTMs) has just begun. Recently, the effective 

interaction between NTMs (including tearing modes) and energetic ions has been shown in some 
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experiments and theories[12-23]. The redistribution and loss of energetic ions due to NTM and beam ion 

effects on NTM onset threshold during neutral beam injection (NBI) have been observed in the 

experiments[12-15]. In DIII-D[14], it was shown that the onset threshold increases with co-injected beam. 

Hegna et. al.[17] showed that energetic ions can stabilize nonlinear tearing modes by the perturbed beam 

ion parallel current in the island region. This beam ion parallel current is due to the deformation of particle 

distribution function by the magnetic island. However, this stabilizing effect is expected to be small when 

the orbit width of energetic ions is much larger than island width because the responses of energetic ions to 

perturbation in the island region is weakened by orbit averaging. In this case, energetic ions can affect the 

linear stability of tearing modes through their interaction with tearing modes in the outer region[18-21,23].

Furthermore, Mirnov et. al.[24] recently pointed out that the effects of energetic ions in the inner region of 

linear tearing modes can not be neglected even when their orbit width is large for a RFP plasma. It was 

shown that an uncompensated cross field current is produced due to the charge separation effect, and the 

effect of this uncompensated current is stabilizing for linear tearing modes. The uncompensated current 

comes from a net ExB current because the beam ion ExB current is significantly reduced by orbit averaging 

effect in the limit of large orbit width. In this work, we investigate the effect of the uncompensated current 

on the nonlinear evolution of NTM. We will show that the effect is significant when magnetic shear is weak 

and is stabilizing when the mode frequency is positive in plasma frame.

2. Influence of energetic ions on NTM

The detailed calculation can be referred to the paper [25]. By a series of derivation, we can obtain the 

evolution of NTMs including energetic ions, as

ubdt
dwI

c
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where ub ',','  result from the contribution of bootstrap current, neoclassical polarization current and 
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Here, the numerical coefficients ,58.1~,42.1~,31.2~,83.0~ 3211 GGGI i* is the ion diamagnetic 

current, nhni LL , are the scale lengths of ion density and energetic ion density, respectively. '  is 

determined by the torque balance, which is still an open debate. Here, it is needed to point out that the 
contributions of energetic ions are reflected in both u' and the stability criterion ' (one can refer the 

detail in Ref.[19]. From Eq.(4), it can be seen that the effect of uncompensated cross field current from 

energetic ions depends on the magnetic shear, propagation frequency of the island and the density gradients 
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of ions and energetic ions at resonance surface. It plays a stable role for 0' if density gradients of 

ions and energetic ions at resonance surface have the same sign. This is different from the effect of 
neoclassical polarization current, which is stabilizing for 0' or i*' . Although the density of 

energetic ions is much smaller than the ion density, u' may become significant for weak magnetic shear, 

like in one of the scenarios of high and steady state and hybrid operations in ITER[26] and some large 

tokamaks[7], where a lot of steady operation discharges have been realized with a zero or weak magnetic 

shear configuration. For weak magnetic shear, the effect of uncompensated cross field current from 

energetic ions can be comparable with the contribution of the perturbed bootstrap current, and would 

enhance the onset threshold of NTMs or suppress the NTMs. For the typical tokamak like JT-60U, the main 
parameters ,8.0~,2.3~0 aR and the energetic ion density can be up to in02.0 during neutral beam 

injection[30]. Given i*~' , 8/1~s , mLh 16.0~ , mLni 7.0~ , the ratio of |'/'| bu against 

ih nn / is shown in Fig.1. From Fig.1, it can be seen that |'/'| bu increases with ih nn / increasing 

or s decreasing. For the weak magnetic shear and large fraction of energetic ion density, |'|~|'| bu ,

even |'||'| bu . Namely, the contribution of uncompensated cross field current from energetic ions 

becomes significant, and its stabilizing effect can partially cancel or overcome the destabilizing effect of 

the perturbed bootstrap current. Then, NTMs will be suppressed.
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